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Tax Hike Ordinance Is
Approved By City Council

GayIon Sawyers of Corbin, center, took first
place honors in the state
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) skill
competition in secondary appliance repair held in Bowling Green?
Eddie Dillon of Murray, left,
placed second and Christopher Young Christian
County, placed third.

increasing tne city taxes one cent?"
An ordinance raising city property
Chrisi:lan asked.
taxes one cent per $100 valuation —
Yes," Henley replied but added that
from 35 cents to 36 cents — was
"we might mention for the record that
approved on _first reading by the
ver shortly we will be reducing taxes
Murray Common Council last night.
two cents."
Melvin Henley, chairman of the
Henley explained that the two cent
council's
budget and finance
hospital .tax is expected to be dropped
committee, explained that the one cent
S000. meaning a net drop Of one cent in
property tax hike was necessary to
the overall tax rate.
"keep the same revenue coming in."
The remainder of the property tax
Henley explained that due to
Kentucky's Homestead Amendment, ordinance remains the same as the 1976
ordinance. It includes a 19 cents per
which exempts older citizens from
$100 tax on bank shares, the two cent
property taxes, the city could not
per $100 hospital tax, and a three cent
collect as much tax if the rate remained
per $100 tax for the police and firemen's
thesame this year due to more persons
pension fund.
qualifying for the homestead
The total property tax rate amounts
amendment.
to 41 cents per $100 valuation.
Henley added that under the 1966
Also last night, the council approved
"Rollback Law," the city is allowed to
a new communications system for city
adjust tax rates to keep the same
government office at an initial
amount of revenue coining in from
installation cost of $43,825.34.
property taxes.
A stipulation was included, however,
After the ordinance had passed on.the
that said the city would only go to the
first reading (it will have to be
approved on a second reading before
going into effect) Councilman Ed
Chrisman asked who had originated the
tax increase since he was not aware it
was coming up until arriving at the
meeting.
"The budget committee chairman
told the clerk we needed the one-cent
increase," Henley_ said. Henley.is the, . The Calloway
County School &lard-budget committee chairman.
met in regular session Thursday
"You're responsible, then, for
evening, with an extensive agenda of
end-of-the-year items for consideration.
• Payments were approved to Crouch
Construction
and
Castleberry
Architects, representing
nearcompletion of construction projects to
the cafeteria and library at Calloway
County High School.
An expenditure of $35,607 was
approved to Central School Supplies for
new furniture for the new library.
'A report was heard from Ron
indictment — "conspiracy to purchase
McAlister, Calloway High principal, on
up to $20,000 Worth of marijuana in
the high school budget. It was noted
Ocala, Fla.," through nnindicted cothat the budget as a whole is in good
conspirators Boyden and Scarborough
shape, and that money from basketball
— were Tnscon A. Yoruk, Willaim Greg
Lawson and Dan Anderson.
Ammons is charged in the second
count. with illegal distribution of 60
tablets of dilaudid and in counts three,
four and five with the illegal
distribution of the drugs LSD, cocaine
Local authorities have charged
and marijuana.
Buddy Lee. Workman and Grace
Counts six through 11 charge the
Workman with possession of alcoholic
physician with the illegal distribution of
beverages in a local dry option territory
cocaine from December 1975 until
for purposes of resale, according to
September 1976.
official reports.
In another count of the indictment.
Confiscated in a raid last night by city
Yoruk was charged with distribution of
and county authorities were 34 cases of
a controlled substance, desoxyn.
beer, 30 half-pints of whiskey. and six
fifths of whiskey.
Bond was set by the Calloway county
Judiles office at $2,590 each.

Payments Approved By
County School Board

Defense Rests In Trial
Of Ammons Thursday
The defense rested its case Thursday
afternoon in the trial of Dr. James Ray
Ammons in Federal District Court in
Paducah.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Fred Partin,
prosecutor for the United States in the
drug-conspiracy case, and defense
attorney Richard Heideman, made
their final arguments to the jury
Thursday afternoon before Judge
Charles Allen recessed the proceedings
for the day.
Judge Allen was to give his charge to
the jury which was expected to be in
deliberations today.
The prosecution has attempted to
prove throughout the trial that Dr.
Ammons participated in the planning of
an illegal drug purchase in Florida and
that he wrote prescriptions to some
individuals for the purpose of illegally
obtaining schedule two narcotics.
The defense has attempted to prove,
however, that on the day the United
States alleges Dr. Ammons planned the
Florida drug buy, Oct. 4, 1976, he was
working in his office at the HoustonMcDevitt clinic as usual and that he
made his normal rounds at the local
hospital.
Ammons is also charged with the
illegal distribution of cocaine and
earlier testimony said that a squeeze
bottle of cocaine hydrochloride solution
was taken from him during his arrest
last fall. Other evidence has attempted
to show he improperly wrote
prescriptions for cocaine and dilaudid,
a strong pain-killer, and used the drugs
in illegitimate ways.
Several medical officials for the
prosecution have indicated that the
quantities and concentrations of drugs
Ammons allegedly prescribed and
adininistered were too strong for
normal medical use.
Dr. William Jennings, a Paducah

neurologist who has consulted with Dr.
Ammons in the past, testified for the
defense that he sees nothing wrong with
Dr. Ammons having used various
narcotic drugs in ways in which
prosecution witnesses said were
"niedically unacceptable."
Dr. Jennings testified that he had a
"very high regard" for Dr. Ammons'
professional talents and that the use of
cocaine hydrochloride solution is
normal use for a general practitioner.
The government rested its case in the
trial Tuesday afternoon after 9kt days
of testimony.
Dr. Ammons is being tried on an 11count indictment handed down by a
federal grand jury in January.
Also charged in count one of the
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Children who attend kindergarten are less likely to have
To repeat the first grade, a state official says. See the story
on Page 14 of today's edition.
Details surrounding an altercation with a police officer
that left a retired newspaper correspondent injured will
be released in court before being made public. The full
story is on Page 14 today.

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight. Partly
cloudy with widely scattered
showers
afternoon
and
thundershowers on Saturday.
Lows tonight in the low to mid
60s. Highs Saturday in the upper
80s. Winds southeasterly to 10
miles an hour tonight. Rain
chances 20 per cent on Saturday.

Two Charged In
Raid Last Night

Partial Tuition Scholarships
Available For MSU Institute
Partial tuition scholarships still are
available at Murray State University
for the three-week summer institute on
freedom of expression in the United
States and the Soviet Union.
Scheduled to start Jime 20 and run
through July 11, the institute has been
designed to explore the extent to which
differing viewpoints are tolerated by
the two major political systems.
A minimum of 20 participants are
needed in order to conduct the seminar,
according to Dr. Farouk Umar,
Chairman of the Department of
Political .-Science
and -Public
Administration, which is sponsoring the
institute along with the university's
Paralegal Studies Program and the
American gar Association.
The day-to-day study will compare
the American and Soviet legal systems
and examine the plight of Soviet
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system if the Murray Electric System
board also agreed to hook into the new
telephone system.
Costs for the system, supplied by
South Central Bell, would be pro-rated
among the various city departments.
The system would establish a
switchboard and only one telephone
number to reach all city departments,
with the exception of emergency
departments which could be reached
simply by dialing 911.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, chairman of the
committee recommending the system,
said it would take four to five months to
corn—Prete theinstallation. Also serving
on the committee were Henley and
Howard Koenen.
In other business, the council:
— approved funds for a court
reporter for City Police Court for the
remainder of the year. The court
reporter is estimated to cost $315 for the
remainder of 1977.
— approved
unanimously
a

dissidents and their treatment as
compared with the treatment accorded
dissenters in the American system
under the First Amendment.
Guest lecturers expected to
participate include a representative of
the Soviet embassy in Washington and
these:
Kazimierz Gryzbowski, professor of
law at Duke University and author of
"Freedom of Expression and Dissent in
the Soviet Union," and Dr. Michael S.
Pap, director of the,Institute for Soviet
and East European Studies at John
Carroll University in Cleveland, Ohio.
Also, Dr. Bernard A. Ramundo,
professor of law at George Washington
School of Law and author of "The
Soviet Legal System — A Primer," and
Lucus A. Powe, professor of law at the
University of Texas School of Law and
former law clerk to U. S. Supreme
Court Justice William 0. Douglas.
Although the institute is designed
primarily for
pre-college-level
teachers, graduate students are invited
to enroll. Three semester hours of
graduate- credit can be earned and
applied toward a degree, certification.
or renewal of certification by
registering for one of the two courses
involved.
'The institute will be held in Room 206.
Faculty Hall, from 1 to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday of the three weeks.
Additional information may be
obtained by contacting Dr. Umar at 7622661.

•

Local Craftsman
Honored By Guild
Kent Forrester, of Murray, was one
of five artists and craftsmen honored
by exhibitors and visitors to. the 11th
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen's Fair held in Berea.
The "Exhibitors' Choice Award,
carrying a $50 merit award, went' to
Forrester, a woodworker, for his
walnut flute.

gate reCeipts. lacked $500 in covering
the athletic expenditures of the school
year. These expenditures did not
include any funds for football,, it was
noted.
•
Steve Payne was employed as a
teacher at North Elementary and as the
football coach at that school.
Resignations and retirements
included Carman Parks, who is retiring
as an agriculture teaCher at Calloway
High after 39 years of service.
The board approved the firm of
Richardson and Trevathan as auditors,
and also approved Don Overbey as
legal counsel to the board.
A work-study program was approved
for qualified vocational education
students in the school system, and a
motion was approved to advertise for
bids on insurance, milk, and bread for
next year.

Openings Still
Available For
MSU Kindergarten
Openings still are available for
children ages 5 or 6 in the summer
kindergarten program at Murray State
University, Dr. Charles R. May,
chairman of the Department of Child
Studies, has announced.
Kindergarten hours are from 9 until
11 a. m. each day, beginning June 20
and continuing through July 29 with
classes being held on the lower level of
the Student Center, formerly the
University School.
A maximum of 20 children will be
accepted for the summer session, he
said, and the fee is $15 for the term.
Mrs. Betty Gore is the teacher, and she
will be assisted by graduate students.
Additional information may be
obtained by contacting Dr. May at 7623826 Monday, June 13.

screening amendment to the city's
zoning code on second and final
reading. The amendment requires that
buffers such as fences or shrubbery
between commercial and residentially
zoned areas.
— approved on an 11-1 vote the first
reading of,an ordinance establishing a
limited boiness B-4,1 cla.ssitietitibn for
city zoningk.-- approved the disbursement of
$25,000 to the Murray Water System to
cover the cost of digging a new well for
the city. The money is to come from
rev,inue sharing.
— heard the police report from
councilman Chrisman for the period
May 26-June 2 during which 78 citations
were issued. Chrisman reported that 62
of those cited were found guilty as
charged in city court, 8 cases were'
dismissed and 8 are still pending. Local
police arrested 14 persons on DWI
charges, 13 for public intoxication, and
investigated 15 traffic accidents during
the period.

Horse Show
To Be Held
On Saturda
A West Kentucky. Horseman's
Awiciat.on Show will be held Saturday,
June 11, at the New Providence Riding
Club, located nine miles southeast of
Murray off Highway 121 South. The
show will start at 5:00 p.n.
Fifteen pleasure classes and ten
game classes will be featured with the
entry fee being $2.00. Open classes will
be jackpot and the entry fee will be
$2.50, according to club officials.
Gate fee admission will be $1.00 for a
car load. The concession stand will be
open and the public is invited, officials
said.

City School
Board Meets
On Thursday
The Murray City School Board met in
regular session Thursday evening and
considered several routine items on the
agenda.
The firm of Richardson and
Trevathan was selected as auditors for
the fiscal year 1977, and several routine
change' orders were approved in the
Murray Middle School renovation
program.
Personnel •
recommendations
included Barbara Priddy, at Carter
Elementary, Annie Knight, at Murray
Middle, and Eunice Mills as an
elementary teacher, and were
approved by the board.'
The
superintendent's
report,
presented by Svt. Fred Schultz,
included a report or, the summer
maintenance program, and changes in
some routine items.

Local Man Charged
By City Police
A local man has been charged with
unauthorized use of motor vehicle in
connection with the alleged taking of a
car owned by Crouse Auto Sales over
the weekend, according to local
authorities.
Turnip), Smith, 18, was released on
his own reeognizance and will appear in
city court on June 16.

DINNER THEATRE —"Stouthearted," a dinner theatre production of the local Community Theitre, will premier this
evening at the Colonial House Smorgasbord. Dinner will be served at 6.30 p. m., with the musical-variety show to follow.
From left are Joe Jackson, musical director for the show, and Mary Stout anditic hard Valentine, who star in the production. Tickets for the show Saturday night are still available at both local hanks the Calloway County Public Library or
from
any community theatre member.
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Haneline And Smith
Wedding Is Tuesday
Miss Marla Haneline,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Haneline of Farmington, has completed plans
for her wedding to Randy
Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Smith, also of Farmington.
The wedding will take place
on Tuesday, June 14, at six
p.m. in an outdoor setting at
the home of the bride- Aect.
Bro. Jerry Mayes will officiate.
_Nuptial music will be
presented by Miss Donna
Jones, vocalist, and Miss

WA. Rangerettes &
Rangers Plan Trip

h

edeim

Friday, June 10
it omen Plan For
Club
Sing
Singe
Oaks
featuring
Sabrina Wilferd, organist,
Century Sinr,e, will be at
both cousins of the bride-elect.
Scotts Grecrt3aptist Church
Miss Haneline has chosen Luncheon: Winners Named at 7:30 p.m.
Miss Jada Brittain as maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Mrs. Max Workman, sister of
the bride-elect and Miss
Donna Burton. Miss Kelly
Workman, niece of the brideelect, will be the flower girl.
Steve Smith, cousin of the
groom-elect, will serve as best
man for Mr. Smith. Tom
Bob
and
Montgomery
Hargrove will be groomsmen.
Ushers will be Dan Smith,
brother of the groom-elect,
and Frank Haneline, brother
of the bride-elect. Junior
usher will be Russ Workman,
nephew of the bride-elect.
The reception, immediately
following the ceremony, will
be held at the same setting.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to attend the double ring ceremony
and the reception. No invitations are being sent.

The date for the Opryland
Trip by the Woodmen of the
and
Rangers
World
been
has
liangerettes
,-hanged, according to Grover
Burkett, area manager.
Rangers. ad RAngerettes
will 41 go t6.Opryland, Nash- Tennis Pairings Of
vilte, Tn.,on Wednesday, June
15.. Buses will leave the
.4re Listed
Municipal Parking Lot,
Murray, at 7:30 a.m. and will
Pairings for the Inreturn at 9:30 p.m.
termediate Group of Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
.11
Club for play on Tuesday,
June 14, at nine a.m. have
been released as follows:
Court No. One — Cindy Ashby, Agnes Payne, Nancy
Fandrich, and Jean Hurt.
Court No. Two — Kay Ray,
Pat Seiber, Mary Frank
Valentine, and Lynn Stout.
Court No. Three —, Lochie
.Lartdolt,. _Pat Greer, Jane
Charlotte
and
Prince,
Gregory.
Court No. Four — Carolyn
Bradshaw and Jana Hughes.
Pe• Pose In Living

The women of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, June 15, with
Mrs. Ron Poster .and- Mrir
Judy Baucum as chairmen of
the hostesses.
Also serving as hostesses
will be Mesdames James Dale
Cochran, William Boyd,
Stanley Hargrove, Calvin
Key, Paul Kurz, Lenore I.igon,
Billy Morton, Amos Tackett,
E. C. Wallin, Walter Waterfield, Stanley Outland, Codie
Caldwell, Eldon Heathcott,
Stan Key, Paul Jerry Lee,
Tony Montgomery, Charles D.
Outland, Charles Hale, henry
Warren,.and Loyd T. BroYm.

Golf and bridge will be at
Forestry Hike, Pt mile
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday with walk, will start at 9:30
a.m.,
Ada „Sue Roberts as golf and Night Visual, lvz hour
hostess,and Beauton Brandon drive, will start at 8:30 p.m.,
as bridge hostess.
both at Center Station, Land
Winners for ladies day golf Between the Lakes.
on "June 8 as released by
Friday, June 10
Mabel Rogers, hostess, were
County Athletic
Calloway
Carolyn Caldwell, medalist,
will meet at
Club
Boosters
Nell TacIptt, first flight, Polly
at North Calloway
p.m.
7:30
Sandy
Seale, second flight,
Elementary School.
Coleman, third flight, and
putts.
low
Mabel Rogers,
Friday, Juni 10
Freda Steely, hostess for
Community Tlfeatre in
ladies day golf on June 1, said cooperation with Colonial
Burlene Brewer was medalist, House Smorgasbord will
Barbara McCuiston had low present "Stouthearted," a
putts, and Doris Rose was dinner theatre production at
middlernan.
seven p.m. Tickets are $5 for
adults and $2.75 for children 12
and under.

YOUR
HOTO
Color

Artcraft Studios
The Professionals
1111S. I2th 753-0035
Free Parking In leer

UNFOUNDED

ears

Sunday, June 12
Program planning
workshop for Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
of District One will be at J. U.
Kevil Center, Mayfield, at two
p.m.
Sunday, June 12
Visit the Homeplace in the
Land Between the Lakes at
2:30 p.m.

•

Sunday, June 12
Northside Baptist Church
will hold its homecoming.
Homecoming will be at
United
Chapel
Brooks
Methodist Church.

-ATTENDING the luncheon of St. Leo's Woman's Guild
at Paris Landing StAte Park included, left to right, Billie
Hall, Amanda Bile, Clare Resig, Mary Gertzen, and
Lorraine Maggard.

St. Leo's Woman's Guild
Installs New Officers

Monday, June 13
Homemakers
Suburban
Club will meet with Mrs. Max
Members and guests joined
An impressivo candlelight
Farley at 7:30 p.m.
ceremony followed the . in, in singing and recited a prayer
officers for unity at the close of the
and
stallation
luncheon of the St. Leo's luncheon. Meetings are
United
Russells Chapel
Catholic Church Woman's
for the summer, but
Friday, June 10
Methodist Church Women will Guild on May 31 at Paris dispensed
Carp
will receive Holy
the
members
Summer String
one
at
Lorenz
Dolly
meet with
Landing State Park.
of p.m.;
Communion at the eleven a.m.
Orchestra
Chamber
Chairman of the day, Mrs. mass the first Sunday of each
Murray State University will
Hall, assisted by Mrs.
Billie
present a concert in the Old
of
Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Burke, installed the
Donald
Recital Hall of Price Doyle First United
Methodist
Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at 7:30 Church Women will meet at following officers: Mrs.
p. in. No admisssion charge. seven p.m. in the senior youth Joseph Gertzen, president;
Mrs. Paul Maggard ..vice
room of the church.
First Baptist Church camp
president; and Mrs. Henry
Mrs. MINOT
treasurer.
Bila,
out will be at -Kenlake State
Euzelian Sunday School
Schlueter was er.AL
Theodore
Park.
Church
Baptist
Class of First
attend to be installed
will meet at the Fellowship unable to
-1
011.10iSaturday, June 11
, as the new secretary.
at twelve noon.
Hall
lit
r0.111
te
Chairmen of the standing
Grandma's Kitchen will be
featured at Empire Farm,
committees appointed by the 6„,
Recovery Inc., will meet at
Land Between the Lakes,
new president are: Mrs.
7:30 p.m. at the First
Wheeler, Altar and
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Lawrence
Sanctuary; Mrs. Billie Hall,
This will also be on Sunday,
all.
for
is
This
Streets.
Main
June 12.
Catholic Action and Mempersons with emotional or
bership; Mrs_ John_ liesig,_
ler-and-sdisorder'
--mous
Saturday; June-11-- —
without
—
program; Mrs. Max Canady,
.
NEEDLINE
Parking lot sale, sponsored information call
publicity and telephone and
by Past Matrons and Past
Paul Maggard, Sunshine
Summer registration for Mrs.
Patrons Club of Murray
chairman.
have not advanced
Star Chapter No. 433 OES, those who
will be at Freed Cotham lot, registered for the 1977 surnOur Hostess'
SHINGLES
be at the
802 Chestnut treet, starting at mer session will
Gifts and InVALLEY FORGE, Pa. AP)
State.
Murray
Center,
Student
nine a.m.
— If • the asphalt shingles information are
stalled on American homes
the Key to Your Bookman's were laid out, they would circle
Saturday, June 11
Kentucky
New Community
WKHA Horse Show will be Associatiorr ,members will the globe 1,480 times at Ihe
Mrs. Kaltarri OutImall
New Providence Ifiding- -- have a book"show in the north equator, a distance of 37 milMom 7S3-3675
miles.
Club, nine miles southeast of gym, Carr Health Building, lion
Research conducted by the
Murray, starting at five p. in. MSU, from one to 4:30 p.m. Home Institute of Certain-teed
Corp. shows American homemore
Car wash by youth of
Tennis Camp workshop for owners have installed
of the weatherbillion
65
than
will
high
Church
junior
Deward's Chapel
high school and
lb Om Ian IWOoftOM
proof shingles.
be at Larry's Garage, High- students will be held. at
way 94 East next door to Murray State and Murray
Jack's Grocery, from nine a. High School courts.
in. to five p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
,r51May County Junior have a work day from 9:30
Varsity Cheerleaders will a.m. to three p.m.
have a car wash at Five Points
Amoco Station from nine a. in.
Monday, June 13
to four p.
Ponds and Polliwogs will
Fourth annual Kentucky start at Center Station, Land
State
Horse Between the Lakes, at two
Racking
Championship will be at three p.m. Persons should wear
p.m. at the West Kentucky tennis shoes.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Monday, June 13
Saturday, June 11
Unit of National
Murray
Community Theatre dinner
of Hairdressers will meet at
production
theatre
at
"Stouthearted" will be at Perkins Pancake House
Willard Ails
Colonial House Smorgasbord seven p. m. with
as speaker on "Drugs."
at seven p.m.

Don't
Make a Mov.e!!

119c

For Each Original Print
•No Limit
*Groups Okay
*All Ages
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,
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER—Susan Carter, left, was
presented with a scholarship to be used at Murray State
University by the Tau Phi tambda Sorority No: 826 of
the Woodmen of the World. Making the presentation at
chapa recent luncheon at DeVanti's is Martha Andrus,
major
education
special
ter president. Miss Carter is a
UniverState
Murray
from
degree
S.
B.
her
received
and
sity in May 1977. The scholarship winner Is from Fern
Creek and is president of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority No.

Some p , yfe are still afraid 4
to fly in airplanes even
though airline safety records
show there is no basis for
such fears. Mile for mile,
airplanes are safer than
842, WOW.
highways.

Gospel Meeting
Almo Church
of Christ

June 13-17
7:30'P. M.

Speaker: Jay Lockhart
Sugarland, Texas
UI

Piff*?••• rOL

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE FIVE ADVENTURES

rcza

Thru Wed.
15,9.40812:30Sun.
„
Ihe incredible .s/ory
ofthe ship that
shamed the world.

)

VOYAGEOF THE DAMNED
1 FREE QUART
Purchase a 10 piece
Burger Queen Chicken
Box and receive one free
quart of Coke.

2 FREE QUARTS
Buy a 15 piece Chicken
Bot and receive two free
quarts of Coke.

3.FREEQUARTS
i20 piece Burger
buy
Or
Queen Chicken Box
and receive three free
quarts of Coke!

FAIT DUNAWAY
OSKAR WERNER
MAX Vol SYDOW
MALCOIX MiDOWELL ORSON WELLES JAMS MASON
"VOYAC/ Of TIII DAMMED"
IllafTWO
Lit CIUUIT
IPo)
KATHARDIE ROSS mil NEN CARRARA as Tripe

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
"Diary Of A Sinner"(X)

Thru Thur.
7 20,9 1O&2 30Sun

La„

PG AM

Burt Reynolds
"Smokey...T.Bandit"
Sally Field Jerry Reed
Jackie Gleason

Clot*:It

11 or Oyer lily

Thru Wed.
7 30.9 20 2 30 Sun

Trust no one.
NO one.

41111=1•111111111111M11•11111.11..

Great eating for the whole family, at home or the park,
from your neighbors at participating Burger Queen Restaurants.

Thru Thur
7:20.9 . 25&2:30Sun.

Those"TRINITY Boys"
taketothe airand still
fly offthe handle.
A • taktt...., u•••••.• Ar

Irn

'AllThe
WayBoys"
COKE ADDS MORE LIFE
BURGER QUEEN
TO
CHICKEN
'Coca-Cole and Coke are rttgietered Rack/marks
which I dent.fy the Sam. product of The Coca-Cole Cernpany

G

•

.r •t•A,, ewe Embassy Itelarow

_

0
At,

ovnitAy

Thru Wed.
8.35 • 10:40

,Sun.

Disitif:174
J
••
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Bridal Couple Honored If rith Everitt At Park

regoryAnd York Vows Are
Solemnized,Brooks Chapel
Miss Martia Gregory and
Timothy Lyle York were
Lnited in marriage on a spring
evening in a candlelight
ceremony at Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church near
Dexter-. The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Gregory
of Benton. The groom is the
km of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
York of Benton.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the Rev.
Barry SirIs, cousin of the
groom, before an altar
decorated with arched candelabra, tapers and baskets of
spring flowers.
A program of music was
presented by Denise *Pace,
pianist, and Bob Wiley,
vocalist and guitarist.
Bride's Dress
The' bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage- by her
parents. She wore a formal
gown of white sata peau with a
fitted bodice circled at the
waist with Venise lace. The
sculptured neckline was
outlined in matching lace. The
full bishop sleeves were
adorned on the deep ctffs with
a Venise medallion as was the
center front of the A-line skirt.
The hemline and chapel length
train were edged with fabric
flounce. The Juliet cap . attached to the full length veil
was graced with Venise lace.
She carried a bouquet of
spring flowers. She wore pearl
earrings, a gift from het sister
_ _rand a-diamond-pendant,-a gift from the groom.
The bride chose her s- ister,
Mayda Gregory to serve as
maid of honor who wore a
green knit gown and carried
spring flowers.
The bridemaids were Cheryl
York, sister of the groom,
Theda Johnson, and Kathy
Miller. They wore yellow knit

'Dux -41311.-

Methodist Church
were
honored with a . special
cookout-shower' on Saturday.
June 4, at seven p.m at the
new City-County Park.
The hosts for the special
occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Randolph, Mr. and
Mrs. Noel Buchanan,-and Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Carson.
For the event Miss Housden

was presented with a'h yellow
corsage. She and her husbind
to be, Mr. Hill, opened their
many gifts for the guests to
view.
The three host couples
served hamburgers, hotdogs,
chips, soft drinks, decorated
cake, nuts, and mints to the
approximately thirty-five
persons present.

Let Him Shoot Solo
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Owego Tribune N

News Syntl Inc

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been having a
little domestic trouble, so I finally got him tcii.go to a
marriage counselor with me. We were advised to take an
interest in each other's hobbies. ‘Vell, I'm trying, but it
makes me sick to go down to the city dump and shoot rats.
My husband gets into training for deer hunting this way,
and that's how he spends every spare minute.
Abby, do I have to go along and join him in this sickening
sport? I haven't got the heart for it.
GREG'S WIFE
•
DEAR WIFE: You not only haven't the heart; you
haven't the stomach for it. Pack Greg a lunch, kiss him
goodby and wish him happy hunting!
DEAR ABBV: I am a teenager. Both my parents are
deaf, but they are varyintelligent. They can't HEAR, but
they can speak tiihrly well and manage to communicate
very well with friends and neighbors.
The problem is when we go to the store or travel
somewhere, and people ask stupid questions, such as, "Can
they read and write?""Can they look after themselves, or
must they always have someone with them?" Then they
end up by sayinif, 'Take good care of your parents. They
need your help.
Abby, I want all these people to know that my parents
are not idiots. They are just like everybody else, except
they can't hear! In fact their other senses are better
developed because they're deaf
My parents tell me not to let such questions bother me,
but they do. Please print this so people will realize how
dumb and mean such questions are.
BUGGED

-'111r. and !qrs. „Timothy Lyle York
gowns and also carried spring
flowers.
The flower girl, Gena York
wore a green knit gown
identical to the maid of honor.
The groom chose Micky
Darnell as his best .man. The
groomsmen were Doug Lyles,
Terry :Lovett, and Steve

THANK YOU!
I sincerely appreciate the support and confidence
that everyone has shown me in the past election.
Possibly in four years I will once again ask for
your support. Again thank you.
DAVID BALENTINE

Miller.
Alex Dowdy, cousin of the
bride was ringbearer. Ushers
were Craig Dowdy, cousin of
the bride and Mickey Sirls,
cousin of the groom.
The mother of the bride
wore a green lace and knit
gown. The mother of the
groom wore a .peach knit
gown. They both wore corsages of yellow roses.
The guest register was kept
'by LaDon Dowdy, cousin of
the bride.
Reception
A reception followed in the
church fellowship hall. Ser-ving were Cindy Wiley, Cheryl
Bolen, Denise Cavitt, and
Janey Hunter.
Following a honeymoon to
the Great Smokey Mountains,
the couple resides in Calvert

PORTRAITS IN
LIVING COLOR

$1.95

2 - 8 X 10
2- 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits wII be delivered wIthir,three weeks

3 BIG DAYS ALL AGES

WAYNE WOODS, son of
Mr. and Mrs, Otis Woods of
Murray, was installed as
president of the Jaycees of
Jackson, Tn.,lor the 1977-78
year at the annual Jaycee Installation and
Awards
Banquet. Woods and his
wife, Pam,attended the Tennessee Jaycee convention
held at Knoxville, Tn. Woods
is formerly from Benton.

Genuine
Pewter Bracelet

Beginner Group iii!!
Play !fere llondas

Pairings for the Beginner
Group of the Women-'s-Tednis
of the Murray Country Club
for play on Monday, June 13,
at nine a.m. are as follows:
Court No. One — Frances
DEAR BUGGED: Most peisple don't mean to be unkind; Hulse, Marilyn. Adkins, Kathy
they are simply uniformed and curious. But here's iota Mattis, and Carol Hibbard.
letter, and I hope it helps.
'Court No. Two — Jan
Wilson, Vickie Miller, Janie
DEAR ABBY: My brother spanks his 3-year-old son and Ryan, and Leta Rushing.
will not allow the little guy to cry. If he cries, he gets •Court
No. Three — Jane
spanked again and again. I have seen this go on for hours.
(He says this will make a "man" out of him.) He also spanks Hall, Yvonne Hamby, Sheila
Grogan, and Nancy Ryan.
the child much too hard.
Court No. Four — Betty
My brother won't listen to anyone. And my sister-in-law
Pitts, Billie Cohoon, Pat
doesn't do anything about it. Or maybe she can't.
What can I do? If I report my relatives to the Binford, and Betty Sue
authorities, and the child is taken from his parents' home, Buckingham.
I'm afraid it might do him more harm than those spankings
will. What can be done? This situation is worrying me to
death.
SICK AT HEART
DEAR SICK: To be aware of such cruelty and do
nothing is morally wrong. Your brother sounds as though
he is desperately in need of treatment. And his wife
couldn't be too well either to allow such goings on.
Phone PARENTS ANONYMOUS at this toll-free
number: 1-800-421-0353, and tell them what you've told
me. Your call will be confidential, and you need not tell
them your name. And write again and let me know how it
was handled. I care.

From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension
Agent For
Home Economics
A SCORCHING SUMMER
NEEDS COOLER KNITS
With predictions for a
hotter-than-usual surnmer,
new blended knit 'fabric ror
sportswear promises both
comfort and easy care
This new blend of 60 per cent
cotton and 40 per cent
polyester makes a garment
cooler than one with a higher
percentage of synthetic fiber
But still with us are the easycare
and
non-shrink
properties of polyester.
Tank tops, polo shirts.
skooter skirts and pants made
of this new fabric would seem
to be offering us the best of
both fabric worlds, the natural
and the manmade.
FOOD PRESERVATION CLINIC
EQUIPMENT CHECK A
few early birds have already
been putting up. peas.
asparagus and greens, but for
most of us . the foodpreservation season is still
just around the corner.
Is your home-canning
equipment in good shape and
ready to go? Check your
water-bath canner for leaks,
be sure it has a rack and
a tight-fitting lid. Remember
that enameled water-bath
canners-do chip, then can rust
out in the chipped place and
spring a leak. So do handle
with care!
Examine the gasket on your
pressure canner and replace
this rubber ring if it is starting
to crt,k or has stretched out
of fit. It's important for it to fit

snugly so that no steam.
escapes to lower the pressure
while you're processing food.
PRESSURE
TEST
GAUGE: If your pressure
canner has a dial gauge, have
it tested for accuracy at your
County Extension Office. You
Should have it tested at the
foolievery
start
of
preservation season. Take in
the whole top of the canner to
sic) this. If the gauge is off 5
pounds or more, buy a new
gauge. If it is off four pounds
or less, you can compensate
by
for the difference
processing your food' at that
much higher or lower a
reading. For instance, if the
gauge reads one pound high,
process food at 11 pounds.' ,
A weighted pressure .gauge
does not need to be tested
periodically.

MONOGRAMMED FikEM't

MICHELSON'S
(
"effoto(to/a

Conrad's is Moving Back
To Paducah

Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold
At Drastically Reduced Prices

Pianos

Reduced as much as

$40000

Used Wurlitzer

188

Organ
Lowrey Organs

Savings on
!Amoy
Organs Start at

CONRAD's
Olympic Plaza

s200°°

PIOARNGOASNasnd
753-1424

SALE
Special Group of
I/ Bridal Gowns

JARS AND LIDS_ We don't
anticipate a shortage of eithe?
jars or lids this year, but it's
still a good idea to estimate
the supply you'll need and buy
some of it ahead of time as
these appear in the stores..
OTHER USEFUI. ITEMS:
A 'Collander. blancher, jar
funnel, jar lifter and tongs are
hard to do without. They'll
ina,ke your job both easier and
safer. You should also have
kettles,
large
several
vegetable brush, sharp paring
knife, measuring cups, dish
towels and dish cloths, labels
and a marking pen.
FREEZER CHECK: Now
would be a good time to
defrost and clean out your
freezer, and to make sure it is
running as cold as it should zero degrees or colder. If.frot,
have it serviced.

'5.99
UP TO 3 I,E1 1 k RS

MOVING SALE

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.

Clothes And Food
Discussed, Agent

NO LIMIT

Miss Felicia Housden and
Bobby Hill who will be
married tonight (Friday ) at
seven p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove
United

1/' Bride Maids
Gowns
Mother's Gown
iSpecial Party
-Gowns

?X'

7

,.

$5
0
0
Prices Starting at...

The Bradley House
For Brides

Route 4 tivo• 62

Reidland kentin Ih

.5

„paw.,

e.

Murray Ledger
the

\Valter L. Apperson, publisher

NWRRAN' NEWSPAPERS. Int•

Vatitur,al. and opinionated 'shit les u this p.we are presented for
free exchange of differing
I alien to Ow editor in response to iattorials and
,pi caned articles are encouraged
Ihi, editors uf this newspaper stricigh belie% e that to
,,po,i,oriated articles to onh those oho h parr:diet the editorial
til LAW re4fill•
prill,alph%
ibis flea spaper would be dissen
..ta.rvtiir,
W,.readers *Audio not agree atilt an edutrial stand or
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Notebook

,Itin(lav &School Lesson

/MARTIN

By Dr. H. C.CHILES

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor

Ira, I infunitter on

Based in cup righteduutlines produi tat t
To order a copy, send $2 to
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
the Undid-in Series and used b) pertrussior
"Heartiine's Guide to Social Security,"
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
Box 4994, Des Moines, Ia., 50306. This
answer questions and solve problems —
A LEADER CALLED
book is completelrguaranteed. Please
fast. If you have a question or a
allow six weeks for delivery.
1By H. C. Chiles
problem not answered in these
Exodus 3:1-11
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St.; West Alexandria, Ohio. have been drawing my Social Security
benefits for one year now.
45381. Senior citizens will receive
God chooses, calls and commissions
I have noticed some things on my
prompt replies, but you must include a
leaders to perform specific tasks and to
house that need improvement, but I
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
render particular service, and assures
have been afraid of contacting a
most useful replies will be printed in
them of divine guidance and
contractor because I hear there can be
this column.
enablement for so doing. One of the
a lot of problems. I really do not know
HEARTLINE: I am 58 years old and
great leaders whom God called and
where to go. Can you give me any
have _worked my entire life under the
used mightily was Moses.
suggestions or do you have any
The Circumstances-3:1-2 '
Social Security program.
literature on this? F. R.
Through fear of losing his life Moses
I recently had an accident and my
ANSWER: Heartline has dore much
doctor told me I will never again be
fled from 'Egypt to Midian. There he
able to work because of my condition. I study on this and came up with some
married Zipporah, and settled down to
very helpful information. To receive a
have a _ signed statement from my
the life of a shepherd for the next forty
physician to this effect, and was free copy of the home repair tips write
years. Meanwhile, God was preparing
to "Heartline — Home Repairs," 114 E.
wondering if I apply for Social Security
him for his future job. In Midian, under
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
disability, will the Social Security
the silent stars and the majesty canopy
Administration accept my doctor's 45381. Please enclose a long, selfof the blue, Moses learned many things
addressed stamped enevelope.
statement of my disability without
about God and the divien will for him.
: I eh a life-long
.
HEARTLINE
going through all the red tape? R. B.
There he learned that only utter
railroad man except for when I was in
dependence on God could fit him to
ANSWER: A statement by a
accomplish the task which was before
physician that a person is disabled is the service. Is my military service
not controlling for the purpose of creditable toward my railroad
him.
The Curiosity-3:3
meeting the disability requirement of retirement? C. R. T.
ANSWER: Your military service can
the Social Security Act.
Moses attention was arrested by a
be credited to your railroad retirement
When you apply for Social Security
strange and inexplicable sight. He saw
benefits under the following conditions.
disability, your local Social Security
a flame burning in a bush, but upon
1. You must have entered the armed
office will send your claim to an agency
looking closely he was amazed to see
in your state which will determine if forces either involuntarily or while the
that the bush was not being consumed
by the fire. That defied any natural
you are disabled under the law. This United Sates was at war or in a state of
explanation so Moses approached the
agency will consider all the facts in national emergency. Also, you must
your file. They will request medical have worked in the railroad industry
strange phenomenon in order that he
evidence from your physician, hospital, -during the same year you entered
might examine it more closely and
clinic or institution where you have military service or in the preceding
discover why it was not being
year.
been treated.
consumed.
2. Your military service can be
Your physician is asked to report the
The Call-3:4-5
medical'history of-your condition i sat* -- credited-Wit- waaperforrilect during-the
Gtici limply tised.the burning bush to
.
- as what is wrong with you, how severe -following tunes:
attract the attention of Moses. When he
— April 6, 1917, through November
your problem is, what test results have
approachgd the bush, God told Moses to
-shown and any treatment you have 11, 1918;
remove his shoes because he was
- September 8, 1939, through June
received). Your doctor is not asked
standing on holy ground. It was a holy
whether you are "disabled" under the 14, 1948;
place because God was there. Aware of
— December 16, 1950, to date.
Social Security law.
God's presence, Moses removed his
Military services that began between
For people who are interested in
shoes and hid his face in reverence. The
learning more about the Social Security June 15, 1948, and December 15, 1950, or
call of Moses was to be an instrument in
program, Heartline has written in any other period not included above,
the accomplishment of God's purpose.
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security." is increditable if you entered
God revealed to Moses that it was the
It is written in easy-to-understand, involuntarily. Also, if you entered the
divine will for him to come to the aid of
question-and-answer form. This book armed forces during a war period, any
his afflicted people and to deliver them
covers retirement benefits, wife's service you were required to continue
from bondage in Egypt. Moses was a
benefits, children's benefits, widow's in beyond the end of the war period is " man through whom God could work. In
benefits and many more interesting creditable.
calling anybody to do any given task
facts.
God-never makes a mistake.
The Compassion-4:6-9
Letter To The Editor
When the Israelites were unaware of
God's presence, He saw all that
happened. He had seen their affliction
even though, up to that time, God was
apprently not taking any action for
their relief. He had heard their cries,
but, as far as the record is concerned,
had not been directed to Him. God
they
the
for
it
doing
was
he
me
told
who
Dear Editor:
knew all about their sorrows even
I own a subdivision of about 300 lots farmer and that he had been promised
though they might have considered
on Ledbetter Bay of Kentucky Lake and a good road at state and county
them
unknown to all except
me
to
admit
did
Hutson
Mr.
expense.
on state Highway 497. This highway
runs off Highway 94 and goes to TVA that the trucks he was using to haul themselves. Knowing all about them,
public use area, Murray State were as much as 10,000 pounds just as is true of each of us, in
Biological sight, Harbor Hill Marine, overweight, even when empty, on this compassion God announced the divine
purpose to Moses saying that He had
other subdivisions, several homes and a road.
The first thing Judge Miller told me come down "to deliver them out of the
new installation called Calloway Co.
Port which is a barge unloading when I walked into his office and told hand of the Egyptians, and to bring
terminal owned and operated by him what I wanted to talk about was,
and I quote,"Mr. tale, you can scream
Hutson Chemical Co.
This Highway 497 is a 1.1 mile long and holler all you want to, and it won't
blacktop road that was in excellent bother me at all. I have been here too
Leading the grand march on June 11
condition prior to having been torn up long to let things like this bother me.
the 1967 Charity Ball, "A Night In
for
this
to
me
elected
have
people
by overloaded trucks hauling from the The
Arabia," will be Mrs. Don Keller,
installation. Then from this road, office for many years and I will run the
general chairman of the Calloway
through frivate property and over a highway program in this County."
County Mental Health Board. The ball
He said he dismissed the citations
road built by Russell Goodwin to his
will be at the Student Union Building at
place of business known as Harbor Hill because that was his best judgment for
Murray State University.
Marine, the overloaded trucks also tore all concerned:
The Atomic Energy Commission.has
I can't imagine an elected official
this road up hauling from the
a $30,000 research contract to
awarded
and
laws,
state
ignoring
deliberately
-installation.
the Physics Department at Murray
Prior to being torn up,the County saw state officials doing their jobs and
State University, according to Dr. Lynn
- fit to take this private road over for continuing to allow people to break all
Bridwell, project director.
public.use and county maintenance so laws and regulations on roads that the
Nesbitt Lee Mathis and George A.
as to make it possible for these taxpayers have to pay for.
Retunus have enlisted for two years in
I am sure that the enforcement
overloaded trucks to haul from the
the U.S. Army.
officials take exception to Judge
installation. _
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
The resident highway engineer at Miller's judgment, because they said
and Mrs. Audrey Newsome on June 7.
Reidland saw what was happening to they would continue to give citations to
The Murray American Legion
state highway 497, so he installed load every overloaded truck on these roads.
Team beat Paris, Tn., 5 to 2
Baseball
In my opinion, our county judge has
limit signs at each end stating 497 to be
with Phil Jones as the winning pitcher
not judged the situation properly and
a 9 ton limit road.
for Murray.
that misjudgment is costing the
The overloaded -trucks continued to taxpayers the expense of maintaining
roll. The highway enforcement division and building roads to be used by
r Transportation overloaded trucks getting to and from a
of the Dept. of MotoJ
went into action anebegan weighing private enterprise.
Woody Herndon and Jerry Adams of
and giving citations to the overloaded
I have contacted the Dept. ot
trucks.
Boy Scout Troop 45 received the God
Highways office, the state police, the
Twenty-six such citations were given Dept. of Motor Transportation, the
and Country award at the presentation
ceremony held at the First Baptist
to the trucks with a gross weight of Highway enforcement Division, the
Church on June 2. Cleo Sykes is their
some as much as 96,000 lbs. on an 18,000 Director of Highway Maintenances,the
Scoutmaster.
lb. road. The trucks continued to roll Highway Commissioner's office, and
Mrs. Manliff (Reba) Miller has been
in spite of the citations because Judge all these people are doing their jobs
Bob Miller saw fit to either file some of quite well, but they all say that it is up
placed at the top of the list of teachers
them away or dismiss the citations, to the County to prosecute these cases,
of the National Forensic League to
which are all on file in the Dept. of and Judge Miller has dismissed the
receive the coveted diamond key. The
Motor Transportation in Frankfort. ,
Murray woman is coach of the debate
violations.
These trucks have demolished many
team and teacher at Paducah Tilghman
Now, I am attempting to use the news
sections of the blacktop of highway 497. media to let the taxpayers know what is
High School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Gracie
All residents on this road have voiced happening with the hope there will be
Lee Workman Mather, age 35, Mahlon
their objections to these flagrant enough public concern to influence
highway
the
and
Ethridge, age 35, and Mrs. Luther
violations
Judge Miller to do his job in what I
Gupton,age 70.
maintenance dept. has tried very hard think is the best interest of the
Jean Corn received the Master of
to keep this road usable by daily taxpayer.
patching, filling, and installing new
Education degree and John Wilfred
A very concerned citizen and
McIvor received the Bachelor of Arts
stone.
Taxpayer of Calloway County
at the University of Illinois at
degree
This seems to be of no avial, because
Elton Lite
Urbana-Champaign,Ill.
the trucks just keep coming.
others.
are
there
hope
I sincerely
Miss Jeanette Paschall and Harry
The enforcement bureau keeps giving THANK YOU.
Furches were married June 2 at the
citations, but Judge Miller apparently
Elton tale
South Pleasant Grove . gethedist
keeps filing and dismissing.
t. 3, Murray
Church.
I have talked with Mr. Dan Hutson

Action Criticized

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

f

them up out of that land unto a good and
a large land flowing with milk and
honey."
The Commission—l:10-11
Moses was to be the human
instrument 'which God would use in
bringing the Israelites out of Egypt.
Moses was eminently qualified and
exactly fitted for the position which God
intended. that he should fill. The
commission which he received was
urgent — "Come now therefore, and!
will send thee unto Pharaoh." Moses
exclaimed,"Who am I that I should go
unto Pharaoh?" When God's will is
clear, the -voie of self-depreciation is
not to be heeded.
This mission or assignment was
purposeful in its intent — "that thou
mayest bring forth my. people the
children of Israel out of Egypt. Since
the time had arrived for Israel to be
delivered out of bondage, it was
imperative that Moses should go at
once to perform his task.
This mission or assignment appeared
too great for Moses, so he voiced his
objections and made his excuses.
Possibly the objections which he
offered were prompted by a sense of his
own weakness but Moses discovered
what we need to know, namely, that
God never calls a person to a task
without supplying adequate strength
for its accomplishment. What God
commands us to do, He enables us to
achieve, if we respond obediently.

Today
In History
By The Associatedyress
Today is Friday, June 10, the 161st
day of 1977. There are 204 days left in
the year.
- -Today's highlightin history:
On this date in 1610, the first Dutch
settlers in America landed on
Manhattan Island.
On this date:
In 1776, the Continental Congress in
Philadelphia named a committee to
draft the Declaration of Independence.
In 1898, U.S. Marines iftaded Cuba in
the Spanish-American War.
In 1940, Italy declared war on France
and Britain.
In 1942, the Nazi Gestapo killed 173
Lidice,
of
residents
male
Czechoslovakia, to retaliate for the
assassination of a German official.
In 1945, General Dwight D.
Eisenhower received the Soviet Union's
highest award,the Order of Victory.
In 1971, the United States lifted a 21year-old embargo on trade with
mainland China.
Ten years ago: Israel agreed to a
United Nations cease-fire with Egypt in
the Six-day War in the Middle East.
Five years ago: More than 236 people
perished in a flash flood that roared
through the Rapid City, South Dakota
area.
One year ago: A civil war in Lebanon
simmered down as an Arab League
peace-keeping force arrived.
Today's birthdays: Prince Philip of
Britain is 56. Former astronaut James
McDivitt is 48. Tennis star Arthur Ashe
is 34.
Thoughtfor today: A sun-pie Weis its
own reward. — George Santaytma,
Spanish poet and philosopher, 1863-1952.

The recreation schedule for Kenlake
State Resort Park lists some
interesting activities in which many
local residents may writ to take part.
Starting with Sunday night, a movie
will be shown in the Kenlake
Amphitheatre at8 p.m.
Monday night, beginning at 7 pint,
"Night Gallery," featuring the
nocturanl animals of the Kenlake area
will be presented in the meeting room
of the hotel and a square dance (and
lessons) will be held on the hotel tennis
courts at8 p.m. Earlier Monday,at 2:30
p.m., copper tooling will be discussed in
the recreation room of the hotel.
Tuesday, anyone interested in tile
craft should attend the session in
recreation room which will begin at
2:30 p.m. And for an enjoyable
evening's entertainment, the Lakeside
Singers will perform in the hotel
meeting room at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday.
Wednesday a junior naturalist
program will be held in two parts, one
at 10:30 a.m. and one at 4:30 p.m. in the
campground amphitheater and at 7
p.m. a fishing seminar will be held in
the hotel meeting room.
At8 p.m.,everyone needs to loosen up
their vocal chords and participate in
the "sing-a-long" in the Garden Room.
Thursday, June 16, the park's
recreation department will sponsor the
Kenlake Decathalon beginning at 10:30
a.m. For information on the day-long

games and competition, contact, the
park recreation office.
Also, Thursday, a session on jewel
beads will be held in the meeting room
at 3 p.m., a state parks slide show will
be presented in the recreation room at 7
p.m. and a square dance land lessons,
again) will be heldat the tennis courts.
Friday's activities include a fishing
derby at 4:30 p.m. behind the hotel and
another appearance by the Lakeside
Singers in the meeting room at 8:30
p.m.
Saturday will feature several outdoor
activities throughout the day and will
be topped off with another square dance
(with lessons, naturally,for us novices)
at 8 p.m. at the tennis courts.
Kenlake's recreation directors tell us
that even though many of the activities
are designed for hotel guests,
townspeople are invited to participate,
especially in the night-time activities.
For further information, contact the
hotel,474-2211.
0+0
The easiest way to figure the cost of
living is to take your income and add
ten per cent.
0+0
Government employes protected by
Civil Service appear to be more
interested in keeping the job than doing
the job — like the IRS agent who backs
down when you tell him where to go.

Contemporary Religious Thought

What The World
Needs Now
By CHARLES MORRIS,Pastor
Martin's Chapel And Good
Shepherd United Meth. Churches
A few years ago there was a popular
song, "What the world needs now is
love sweet love," and when this is
applied to Christian love how true it is.
Christian love is the answer to many of
the problems that our world
experiences today, whether they be
personal, social, economical, national
or world wide. If Christian love was
practiced, as taught through the
scripture, especially through the
example of Jesus Christ, the world in
which we live would be a much better
place to live.
There are basically three relationships
involved in Christian love. The first
relationship being God's love toward
man, which is dramatically shown
through the life, death and resurrection
of Jesus. Secondly, is man's love of
God. The need for his relationship has
been expressed not only by Christians,
but by many other religions and even
persons dealing with psychological
make-up of man. This response to God's
love, by man, is most easily seen by
mass gatherings together and through
a consecrated Christian life and is
usually marked primarily by the
salvation
and
experience

committment.
The third part of the love relationship
is expressed through man's love for
other men. The institution of the family
is an example where Christ's love takes
on responsibility and obligations and
can be vividly seen as a means by
which men, women and children form a
strong bond of love that is sanctioned by
God and representative of what man's
love for man should be. The scripture
tells us that we are not only to love our
friends, but also our enemies,and those
who despitefully use us. Herein, is a
portion of Christian love that should not
be overlooked or taken lightly. And all
three are essential to the answer to
"What the World Needs Now."

Bible
Thought
Then Peter and the other apostles
answered and said, We ought to
obey God rather than men. Acts
5:29.
Such, divine impudence almost
cost -them their lives, hut they were
beaten and released.
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Let's Stay Well

Animal Food And Human Cancer
Q1 Mr. P. L. wants to know
if eating meat from animals
that have been fed diethylstilbestrol (DES) may cause
cancer in humans.
A: This matter is under
debate.
Because of the 1968 Delaney
Amendment to the Food and
Drug Act, any substance that
causes cancer in animals or
humans is not permitted as a
food additive.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has held
hearings to consider banning
DES as an additive in animal
feedings. (DES increases the
rate of growth in animals.)
DES has been found to cause
cancer in laboratory animals
and in the daughters of women

By F.J Blamrigame, M.7)
who were given large doses Also, the amount added from
during pregnancy to prevent dietary sources is very small
miscarriage. The federal law compared to that which
contains a so'called "DES normally is present male and
clause" that permits the use of female human beings.
As CAST reported in Science
cancer-causing agents in the
livestock feed if no residue is News,"The use of DES in beef
production is 600,000 times
measurable in the meat.
The Council for Agricultural safer than a widespread
Science and Technology practice that has shown no
(CAST), made up ''Of 19 evidence of a cancer haiard."
agricultural societies, has Nevertheless, the FDA conrecently challenged the FDA, tends that DES is carclaiming that DES is safe as cinogenic and should be
used in livestock feed and that banned.
No doubt, this issue will
no scientific or other evidence
exists indicating that the remain
until
unsettled
minute level of the hormone in Congress takes specific acmeat causes cancer.
tion.
In the meantime, the
CAST claims that the
amounts of estrogenic sub- chances of developing cancer
stances in other common food from the meat of animals that
,are larger than in such meats: have been fed DES are

F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
regarded as very, very slight.
Many knowledgeable
authorities believe that such
meat is altogether safe.
Hair Removal
by Electrolysis
Q - Mrs. M. S. writes for
information on the removal of
body hair by electrolysis. She
wants to know whether this
procedure is painful, and if it
is effectivo and safe.
A: If electrolysis is done by
a trained, experienced
operator,the procedure is safe
and the results usually dre
permanent. Hair regrowth is
prevented by destruction of
the hair-forming cells in the
follicle. The discomfort and
pain are slight. Usually a few
hairs are removed at each
treatment.
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Special Education Teachers Object Of Concern At Hearing

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SATURDAY71UNE 11, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow he? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

014,4

ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Stellar influences warn
against hasty Aecilsions and
expressing opinions lbefore
facts are in or all factors understood. Day has fine potential
otherwise.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) bi47e--1;.5"
t,
Avoid overtaxing yourself —
a tendency now. Temper your
ambitions and desires with
common sense.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) 1L9You may run into some
complex situations. Aim to
solve matters with as little red
tape and fuss as possible. And
this is .where the ingenious.
Geminian really shines!
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Check and re-check before
you assume something will be a
good risk. In purchases, sound
for hidden values — or lack of
them.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
Not much planetary help
here, so day is practicallyyour
own to mold. Try to conclude
long-term. agreements if any
are pending,Stars are generous
in that respect. •
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Slow down to gather forces
more compactly, to conduct
activities more adroitly. Don't
deviate from preplanned undertakings for no good reason,
however.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You grasp ideas easily, see
benefits to be gained where
others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW — and
go forward.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Many demands- will be made
on your time and effort. There
won't be an easy way to handle
but, with your optimism,
originality and independence of
thought, you'll find YOUR way.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Don't negate_past fine efforts

•

TIMEX
REPAIR
MICHELSON'S

(

/
f

•.

•

through thoughtlessness. Attend to all affairs in a quiet,
dispassionate-manner. Per-sonal relationships should prove
rewarding.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
Don't shirk responsibility.
Accept its challenge. Especially
now, when a person in authority
has already become intrigued
with your potentials.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Your public relations accented now, with special emphasis on responses to your
/efforts and presentation of
ideas. Curb any tendency
toward aggressiveness. Win
your way through tact,
diplomacy.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
A step in the right direction
can be accelerated later when
footing is surer. If you do get a
wrong start, switch tactics or
change pace. You CAN make it!
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant mind, a
dynamic personality and a
wealth of talents which fit you
for outstanding success in
almost any •field oi your
choosing. Art, music, literatare
and the stage are excellent
outlets for your exceptional
Os but, should you decide to
go into the business world, you
would make an exceptionally
fine stock broker — if you avoid
tendencies to speculate. You
have a vivid imagination and
are highly original in anything
you undertake; are also
possessed of a strong intensity
and a driving force which can
wear others down. As a hobby,
you may be attracted to
astrology or any one of the
occult sciences. Birthdate of:
Richard Strauss, composer;
John 'Constable, painter; Rise
Stevens, singer; Hazel Scott,
pianist.
AGNEW WATCHES
ANAHEIM, Calif. 1AP) — It
seems that tune has run out on
-the.Spiro-Agnew-watch
A family firm which copyrighted the Watch stopped
piaking it .abicat tour years.ago.
No more viiill be made. •
In early 1970, Dr. and Mrs.
Hale Dougherty and their 10
children hired a graduate art
student to draw a caricature of
the former vice president. They
copyrighted the design and
were soon boxing and shipping
Agnew watches.
The Doughertys have kept
sales figures secret but a published estimate reported sales
of 100,000 in the first year. Demand 'spurted again in 1973
when Agnew resigned.
"The people who have been
buying them for the last two
years or so are strictly collectors," said Larry Dougherty,
23, general manager of the
firm.
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A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
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FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

Enjoy your own pnvate villa at the World's
_4,, Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
"
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
, with spacious lawns, room
( telephones, Pi, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac• tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai.
Alai, Auto. Dog Racing.
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A recent public hearing on
the state's plan for educating
handicapped youngsters
reveals that parents and
administrators are concerned
about the scarcity of teachers
education
special
with
backgrounds.
The plan was prepared by
the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children in
'Compliance with federal law
which mandates a free, ,appropriate education for all
handicapped school-age
yqiingsters.
The-immediacy of the law is
one of the reasons for concern
of
the
number
about
profession'als in 'the special
education field and the role
they will play in evaluating
and educating mentally,
physically, and, emotionally
handicapped children and
learning
children
with
disabilities-.
"An ample number of
special
teachers
with
education backgrounds are
simply not located in Eastern
Kentucky," said Mary W.
Strait, executive director of
the Geiger Easter Seal Speech
and Hearing Center in
Ashland. She asked, "Are
there administrators,
teachers and local school
district personnel -who are
qualified to evaluate children
who are, for example, hearing
impaired or have learning
disabilities?"
_ Dr. Stella A. Edwards,
assistant superintendent of
the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children,
responded, "Of the 181 school
districts in the state, few have
personnel who are qualified in
all exceptionalities. We have
to do the best with what we
have.
"Part of the problem is
- mhaey. The state does riCit
have enough money to pay
special education salaries
which nteachers can get- in
other states," she said.
The bureau, which held this
hearing and another in
Western Kentucky, plans to
train about 350 teachers this
year to help them recognize
children
with
learning

disabilities and handicaps,
evalilate them and work out
educational plans. far them.
According to federal law,
teachers, parents and administrators mgat work
together on the loZif school
district level to provide a free

arid appropriate education for
handicapped children. It is the
regponsibility of the school
district to provide that
education.
Public comments will be
reviewed by the Bureau of
Education for Exceptional

For free color brochure and ,nformat'on site

ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT - Dept. #730
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
Name

from130
Villa for 4
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MO of 305 units)

Addresv
• Cu, Slate, bO
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USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT CARD
AT BIG K!

FLA-VOR-ICE
REG. 88C
Cool and delir,idus
summer
fun! 'Just
freeze and eat. 18
bars of assorted Havots.

LADIES

TANK
TOPS

8-0Z

33

PECO
PIE

Delightful tops with
screened drippings or
snappy sayings across the front. Cool
and comfor
,table 100%
Cotton in' solid fashion colors. Sizes in
small, medium, and
I arge.

6-2-77
Adults 135
Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Stallons i Mother
Patsy), Rt. 1 Dexter,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Pearline E. Gordon,
807 N. 16 Murray, I. Roy
Gordon, 807 N 16 Murray,
Lynn Parker, Rt. 2 Murray,
William E. Burkeen, 314 Irvan
Murray, Mrs. Lillian I. Evans,
202 S. 11 Murray, Felix E.
Williams, 1105 Mulberry
Murray,' MrS. Peggy A.
Scarbrough and Baby Boy, 107
Fairview, Paris, Tn., Jerry M.
Vaughn, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs.
Emma L. Stom, Rt. 1 Almo,
Michael S. Johnson, Rt. 1
Springville, Tn., Mrs. Rhonda
K. Holland, Rt. 1 Main Big
Sandy, Tn., Mrs. Diane J.
Higgiqs,, Hardin, Mrs. Susan
K. Comber, 905 N. Main Benton,
Mrs. Cathy S. Wilson, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Hazel L.
Martin, 229 Washington
Camden, Tn., Mrs. Ronda
Fitts, 743 Riley Ct. Murray,
Mrs. Ardee Annie Riley, 409
Cherry Murray, Mrs. Nonnie
I.. Gordon, Dexter.
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FOR 1 00

Tasty, crunchy candy pie with peanuts
and cOCOnut.
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POWER STYLER 1000
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24's

Adiusti, from 11; ,
100C w'atts. Has
attachments. ,Detail
on rebate at store'.
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MODEL ARi)1 000

2

Cr

4— 3 x 5

BABY PANTS

DEPOSIT

Sorry No Chocks!

Hrs. 11:00-6:00

st, •

I

ADULTS WELCOME • GROUPS EXTRA • NO LIMIT PER FAMILY

June 10,11

7

127

BALANCE PAID UPON DELIVERY

Friday & Saturday

rIrt 1

.

• 1 ,,.1

$

TEENS & LADIES
TOOLED LEATHER-LOOK

3-PACK

18 — WALLET SIZE

Uncle Jeff's

99'

Fits all
tres,,e ,- .

1( K k(il

2 —8 x 10

!MINIMUM $300

DIAPERS
700

97

24 COLOR PORTRAITS

100's

OD
PRE-FOLD

CRIB SHEET

"AMERICAS BEST PORTRAIT BUY"

9495

Lki TYLENOL
astral^
safe fest pail' relief without

FITTED

SPI-CIAL

Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Prices Good Sat. thru Tues.

HOSPITAL flOTES

The Bridge of Sighs is a narrow, covered bridge which -connects the Doge's Palace in Venice with a prison known as the
Carceri Prigioni. It was built in
the late 16th century and spans
the canal Rio Della Paglia.
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Villa for the
price of a room

Free for the Asking!

Children and submitted with
the state plan to the federal
government for approval.
Before going to the federal
government the plan will also
be reviewed by the State
Board of Education which
meets June 14 and 15.

BANKAMERICARC

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 San.

Bel-Air Shoppipg Center
753-8777
Limit Rights Reserved

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Gullett Has Vitality
But Not Much Velocity

Racer Recruit, Lowry,
On Kentucky All-Stars
Indianapolis before playing a
Others named to the
return engagement here June Kentucky team include:
25.
Miller,
6-7,
Norman
The Kentucky team will be Ballard; Keith Parker, 6-6,
led by 6-foot-6 forward Jeff Louisville Central; Charlie
Lamp of state champion Jackson, 6-7, Pleasure Ridge
Louisville
Ballard,
an Park; David Lowry, 6-0,
overwhelming selection as Henderson County; Jim
The Associated Press Player Harkins, 6-4, Ashland; Ray
Df the Year and who has been Byron, 6-4, Louisville Trinity;
accorded the title of Mr. Mike Stiles, 6-4, Louisville
Basketball.
Ahrens; and Bruce Jones,6-0,
Other All-State selections on Bath County.
the Blue Grass team include
Schmidt said that the
Ballard's 6-5 forward Lee Kentucky te4m will conduct
Raker and 6-7 center Jeff day and night workouts behind
Kovach of Ashland.
closed doors because "we've
Missing, however, is 6-8 All- got a lot of work to do and too
Stater Fred Cowan of Union many people sometimes make
County, who would have been it hard to concentrate."
the tallest player on the
Kentucky team.
Harold Adams, director of
The Mets and Cards picked the all-star series, said that
up wins in T-Ball League play Cowan told him he would miss
ThurSday evening.
the tryouts because of a
The Mets, winning their family reunion.
fourth consecutive game;beat
By The Associated Press
"I told him we could easily
the Reds 32-23 in the opening work around that because we
American league
contest.
East
had other kids who had to go
For the Mets, Scott Adams, back home for graduation and
..W L Pet. GB
Ryan Malone, Chirs Bryan, other things," said Adams.
32 24 .571 N York
Jwayne White and April
30 24 .556 1
Cowan apparently changed Boston
Woods all had four hits Brad his mind and said he would Balt
29 25 .537 2
Houston and Mike Manning drive to Louisville on Milwkee
/
2
27 30 .474 51
got three hits apiece while Wednesday,said Adams.
/
2
23 •26 .469 51
Cleve
Todd Keller, Brad Spann and
22 30 .423 8
"But I went over to the Detroit
Scott McDougal had two hits. motel to wait on him and he Toronto
21 31 .404 9
With one hit were Becky didn't show up," Adams said.
West
Peebles and Eric Boyer.
33 22 .600
"It's going to be a Minn
Bryan and White each had tremendous loss," said Chicago
30 23 .566 2
two homers while Adams and Ballard Coach. Richard Texas
26 25 .510 5
Malone had one apiece.
26 27 .491 6
Schmidt, who will head the Oakland
For the Reds, Justin Crouse, Kentucky team. "He's the Calif
/
2
26 26 .500 51
Angela Woods, Eric Hogan- biggest - kid we had, and K.C.
26 27 .491 6
camp, Stacy Walker, John Indiana has (6-9 Ray) Tolbert Seattle
24 .35 .401 11
Kind and Frank Blaustein all and {6-9 Steve) Risley, who
Thursday's Results
had three hits. With two. hits are great jumpers with a lot of
New York 10, Milwaukee 1
were Stephen Lovett, Charlie strength.
Boston 7, Baltimore3
Marello, Andy Marello, Chris
Chicago 4, Texas 3, 11 innings
"We needed a kid like Fred
Hays and Mickey Carson.
who's big and can score,"
Kansas City 7, Minnesota 2
Hogancamp and Hays added Schmidt. "We were a
Seattle 2, Detroit 1
homered for the Reds, who are big underdog with him and
Only games scheduled
now 2-4 on the season. The we're an even bigger
Friday's Games
Mets are 4-2.
underdog without him."
Chicago (Stone 6-4) at BaltiIn the second game,. the
Ernon
Simpson, who more (Flanagan 1-5), In)
Cards edged by the Yanks 33- coached Cowan at Union
Texas (Marshall 0-0) at Bos27.
County, said he thinks the ton (Cleveland 4-3),(n)
With three hits for the Cards University of Kentucky signee
Minnesota (Zahn 6-3) at New
were Michael Hopkins, Chip has "just had enough" all-star York (Guidry 3-2),(n)
Adams, Kyle Farrell, Matt games.
Kansas City (Bird 2-1) at MilShipwash, David Potts, Kevin
"He played in the Derby waukee (Slaton 3-6),(n)
Tucker, Clint Hutson, Hope festival, a couple of games in
Cleveland (Garland 2-5) at
ilargrove, Tommy Atkins, Akronoagainst the Russians in California (Tanana 9-2),(n)
Greg Moffitt and Korey Louisville and last weekend he
Detroit (Arroyo 3-3) at OakMorton. T. J. Gradishar and just returned from the land (Langford 4-3),(n)
Sean Morton each had two Sunshine Classic in Oakland,"
Toronto (Lemanczyk 3-5) at
hits.
Simpson said.
Seattle (Montague 5-3),( n)
Hopkins had two homers
Saturday's Games
whilelhipwash.Potts. Hutson
Chicago at Baltimore
and Moffitt each added one
Minnesota at New York
homer for the Cards, who are
Texas at Boston
3-3.
NEW YORK (AP)- Matt
Kansas City at Milwaukee
For the Yanks, still winless Mitchell of Stanford, the 1977
Detroit at Oakland
after six games, Brian NCAA singles champion,
Toronto at Seattle, In)
Carroll, Mark Miller, Dean heads the nine-member Junior
Cleveland at Seattle, In)
Shumaker, Amy Wallace, Davis Cup, tennis team for
Sunday's Games
Jamie Futrell, Dustin Harrell,. players 21 and under.
Chicago at Baltimore
Aaron Brun and Michael
Larry Gottfried of Trinity,
Minnesota at New York
Brockall had three hits. With Tex., No. 1 in the nation for
Texas at Boston
two hits were Bill Fandrich, boys 18 and the brother of pro
Kansas City at Milwaukee
Jonathan Burkeen, Jay Brian Gottfried, also is on the
Cleveland at California
Hammock and Russ Mc- team,
announced
by
Toronto at Seattle
Cutcheon.
committee chairman Marvin
Detroit at Oakland
Carroll and Shumaker each Richmond. The squad will be
National League
homered twice for the Yanks coached by Bill Glaves of
East
while Wallace added one.
Vanderbilt.
W L Pct. GB
33 19 .635
Chicago
Pitts
29 21 .580 3
S Louis
31 23 .575 3
Phila
29 24 .547 41
/
2
Montreal 23 28 .451 91
/
2
N York
22 31 .415 111
/
2
West
1977 Ford Thunderbird. Red, 3000 miles, automatic,
Los Ang
37 19 161
power steering and brakes, stereo radio, wire wheel
Cinci
26 26 .500 9
covers. Local VW trade-in.
25 31 .446J 12
S Fran
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, 2 door, brown metallic with
S Diego
/
2
26 33 .441 121
beige vinyl top, beige leather interior, wire wheel
Houston
22 33 .400 141
/
2
covers, cruise control, tilt wheel,8 tract stereo, facAtlanta
21 36 .368 161
/
2
tory air, power steering and brakes. Local one
Thursday's Results
owner - Audi trade-in.
Chicago 1, San Francisco 0,
1975 Buick Le Sabre convertible, blue-white top, white
11 innings
leaterette interior, loaded with accessories inCincinnati at New York, ppd.,
rain
cluding tilt wheel and cruise control. One owner Atlanta 3, Philadelphia 0
new VW trade-in.
St. Louis 6, Los Angeles 3
1974 Buick Electra 225, 4 door hardtop, loaded with ac- •
Only games scheduled
cessories. Tennessee trade-in.
Friday's Games
1974 Jeep CJ5, 4 wheel drive Renegade, 26,000 miles.
San Francisco (Knepper 0-0)
Local trade-in.
at Chicago ( R. Reuschel 7-2)
1974 Audi 100I.S, 4 door automatic, green-beige inPhiladelphia )Lerch 5-2) at
terior, air conditioner, AMiFM radio, 29,000 miles.
Atlanta ( Leon 1-2 I,( n )
Original spare-never been on the ground.
Montreal ( Bahnsen 1-0) at
1975 VW Rabbit, 2 door, 4 speed, 13,000 actual miles.
Cincinnati(Norman 5-2),(n)
One owner, radial tires, beige leatherette interior,
San Diego (Shirley 4-6) at
green exterior.
Pittsburgh (Jones 2-11, In)
New York Matlack 3-6 at
1974 Plymouth Duster, 6 cylinder, automatic, air conHouston ( Andujar 6-3), In)
ditioning, nice local trade-in.
Los Angeles )Rau 6-1 ) at St.
1973 Ford Maverick, 6 cylinder automatic, air conLouis (Falcone 2-5), In)
ditioning. Local trade-in.
Saturday's Games
1972 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door sedan, power steering
San Diego at Pittsburgh
and brakes,factory air. Audi trade-in.
San Francisco at Chicago
We have an excellent inventory of nice used large and
Montreal at Cincinnati
small cars that have recently been traded-in on VW's
New York at Houston 2,(t-n)
and Audi's. Come by Monday through Saturday 7:30
Philadelphia at Atlanta, In)
a. m. to 6:30 p. m. and talk to Mike Branneck, Ed
Los Angeles at St. I,ouis,(n)
Carroll or Tommy Carroll for any of your tranSunday's Games
sportation needs.
San Diego at Pittsburgh,2
Montreal at Cincinnati,2
San Francisco at Chicago
Los Angeles at St. Louis
800 Chestnut, Murray
AUTP401111ZCO
Drill.
Philadelphia at Atlanta
New York at Houston LOUISVILLF, Ky. (AP)
An 11-player squad has been
chosen to represent Kentucky
against Indiana in this
school
high
summer's
basketball all-star series. But
it a player who didn't even
bother to try out grabbed the
attention.
The Kentucky team, chosen
from 21 candidates during two
days.of tryouts this week, will
meet Indiana June 18 at

Cards, Mets
Grab Wins In
1-Ball League

Major League
Standings

Junior Davis Cup

Carroll VW-Audi
USED CARS

Carroll VW-Audi

DOUBLE BUBBLE DUNCAN-Diana Duncan, who is nicknamed
"Double" by her Cub teammates in the Little League, may get
a new nickname of "Double Bubble." Here, she displays her
art of blowing bubbles while standing on first base, awaiting
action to resume during a break. Duncan, the first girl to play
baseball in Murray, is one of the top hitters in the league.
(Stuff Photos by Mike broaden)

Twins, Cards Get Wins
In Little League Play
The Twins and Cards had on their hitting shoes Thursday
night as they posted wins in Little League action.
In the first contest, the Cards routed the Cubs 23-2.
David Denham went the distance and hurled a no-hitter at
the Cubs. He fanned 10 and walked four.
The Cards got five runs in the top of the first as David
Seaford doubled in one while the other big hit was a two-run
double by David York.
Three of the four walks by Denham came in the Cub Half of
the first and combined with two errors, they enabled the Cubs
to score.
The Cards scored five more in the second,eight in the third
and five more in the fourth before the game was called
because of the time-limit.
There was one homerun in the game. That came by David
Seaford and was a two-run shot over the fence in dead center
in the second.
The Cards, who are now 4-2 on the season, belted out 14 hits.
Denham aided his cause with three hits and drove in six
runs. Wade Smitb, Seaford and Stefon Reed all had two hits.
/teed drove in four runs while Seaford knocked in three.
-Also hitting -safefi-for-the-Cards were Brian-Doyle-;-David-- York, Randy Scarborough, Billy Wells and Bob Futrell.
In the second contest, Gary Galloway went five and twothirds innings as the Twins remained in first place by socking
the Astros 18-3.
Galloway fanned 11 men and walked three. He left in the
last of the sixth after the Astros had rallied for a pair of runs.
The Twins opened the scoring with two in the first as JimITO West got the first of his four hits on the evening and drove
in two runs with a double.
The Twins made it 7-0 with five in the second and West had
a two-run triple.
In fact, West finished with four hits in four official times at
bat and drove in six runs. In the past three games for the
Twins, West has had nine hits in his last 10 times to the plate.
Galloway had three hits and drove in four runs while Pearson also had three hits.
Ronnie Bryan had two hits and four RBI's while Roger
Dunn and Tim Brown also hit safely.
The Astros got two hits from Ross James and one from
Daniel Whiteford. •
The Twins improve their record to 5-1 while the Astros are
winless in six outings.

Cox, Johnson Receive
Little Draft Publicity
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ! AP ,
The National Basketball
Asseciation held its college
player ,draft today, and there
was little advance mentipp of
Kentucky's. top two players.
But that's' nothing new to
Wesley Cox and Larry
Johnson, who have enjoyed
precious little
national
publicity during their playing
careers.
Cox, a bullish 6-foot-5
forward, was a four-ye.ar
starter for the University of
Louisville and led a balanced
Cardinal attack with a 16_4
scoring average.
Johnson, a 6-3 guard, played
in the shadow of high-scoring
teammates Jack Givens, Rick
Robey and Mike Phillips at
Kentucky. Few noticed that,
as the Wildcats rolled to a 26-4
record, Johnson established
season and career records for
assists.
..•
de handed out 143 assists
last season and finished with a
four-year total of 319.
Despite their relative
obscurity, both Cox andJohnson were expected to go
relatively high in the NRA's
annual harvest of talent.

Cox has been considered a
solid pro prospect since his
freshman year at Louisville.
Although he didn't become a
headline-grabbing, one-man
scoring machine, several
scouts noted that his strength
and soft shooting touch made
him a potentially valuable
property.
But Cox, who had been
mentioned in the same breath
with UCLA's All American
has
Johnson;
Marques
apparently been overlooked
lately in favor of a pair of
college juniors who have
applied for the NBA's
hardship draft.
Both of those players North Carolina State's Kenny
Carr and Tennessee's Bernard
King - are two inches taller
than Cox, are comparable in
strength and have gaudier
statistics. Each were expected
to be first-round choices.
HOCKEY .
MONTREAL
The
National Hockey League
Board of Governors approved
the sale of the Cleveland
Barons to a group headed by
Sandy Greenberg and George
Gund..

MI

•

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Don Gullett has lost his
velocity, but none of his
vitality.
"I feel great now," says the
New York Yankees' lefthander. "It's just a matter of
getting my rhythm back."
The absence of rhythm has
cost Gullett some speed on his
fastball - although the
Milwaukee Brewers hardly
noticed it while dropping a 10-1
decision to Gullett and the
Yankees Thursday.
"I" had better moyement
with my pitches today, but my
velocity just wasn't there,"
said Gullett, attempting to get
back in the groo0e after earlyseason
injuries.
"My
consistency and control
weren't there, either.".
Gullett, one of the great
catches made by the Yankees
in last winter's free agent
shopping spree, pitched seven
strong innings. He allowed
only four hits before getting
relief from Dick Tidrow.
The victory was Gullett's
fifth straight after two losses
to the Brewers in April.
In other American League
games, the Kansas City
Royals
defeated
the
Minnesota Twins 7-2, the
Boston Red Sox trimmed the
Baltimore Orioles 7-3, the
Chicago White Sox nipped the
Texas Rangers 4-3 in 11
innings, and the Seattle
Mariners edged the Detroit
Tigers 2-1.
The Yankees gave Gullett
all the support_ he needed with.,
a four-run- first inning
highlighted by' Fran - Healy's
two-run sing*.
Royals 7, Twins 2
John Wathan keyed a threerun sixth-inning with a tworun single and Andy Hassler
and Steve Mingori teamed on
a four-hitter, as Kansas City
trimmed Minnesota.
Hassler hurled hitless ball
until the sixth in boosting his
record to 3-1. Holding a 4-0
lead, Hassler yielded an RBI
triple in the sixth to AmericA
League hitting leader Rod
Carew, then a run-scoring
single to Craig Kusick.
Mingori came in at the start of
the seventh and allowed only

an eighth-inning single to
Larry Hisle.
The loser was Pete Redfern,
2-4, who left at the start of the
because of a
seventh
recurrence of a sprained thigh
muscle.
Red Sox 7, Orioles 3
Jim Rice hit two homers and
Fred Lynn and Carlton Fisk
one each, powering Boston
past Baltimore. Wimier Bill
Lee, 4-1, allowed two runs in
struggling through the first
five innings and Bill Campbell
checked the Orioles on only
one run over the final four
innings.
White Sox 4, Rangers 3
Wayne
Pinch-hitter
Nordhagen's two-out single in
the 11th inning scored pinch
runner Brian Downing, giving

Chicago its victory over Texas
in a 4½-hour game.
Chicago catcher Jim Essian
started the winning rally with
a single and Downing ran for
him. Ralph Garr singled, but
Alan Bannister, who had five
consecutive hits, flied out.
Left-hander Paul Lindblad
came in and struck out Jorge
Orta, but then Nordhagen
delivered his clutch hit just
beyond the out-stretched glove
of third baseman Toby
Harrah.
Mariners 2, Tigers 1
Lee Stanton smashed a tiebreaking home run, his sixth
of the season, in the eighth
inning, lifting Seattle over
Detroit. Winning reliever
Enrique Romo,3-3, hurled 3 13 innings of hitless ball.

Cards, Pirates Winners
In Park League Games
The Cards and Pirates both hits while Chris Jackson, Alan
went to 5-1 on the season as Cothran, Darrell Rogers,
they picked up wins in Park Carey Alexander, Brad
League play Thursday.
Schroader, David Edwards
In the opening contest, the and David McDowell all had
Cards ripped the Cubs 31-18. four hits. Ben Bogard added
For the Cards, Ken three hits.
Also for the Pirates, Darrell
Mikulcik, Ed Hendon, Chip
Atkins, Jody Speight and Jay Rogers hit two homers, both
Winchester all had four hits going over the fence.
The Reds got four hits from
while David Outland, Blake
Francis and Scotter Lewis all Brooks Barton, Greg Futrell
had thrg hits. Jeff Sickel and Mike Condratko. With
added two hits while Chad three hits were Shane Morris,
Lawson, Chuc.k Baker and Mitch Cauley, Eric Grogan,
Am)
,Spencer picked up one Stephen Frye and Jeffrey
Swan. Donnie Alley, Mark
apiece.
For the Cubs, who are 1-5 on Wallace Ricky Moss and Lisa
the season, John McMillen -Martin all had one hit.
The Reds fall to 2-4 on the
and Jody Burkeen had three
hits while Darren Clark, Tony season. *Condratko had a
Cloys, Art Bailey and Boog homer for the losers.
Schmatz all had two hits. With
one hit for the Cubs were
Tracy Banks, Chris Nix, Shey
Ellis, Ashby.Barns, Dana Pea,
Lee McManus and Jason
Hunt.
POOL
In the second game, the
COIN•OPENATED
Pirates whipped the Reds 40EOUIPIMIENT
22.
MECOVERINOSCRVICE
For the Pirates, Chris
Elliott became the first player
CALL coLLacTII01,51411,•11•11
•0 SOS .200
in the league to get six hits this
401 5. I•Tr• IT
ove(“S•000. ;qv •fl0I
season. Chris Padgett and
Phillip Bryan each added five

Have you
had your
Big John's

Cash Pot
Card Punched
This Week?

Rack

Cue.
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Niekro Gets Knuckler Going
Up And Dowp, Blanks Phillies
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Kentucky League Games
:Highlighted By Pitching
2 win over the Astros.
The Cards had taken a,2.0
lead in the first over' the
Pirates but in the fourth and
fifth ,lathes, the Pirates
scored a total of four runs and
led 4-2 going into the last of the
seventh.
Two walks and a single by
Chris Starks left the bases
loaded. After one man had
been retired, Monty Morton
tied the game with a two-run
single.
The winning run came home
ANOTHER HIT —Stefon Reed of the Little League Cords hafts one of his two hits he picked up in
when Starks scored on a wild
a win over the Cubs Thursday night.
Lucchesi In Hospital
pitch.
1 Staff Photos by Mike Ilrasuloa)
ARLINGTON, Tex.(AP)7- Grogan hurled the last four
Texas Rangers Manager innings and fanned seven
Frank Lucchesi was in good' batters.
condition
at
Arlington For the Cards, who are now
Memorial Hospital today after 3-1 on the season, Brad
becoming ill during Thursday Newsome,Chris Starks, Mitch
night's 4-3,11-inning loss to the Grogan and Monty Morton all
had one hit apiece.
Chicago White Sox.
Lucchesi, 48, who was The Pirates, now 2-2 on the
hospitalized two weeks after season, got two hits from Ed
being beaten up by infielder Crutchfield and one each from
Lenny Randle during spring Jay Watson and Dennis
The first game in Holland
-training, was given an Thurmond.
When you have a staff of plate into deep left and
Stadium will begin at 6 p.m.
electrocardiagram, and it The Yanks snapped a 1-1 tie eight pitchers, somewhere Murray led 3-0.
in the top of the fourth with a along the way you can expect
proved negative.
Murray added two more in and Alan Gibbs will be on the
The Rangers announced pair of runs and Went on to some pretty good efforts out of the fourth with Gibbs getting mound. In the nightcap, Bob
Lucchesi would not make the take a 3-2 win over the Astros. the mound Corps.
another RBI on a single. Thurman will draw the mound
The Yanks are now 4-0 while
weekend trip to Boston with
,That's exactly what the Murray scored two more in assignment.
the team. Either coathes Pat the Astros are 3-1 on the Murray American Legion the fifth to wrap up the win. On Sunday, Murray will
Corrales or Connie Ryan were season.
received Thursday night as The only big hit in the fifth was play two at Russellville with
Alan McClard hurled the they swept a twinbill at Paris Dean Cherry's run-scoring Kim Sims and Paul Robertson
expected to manage the club.
final four'frames and fanned .....and.evened_the_seacnn tecor.d... single. - set to hurl Ale, games,
eleUrdr • the 'Yanks. John at 3-3.
Murray plays two games at
Murray
had:
nine
stolen
Sign Contracts
McFerron went the distanceIn the first gaine, Calloway bases in the contest and had home next week, hosting Fort
for the Astros and was the County stw righthander two more in the first game. Campbell for a single game
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta tough-luck loser. He struck out Tommy Chivis
The local legion team will Tuesday and Union City for a
handcuffed
Falcons draft choices Billy nine.
..•• Paris on just four hits as open its home seasun tonight twinbill Thursday
Ryckman and John Maxwell
Both teams had just two Murray took a 7-2 win.
with a twinbill againtt the
'SST Will
have signed a series of one,
11111111111111
The second contest found same Paris club. year contracts with the
ab r
The Yinks got their two Larry Watkins and . Brad
Thurman-ss
4
2
National Football League runs in the fourth, both Taylor combining for a 7-1,
' or -3b
2
2
Rookie Of Year
Fey-c
club. '•
4
scoring on stolen bases after six-hit victory.
.McCuiston-lb
4
2
Ryckman, a 10th-round the bases had been loaded on
Wilson-It
3
0
Chavis, who was outTORONTO (AP) — New Gibbs-rf
selection from Louisiana Jerry McCuiston's double standing this past spring for
4
2
England's George Lyle, a 23- Roberlson-ci
3
1
Tech, was the NCAA's-leading followed by two.walks.
3
1
the Lakers,continued with his year old wing from Vancouver asavts-p
3
receiver last season, catching
1
For the Yanks, Jerry Mc- success on the mound as the via Michigan Tech, is the Ragers-2b
Totala
30
12
77 passes for 1,382 yards. Cuiston and Kelly Steely each hard-working mound ace
Murray
000 211 3 -12-2
Rookie
of
the
Year
in
the
000 010 1 2-4-2
Maxwell, an offensive tackle, had a hit while for the Astros, fanned 11 batters and walked
Paris
World Hockey Association.
was the first of two Atlanta Gabe Amos and Chuck Adams just two men.
WOOS GAM
Lyle received 25 of a
WM!
selections in the ninth round.
hit safely. ,
Murray broke a scoreless tie possible 26 first-place votes
ab r h
4 0 0
with two runs in the top of the and 128, points in balloting Thurman-2b
Taylor-3b
1 2
fourth, both runs coming on conducted by the league. WtLson-lf
2 1 0
Tharpe-1f
.1
0
0
one swing of the bat.
Dennis Abgrall of the M.
New Arrival At
3 1 1
McCuiston-lb .
Cincinnati
Stingers
was
a
Oakley-lb
1
0
0
After Bill Wilson had walked
.4
2 1
_digtont second_ with 45 points, Sbna-es
with one uut, Paul Rubertzun
Cherry-.c.,
3 0 1
and
Warren
Miller
of
Calgary
Gibbs-rt...
3
2 2
slammed the ball 330 feet
wicarkms.pcCuiuston-cf
3 0 1
away from the plate for a two- Cowboys was third with 34.
1 0 0
Lyle led all WHA rookies Edwards-ib
1 0 0
run blast into leftfield. Brad
Totals
29 7 8
Taylor singled in a run in the with 72 points and topped the
Murra),
A new Piper Ag. Aircraft to meet all the far030 no o 74-1
Parts
000 100 0 14,5
fifth to make it 3-0 before Whalers with 39 goals.
mers needs this spring,summer and fall.
Aerial application of herbicides, insecticides,
Paris got its firstt run in the
dry and liquid fertilizer, and seeding of all types.
home half of the fifth.
For information contact Greg Moyers:
Danny- Rogers singled in
Alan Gibbs who had singled
Murray Airport
previously and that gave
Talk To Johnny Parker
Murray another run in the
sixth and a 4-1 lead.
489-2414
Murray wrapped up the win
By PAUL LeBAR
Paducah Airport
with three in the seventh as
AP Sports Writer
Jeff Oakley, Mickey Mc4434366
ST. LOUIS(AP)— St. LoinS Manager Vern Rapp says he's
Cuiston and Alan Gibbs all had
satisfied with his team's offense and Los Angeles Manager
one-run singles.
Tom Lasorda has no trodble seeing why.
Murray belted 12 hits in the
"He scouted them and said they were a real good hitting
11=111MINIMI
INI1111111,
contest.
team and they showed it tonight," said Lasorda after the
In the second game, Larry
Cardinals shelled his Dodgers6-3 Thursday night.
Watkins worked the first five
Lasorda's reference was —to advance scout Jerry
frames and scattered six hits
Stephenson, who sat nearby in the Los Angeles manager's
of Murray,Ky.
while giving up one run. He
clubhouse office while commiserating with Rick Rhoden,8-3;
struck out six and did not walk
the losing pitcher.
*All type books (ina single batter.
"I thought I was throwing the ball pretty good:They just
cluding Bibles)
He left with Murray holding
got the hits," lamented Rhoden,the chief Victim of a 13-hitSt.
Names imprinted
a 7-1 lead. Brad Taylor hurled
Louis assault.
*Unusual gifts
hitless ball over the last two
The 6-foot-3 Rhoden, while thwarted in his bid to become
Cards
frames and fanned three men
the National League's first nine-game winner,issued a walk
We Gift Wrap
while walking one.
that led to a Cards run in the second inning.
We special order
Murray got started off on
Then a double by winning-pitcher .Bob Forsch, 8-2, in
the right track with three runs
books quickly
tandem with Jerry Mumphrey's triple and ..Garry
in the second as Dean Cherry
certificates
Templeton's sacrificefly stretched the St. Louis lead to3-4 in.
had a sacrifice fly to score
available
the third.
Mickey McCuiston who had
Rhoden escaped further damage in the -fourth when Mike
earlier singled.
Tyson grounded into a double play following Keith
SuWero
Then up came Alan Gibbs
Hernandez'one-out double and a single by Ken Reitz.
News 1-5, Meaday-Saterday
and out went the ball, sailing
But in the fifth the Cards' advantage increased to 5-0 and
Flame 753.7222
over 340 feet away from the
signaled the Dodger right-hander's departure when Forsch
singled, Templeton doubled and Tony Scott delivered a twobase hit to score both.
Los Angeles' attack, meanwhile, was dormant until Dayey
Lopes singled to staLt.the_sixtirrncile his second base of the
night and eventually scored on a Forsch wild pitch.
Reitz pounded his eighth homer, marking a personal oneseason career high, for St. Louis in the bottom of the sixth
and a two-run blast by Los Angeles' Dusty Baker proved too
little an inning later.
While Rapp labeled the Cards' hitting "consilltent to this
point," a conttasting viewpoint was expounded in the
clubhouse of the losing club following the Dodgers' eighth
loss in 12 games.
In Conjunction With The
"We're just somewhat lethargic right now. We're not
playing the way we can," maintained Reggie Smith, an-ex
Cardinal. "There's something wrong. You can point your
finger at a couple of things — like a lacking of kidding and
joking.I think the guys are being too serious."
All children between the ages of 8 and 16 who wish to receive tennis lessons are asked
St. Louis' barrage,fortified by four doubles and two triples
to fill out this registration form. There is no charge for these lessons.
in addition to Reitz' homer, provided more than enough
Mail to:
Murray Tennis Association
support for Forsch, who left in the seventh and let ,A1
Hrabosky finish,
P.O. lkox 202;Murray, Ky. 42071
Rapp, in further endorsing th* effectiveness of his team's
Nome
----—
lusty
hitting, said, "I think it was evident in tonight's ball
Address
game.
Telephone
"Almost anybody that comes up is a threat," he said.
Intermediate
Beginner
"We've had good production up and down the line-up. Were
getting a lot of RBI out of each position."
It was the night- of the pitchers in the Kentucky League
Thursday.
In the first of two league
games played, Mitch Grogan
got the win as the Cards
scored three times in the last
of the sixth to edge the Pirates
5-4.
The second game featured a
battle of undefeateds as the
Yanks and Astros squared off.
Alan McClard got the mound
decision asthe Yanks took a 3-

Murray Legion Sweeps
Doubleheader At Paris

Ohio Valley
Aviation, Inc.

Cardinals Belt 13 Hits
And Ambush Dodgers

Ae eookmauh

BOOKS FOR

FATHER

Tennis Clinic Sign Up
Summer Tennis Clinics
Sponsored By The

Murray Tennis Association

Murray-Calloway Parks itt Recreation
June 21-July 8

AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA
(AP)
—
Knuckleballer Phil Niekro has
his special pitch dancing
again. .
"Some were going up,some
were going down, some were
going
away,"
said
Philadelphia second baseman
Ted Sizemore after Niekro
fanned a career-high 13
batters Thursday night to lead
the Atlanta Braves to a 3-0
victory over the Phillies, who
managed only four singles in
the game.
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs
blanked San Francisco 1-0 in
11 innings and St. Louis beat
Los Angeles 6-3. Cincinnati's
game at New York was rained
out again.
Niekro's victory was his
third in the last four starts and
his second shutout. The righthander,4-8, opened the season
by losing his first seven
decisions.

"Yes, I'm out of the slump
now," Niekro said. "A lot of it
was in my delivery and a lot in
my.head. You get those going
against you and you haven't
got much to go with."
Niekro was lodged in a
pitching duel with southpaw
Jim Kaat until the Braves
scored their runs in the fifth
inning on a three-run homer
by Rod Gilbreath.
He fanned five straight
batters during one stretch in
the middle innings, then
wrapped up the masterpiece
in the ninth by striking out the
side.
"I had it (the knuckler)just
about the whole game,"
Niekro said. "I mixed in a few
fast balls, but those were the
only, two pitches I used. It's
the best game I've pitched this
year. Any time I strike out 13
i've got to have a good knuckle
ball.
Cubs I, Giants0
Pinch-hitter
Jose
Cardenal's
bases-loaded

squeeze bunt in the 11th inning
scored pinch-runner Mick
Kelleher to give Chicago its
victory over San Francisco.
"He told me to take one
pitch and then bunt,"
Cardenal said of Manager
Herman Franks, who has used
Cardenal sparingly because of
his .171 batting average.
George Mitterwald led off
the Ilth with a double off
Randy Moffitt. Charlie
Williams relieved and Greg
Gross sacrificed Kelleher to
third. The Giants then filled
the bases by intentionally
walking Ivan De-Jesus and
Larry
Biittner
before
Cardenal provided his gamewinning bunt.
Chicago Telief
relief ace • Bruce
Sutter, 1-1, who has 16 saves,
picked up his first victory of
the season. Both Ed Halicki of
the Giants and Bill Bonham
matched no-hit innings into
the sixth, but neither was
around at the end.
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Taylors Bpught Unwanted Slew
For Bargain-Basement Price

Sports Deals
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
ATLANTA FALCONS —
Signed Billy Ryckman, wide
receiver', and John Maxwell,
ariffensive tackle, to series of
one-year contracts.
DENVER BRONCOS —
Signed Steve Schindler,
offensive guard, to a series of
one-year contracts.
NEW YORK JETS—Signed
Wesley Walker, wide receiver,
to a series of a one-year
contracts.
WASHINGTON .REDSKI NS
— Signed Bob Kuziel, center:
tackle.
BASEBALL
American League
BALTIMORE ORIOLES —
Signed Dan Logan, first
'baseman; Richard Moore,
catcher; Mark Smith, pitcher;
David Lankster, shortstop;
Tom Eaton and Mike
LaCasse, second basemen;
Steve Lesser and Dave
E'inala, pitchers, to minor
league contracts.
BOSTON RED SOX —
Signed Frank Gill, outfielder;
he will be assigned to the Class
A Batavia, N.Y. farm team in
the New York-Pennsylvania
League.
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES —
Placed Jamie Easterly,
pitcher, on the 21-day disabled
Joey
recalled
list;
McLaughlin, pitcher, from
Richmond of the International
League.
BASKETBALL
Basketball
National
Association

BOSTON 'CELTICS —
Acquired John Johnson,
forward, from the Houston
Rockets in exchange for their
.
1077 and 1078,,secon4eiround
drift choices.
LOS ANGELES LAKERS —
Traded Johnny NeumAin,
guard, to the Buffalo Braves
in exchange for their third
round draft choice.
HOCKEY
National Hackey League
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS
—Signed Bob Kelly, left wing,
and Morris Lukowich, winger.
MINNESOTA NORTH
STARS — Signed Per-Olov
Kent-Erik
and
Brasar
Andersson,forwards.
COLLEGE
OF
UNIVERSITY
GEORGIA — Signed Vince
Dooley, head football coach, to
a four-year contract.
GOLF
MEMPHIS — Tom Storey
shot a seven-under par 65 for a
two-stroke lead after the
opening round of the $200,000
Danny Thomas Memphis Golf
Classic.
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MOUND ACE—Ku. Waspn had oae of the best games a pitcher has thrown this season in the Murray Baseball
Association as he pitched the Mets to a 2-1 Pony League win
Thursday over the Indians. Wilson fanned 15 men and walked
only two.

horseman.
By WILL GRIMSLEY
•'Doesn't look good to me,"
Special
Correspondent
AP
Once upon a time there was added another.
In the wings was a young
this new-born colt running by
his mother's side over a lush, veterinarian from- Fort
in Myers, Fla., who kept eyeing
meadow
blue-grass
Kentucky. His papa's name the colt, patting his buttocks
was Bold Reasoning, his and rubbing his tender ankles.
-Hey, you're something —
mother's My Charmer.
But the offspring was not yin could be quite a
much of a charmer himself. r4cehorse," the doctor said.
The doctor — let's call him
He was an ungainly animal
that only his mother would James Hill — doesn't race
look at twice. His body was horses, he just cures them.
stocky and compact. HIS legs But he suddenly remembered
were thin and fragile as he had a friend 2,000 miles
toothpicks. He was the color of away who might be interested.
Far away in a little village
chocolate withOUt much
cream, no white markings of White Swan, Wash., on an
Indian reservation not far
anywhere.
When the colt was shipped to from Seattle, a young logger
Keeneland yearling sales, had become interested in race
good horses when his pretty wife
most
where
thoroughbred colts wind up, said she wanted a horse for an
he went practically unnoticed. anniversary present instead of
All the famous stables turned a mink coat.
Let's call the logger Mickey
out — the Whitneys, the
Galbreaths, the Vanderbilts — Taylor and his wife Karen — a
but they had no eye for our young attractive couple, who
look like Robert Redford and
awkward hero.
"With a body like that and' Katherine Ross of the movies.
those thin ankles, he'll break Not the horsey set at all. Just
an ankle the first time he runs plain folks.
hard — like Ruffian," said one Mickey got rich by investing

Wilson, Taylor Star
In Pony League Games
Kim Wilson and Bruce Taylor had big nights in the Pony
League Thursday.
Wilson allowed just three hits and struck out 15 men as he
pitched the Mets to a 2-1 victory over the.Indians.
On the other hand, Taylor was doing the hitting as in the
second game, he belted a pair of two-run homers in leading
A
--4,
the Phils to a 12-8 win over the Dodgers.
Wilson, who on Monday night came in the game and faced
six -men and fanned all six, walked just two batters in his
•
mound gem.
The tough-luck losers was Robert Santagado who had eight
strikeouts and five walks in pitching a five-hitter.
Santagado broke a scoreless tie in the top of the fourth as
he smacked a solo homer to Leftfield and ruined Wilson's
shutout.
In the last of the Fifth, the Mets tied the game as Kevin
Calvin singled and came around when Wilson tripled.
The Mets won it in the last of the sixth as Donnie Thompson, who had walked, scored when Mike Gough ripped a
two-out single.
For the Mets, Wilson had two hits while Calvin, Gough and
Darwin Burnphis each had one. The Mets are now 3-1 on the
season.
1-3, Santagado, Ronnie Pace and
ls
For the Indiansnow
y.
Mark Smith hit
est, the Phils trailed 7-5 but came up with
In the second
five big runs in the fifth and went on to claim a 12-8 win over
the Doders_.
In the first inning, Taylor homered with a man on to stake
the Phils to a 2-0 lead.
His secondhomer came with a man on in the sixth.
In the meantime, the fifth inning was the deciding inning
for the Phils.
.
Aftei Eddie Rhodes walked and Taylor doubled, the Phils
tied the game when Marty McCuiston singled for two RBI's.
After Steve Walker singled, Mark McCuiston doubled in two
and the Phils were never threatened again.
Taylor's three -hits led the Phi's, who are now 2-2, while
Rhodes and Mark McCuiston each had two hits. Also hitting
safely were Marty McCuiston, Walker and Vic Marshall.
For the Dodgers, winless in three starts, Bob Frye, Tony
Herndon and Luis Zimmerman all had two hits while Mark
Mueller and Jimmy Bynum each had one.
Eddie Rhodes, who came in to hurl the final four innings,
got the win for the Phils. Rhodes gave up one run while
striking out eight batters.
No games will be played tonight or this weekend in the
Pony League. Action will resume with a pair of contests Monday.

Weekend Special!
Friday Saturday,& Sunday

Steak & Shrimp
Dinner!
Come on in any week-end
in June...from 5 P.M.
Friday through Sunday
night. for this exceptional
new value at
Sirloin Stockade

sports
Miirray Ledger & Times

in lumber for pulp when the
market was hot. His racing
stable was small, largely a
hobby.
"Hey, Mickey," said Dr.
Hill. "I got a good colt here
which I think I can get pretty
cheap."
"Buy him," said Mickey,
give him to Karen."
Doc picked up the colt at the
sales for $17,500. It was like
buying him in the basement at
Woolworth's.

Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Now is the only time we have! Each day is a
lifetime in miniature. The most expensive
thing one can spend is time, because time is
the stuff life is made of. Therefore, to spend
time is to spend life. How important it is to invest our time wisely!
God's practical message for our rush-a-day,
work-a-day world is, "See then that ye walk
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
redeeming the time because the days are evil.
(Ephisians 5:15, 16)" Speak to God today in
prayer let God speak to you today in His
Word; speak to someone-about God today in
love.
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.

O'Malley Recovering
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Walter O'Malley, chairman of
the board for the Los Angeles
Dodgers, is recuperating from
chest surgery performed at
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn.,the club announced.
O'Malley, 73, underwent the
surgery Thursday, and
although no details were
given, a Dodgers spokesman
said the operation was
described as very successful.
O'Malley reportedly was
resting well and will spend
several days at the Clinic's
Methodist Hospital.

Sale Starts Saturday

P
Sr"

yr

/ NZ'

TREMENDOUS SELECTION . . . ALL FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK!

POLYESTER•
S
IT
KN
LE
UB
DO
ORIGINALLY SOLD FOR $1.88 to $3.88 YARD!
• Full Bolts, 60" to 66" Wide
• Machine Washable, Tumble Dry
• 100% Polyester, Polyester & Cotton
• Multi-Color Fancies, Checks, Stripes, etc.
• Prints, Solids, Plaids, Novelties
• Hurry, For Best Selection . . . .
A tremendous selection of finest quality
Polyester Knits, all selected from our
Regular Stock. Some originally sold for
as high as 53.88 a yard and now selling
at the . unbelievable low, low price of
only 4c Per Inch!

'
o'•

FIRST
to QUALITY
‘A-

PER
INCH

...

END&
DS &M
SLIVI
FABRICS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
MONEY
You must be Completely Satisfied
with Every Purchase or your
Back

WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!
Seersuchets, Conan Ponts
Sietked

Dots and

many

othen 2 to 10 yard Fashion
lengths and

Part

Sons se

lected front stoci,

3 pieces of
breaded. deep-fried
shrimp
A delicious
Stockade Club

Bel-Air
Center
Hours:
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Weekdays
11 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Sat. Sun.

▪•

You geta delicious
/ Stockade Club Steak
3 pieces of breaded,
deep-fried shrimp, your
choice of potato; a thick
slice of Stockade Toast; salad
& beverage all for only $2.991

Great Steak,.and Seafood,
Too,from GttatSteak Country!

Rt.ektN

PER
INCH

If after purchase you find
identical Fabrics priced
lower elsewhere, We'll
refund the
difference!

FABRIC MART
cfr
CZ 201 W. WASHINGTON

TOCICAbi

Paris

9 - 5(M - Tit)
9 6 (Friday)
9 5.30 (Saturday)

MOM
tensinofs rip')
OMEN.

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE

A

rye+
.51mempelpena
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Baptist
sams Gam
Worship Service

Baptist

DIRTIER BAPTIST CIIIIRCN
7:00p.m.
WralosiMey Service
1004 a.m.
&mislay School
11:110 a.m.
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
%Imlay Nu

MURRAY (isnot
Sunday School
Morning Worship
N. Y. P.S. Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship

CHURCH

II N
NATOWS CHAPEL

Worship
10:00
PIILISTINI VISITED
Worship Service 11 a m , tat Sunday, 10 CO a
m ltd Sunday. Sunday Schwa 10 00 a
End A 4th
AIART1111 CHATS
UNITED
Worship Service
•
m.
Sunda) School
11. in

Church of Christ
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10
in
Evening Worship
500 p. in.
NUN PLAIN
Bible Study
Worship Service
10:45a.m7.430mm7
16%p
a
Wed. Worslup

945. in
10 45. m
5 15p in
6 00 p m
7 00p in.

:7711.1.=

r MURRAY
vnwitu
Morning
Evening Worship
UNION GROVE
visyncemporship
EMorning
vening

This month dioramas el godson wa begin to face the future. Many expect their
education to pay big divides& ha terms el a job and economic security Those who do
not
ward win ha gioappoisied and disillusioned. 'Seth disillusion.
re,cri.e such a „
meat is the remelt elf •lake coaroptias of the purpose of education. The educated man
should hare a bettor ismilasiftwillist of Wawa and others He should possess a sound
net of values duit win servo kas well la years to come. AU is the real salsa* of•liberal
educEidon./iti•result of seen as iimarissi,• man can bye life more fully and completely.

Pentecostal
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10.00 a. in
Worship Services
11 00a.m .7 00pm.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10.00a. m.
Worship Services
11 00 a.m.,7 30p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY
Of GOD
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a. m.
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m.
Thurs. nite
7:00p. m
UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Sunday School
, 10 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 00 p m.
DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00a. m
Worship Service
11_00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7 30 p. m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship
10,00a.m & 7 00 pm
Tuts & Thurs.
7 00 p. m

Sni
ce 11111
Worship Servi
Evening Worship

:19 S. 71b

Eat

411.01N/ne

Radiator & Auto Glees %nice

Coin-AMC
Jeep

NornoWlibetedor-Groollo-Josp-Peow Were
Tee ihrelity tisod Cars
Noes 753-4444
IMI Coldwater RI.

Carroll Tire Service
Phone 753-1419

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Hooting, Air Conditioning, Shoot Metal
Ilth Si Chestnut
753-4832

Creative Printers, Inc.

LYNN GROVE '
Morning Worship Service
Sunday School

"
.
Sunday School num
Morning Worship
'L s NAIR CHURCH
Of CHRIST
Bible Study
A.M Worship
PM Worship
Mid-Week
spOLD WAY ER
cmornveni:41 wv‘nrorshivmC

loam10.
11 00. m

Rl

11 :110
10 00a. at.

45 a m
10
16
0 00p,

GOWN 11111111005T
Morning worship Services
9.30a.m.
Sunday School
1040a. m.
Evening services, 1st, 3rd. Ils Mb Sundays
Preaching Service 4 30 p in.

1000
to - so
100
7 00
10 Slant
6 00 p.m

011/11C11
Of CN RIST

11 00. m
7 00p m
9 30. m
10 45. in.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Woreup Service
10

at.

DIXTELNA106111 UNITED
111:00a. in.
Wordup Service
It Main.:.
ist & End Sundays
• 3rd 1. 4th Sunday
WY. 11111111001
Worship Service 10:00 a. m. tat Sso&y &
II al a. in. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 11:10
a m. lit Sunday- 10 00 a. at. 2nd,3rd,& 4th
Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a in. ind Diday:
it ao a m. 41h Sunday Sunday School 1111:00
• m 1st, 3rd, Is 4th Siasday 11:N a. in. End
Sunday
O
WA TIMM CNAPIL
MU EMMEN
Morning Services
10:40g. at.

wood CRAPES wino
tst 3rd Sanday
9:18 .m.7-00 p. m.
Evening
11 Main.
End & lith Sunday
No Evening Worship
11111111 WM/
11 Ma• m.
lit I. 3rd Sunday
2nd fs Ith Sunday
9.311a. m.
6 Op in.
&ening
SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
10.00cm.
Sunday School II 00a. m.
Morning Worship
7 lop in
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 45 in.
10 45a in
Sunday School

Trenholm's Drive-In

Center
753-7598

Murray's Most Complete Deportonont Store

Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4

753-1714
Murray, Ky.

Rudy Lovett

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd
753-2752 or 753-3571

Member FDIC

Corvette Lanes

SOO Main

So. 1 2th 8. Story

753-3231

753-6655

Rebuilt Engines-Rodiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St.
753-4424

Chestnut St.

7531215

402 N. 12th
753-484S
A.B.C. ploy school
NMI/ 41:45
to 5 pm.• 5 farrs
Worship With Your Children

-Bowling At Its BestPh. 753-2202
1415 Main St.

oChildren Are Gods Gift
753-1807

1606 Ryon Ave., Murray-

Stokes Tractor L
Implement Co.

Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South 12th St. - Murray

753-3037

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Open 9-9
Mon.-Sat,

Acres of
ree ParkIrlk

Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.

1-6 Sun.

Shop For The
Entire Family

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Honor Thy
Father and Mother

Quasar

Bel-Air Center

Storey's
Food Giant

Murray Cablevision

Whirlpool sales 8. Service

733.1997

Wells Electric

Don Boaz-Owner
'Railroad Ave. 753-3404

Try Ow Deicises Roof sad Nem %Osiris*:
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orden 753-.7101

LC. a C.O.
Chicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
I Aincties -Steaks -Sandwiches
"Jesus Saves'
Under New Managen.ent
1706 Cheihoot St

Farmers Grain
& Seed Co.

COMPLIMENTS

401 Olive - 753-5312

"For All Your Fertilizer Kinds"

103 Maple - 753-1933

753 8777

Thy Shalt Not Steal

Worship Regularly

-Go To Church Sunday"

Let us Entertain You

DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House

Murray
Theatres

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
mold fungus

II
11 .01a in
6 00 p m

If God is your partner,
make your plans large

753-7175

Murray Electric System

Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray
753-2285

WSW 1:11APID WITS
Sunday School
10 Ma.in.
Morning Worship
11 Ma in.

Central
Shopping

Murray Auto Parts

Your Urn-Royal Tire Dealer
11
/
2Nod E. of S. 12th

We use piestic
wood treetnsont for

Beauty
Salon

'It's Finger Lickin' Good"
753-1751

FIRST INITNOISIST
1. 4601054a.m.

This Page Made Possible By The Following Supporting Firms.

Kentucky fried Ckicka

Gerold Boyd-Owsw
-CoaspleM Arstereetic Trsasoissise Service
, -Free,End Afros'',
-Caere% Tans-Up & bosh Unrest-

WAVU NC INTIM
Mornmg Worship
10:1111a.m.
Sunday School
11 . IS• in.

10:501 m.
6,00 p in

MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FIRST PIEESSYTERIAN
Church School
Worship Service

753-7111

Boyd's Auto Repair

COlDWATIS GRIM
Worship Service 1110 a.m. lig A WO
day., 10:00 am. Erd & 4th, Sunday Scheel
1001 a. m. 1st Ind Sunday, 1100 a. in. 3rd
1.4th Sunday

Worship

&bean cuwenuala
sinway
110,:03:
e1 .m.
10
Worship Service
sunday srNORTH PLEASANT GROVE
9,46a.m.
11 :00•. m.
Worship Service
OAR GROVE
p
l
H a 10•
SundaWorstuyptehcrnices

Dixieland Center

EMail latiottrld

POPLAR 10-40 a. m
6 lop

Presbyterian,

"For The Complete look"

Max Mull

10 50. in
6 p in

1000a. m.
Sunday School
Worship
Evening Worship 7,00 m. SundaWed1711i1 nt
neadaysi
µMO
10.00a m.
Bi ble Study
11 00• in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship6 00 p.m

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Worship Services
1045am ,700pm
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10.30 a m.
Cable School
•
- te• 9.30a m.
Evening Service
6 00 p in.
CNURCII OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
10 45a m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a. m., 11 a m., 430 p m.
Saturday Mass 6,3D p. in
CIIRKTIAN satOKI
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray, Ky . Sundays 11:00 a. in. Testimony meeting second
Wednesday 8 p. m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10 30a. in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a m.
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.N.E.
Worship Services
11 00 a m ,7 00p.m.
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
9:45 a. m.
Church School
11,00a m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School
9. 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.30a. m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10:30a. m
Worship Service
Sat 9.15 a m

Bags
Beads

10,511a.m.
6:00p. in.

G000 SWIMMER') UNITS
Worship Service
11.110a.
930a.at.
Sunday School
11106.1111DOKI UNTIED
Sunday School
101111a.
Morning Worship
11.Main.
MUM UNITED
Sunday School
10014.
Morning Worship
II .110a. in.
Evening Worship
7,00p. in.

Morning Sebli-c1611144"C"D
Ewa*,Worship
Vaal
PLEASmornig
Worship
Everting Woralup
STREET
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Morningne

Christian

"We Service Timm AR-Large or Smell"

100 So. 13th St.

NAM M11110061
Worship

•...Attend Church

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
11:00a.m.
Worship
I
10,00a.m.
Sunday
5:30 p.m.
5,00 p.m.
6,30 p.m.
Wedisseday Evening

Year Complete Tire Service Center

110S Pegg,

10a.m
11 a.m
6p m

Nazarene

Purchase Ere Mart - --

Motoro
Amsrlcan

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

+.4

siact away

9:40 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30,6:00 p.m.
Waging. Evening Wors.
MOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00a. m
Evening Worship
6:30p m.
KIRKSIT BA/1MT
Morning Worship
1100 a. in.
Evening Woriship
7.30p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a. m.
Evening Worship
6:00p. m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:001 m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00s.m.
Evening Worship
6.45 p m.
CNERRY CORNER
Morning Worship
II 00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p. m.
ELM GROVE
Morning Worship
11.00a. m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p. m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
SUGAR MEER
Morning Worship
11:00a m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p. m.
OWING CNAFIL
Morning Worship
11:00 a m.
Evening Worship
530p rn
MOUNT MORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.30 a. m.
Worship
11:00a.m.
LOIN OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2 00 p. m.
3rd Sunday
10 30a.in.
MD SALEM'AIM
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11 00 a. m.
Worship Service
5.00 p..m.
Vesper Service
COLD W ATER
•
Morning Services
11:00a. m.
Evening Services
6:00 p. m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning! Worship
11:00a. m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7.00p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL.,
Sunday School
I0::00a. m
Morning Worship
1100.. m
LEDBETTIII MISSIONARY BAPTIST ,
Sunday School
1000 a, in.
Preaching
11 .00a.m.&6:00p.rn
Wednesday rught
7,00 p m
SPRING CREEK
RAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11,00a. m
Evening Worship
7,00 p. m
ST. 101111 BAPTIST OILIRCII
Morning Worship
10:45 a. m
Sunday School
9:30a. m

v.

NEW ptomain
Sunday School
Preaching Service
Nightly Service

11 00 a in
Evening WorsNp
130pm.
IMMANUEL IIISSMNART
Worship
Morrung
11 -00a. in.
Evening Worship
5.40 p. m
FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 45. m
Evening Woraup
7 00 p. m
Wen FORK
Morrung Worship
11 .00a. in
Sunday Evening
0-00p. in
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p. m
MOM SPRING
Worship
Morning
11:00a.m.
7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTNISIDI
Morning Worship
11 00. in
7 lop m.
Evisning Worship
MAUL LIPTIST
IL 00. in
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship
SPRINGS
POPLAR
II 00. m
Morning Worship
6 30 p m
Evening Worship

753-3914

Jesus Saves

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Lie

Conditioning•Notrhng-Ceinsaircisi Iletraprotisto

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181
802 Chestnut

' Hone of Quality, Economy
Selections"
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 1 2 Midnight

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Too Andrews - Tear Nest
Wears remiss specials Defy, Mo. Mr"lbws.
Fri., So., Sen. • flaws Stook Saadi
Mi. 1211 frt. 641 -cos im Orders te 753-4411

Toys L Gifts
for Everyone
Dixieland Center
753-9696

Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lots, Dossahl A. lows and Larry Seater, stews

Lynhurst Resort

God Is Love

Col sod Mrs Mason trorro owners
Phone 436 7345 and 434-5376

Phone 753-1713

641 North - 753-2654

-Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
Flowers for All Occasions
Nouse Plants Landscaping

1
141- ite Shopping (Valle
14 Weekdays
Fri & fint
793.0311
Iffir instil dodo,
Ensims, MafNsei
sit

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

SOO N. 4th 753-3251 • 753-8944

Grecian Steak House

The little

Big John's

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
WON414 Mit, Mgr. E. W. Oinisod,
P1.... 7534720

a

West Ky. Rural Telephone

Kenlake Marina

Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Sonia. Groves, Calloway. MinibuS, Garish, Coenties
Nasty Co., Tam

1111•11

J.W. WILHAM -MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake State Pork "

753-4351 or 247-4350
. ,-

Ph 474-224S

Jack & Jill Day Care Center
Juile McAlister-Owner
Ages 2 yr to 5 yet • Iles 41711 SAW ill p
101S. arti *envy 753-4072

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serrate form FenuTets Sews 1136
1.6mm'id

751 7/74
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Schedules For The Week Of June 11 - June 17

4

•••1111.
e.

Record Review

TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WTVF-5
WSM-4
I
630-SWIIIIII0 Semester
Agriculture
6:25
700- Tom & Jerry
7:00-Sylvester & Tweety
630-- Children's Gospel
730 jobberiew
655-Farm Digest
. 17:30-050 Club
7 00- Tom 8, Jerry
7:00-Woody Woodpecker mpg-gyp
7:55-Schoolhouse Itodi
loom
- Jabber's
.
,
7:30-Pink Panther
-Scoolty Doe
11.00 - Scooby Doe
1900_T
9:00-Seised leggy
9:23-Schoolhouse Rock
9:30- Batmen
9:30 -Aroft's Supershow
9:30-Monster Sewed
9-30- Kroft' Supershow
10:00-Shexam/Isis
0:30-Soul Tram
10:00-Spec. Ghest
10:30-Soperfrionds
11:00-FM Albert
11:30-Bondstand
10:10-Big John, Little John 11:30 _ 746 ii
11:00- Odd Boll Couple
230- Fishing Hole
11:00-Land of Lost
11:30-Bandstand
12:00-KidsworN
1 •00 - Tennis
11:30-Kids from CAPER
Racers
12:30-Call It /Amman
2:30-Outdoor Adv. Theatre 12.3012:00- Net Fridge
1:00-Form Report
1:00-Fro City 5
4:00- World of Sports
Mein*. 12:30- Victo.1 Lase
1:30-Afternoon
S:30- Newswatch
l:70-SP9701017 03 kiwi
1:00 -Baseball
of
Sports
•
-W
orld
2:00-News Conforeace
6:00- Music Nell Americo C"
4:00-Family
After
5:30-News
2:30-Lowe Ranger
00- Wonder Wonsan
4:30-Pop Goes Coontry
se Nimbi:ph 11 6:00- Lawrence Welk
3:00-Perry Meson
4:00Porter
Wagoner
7:00-Wender Wenn
5:00-Candid Casten
Y • 00- Feather & Father
0:00-Solute To Elizabeth 115:30- Nashville Musk
5:30-News
10:00-Newswatch
6:00-News
9:00- Feather & Father
6:00-Nee How
10:30- Wrestling
6:30-Bart's Nashville
10:%-- News
7:00-Mary Tyler Moore
11:30-Movie
7:00-Emergency
10:15-News
7:30-Bob Nowhere
1:00-Pit Club
$:00- Movie
10:30-Kinser Rock
0:00-AM In The Fundy
3:00-News
10:00-News
I:30-Ales
3:15- Newswatch
10:30-Weekend
9:00-Carol Barnett
12:00-Movie
10:00-News
10:30- Gunsmok•
11:30-Inman"
12:30-News
1:00-Suspense Theatre

W

WSIL-3

WPSD-6
6:45 -Weather
7:00-Weedy Weedpeckor
7:30-Pint Penne
9:00-Spool kir
9:30-Monster Sion
10:00-Space Ghost
10:30-Rig Jobe, Little Jelin
11:00-Land of Lost
11:30-Kids from Comer
12:00-111,0-Ty
12:30-Atop the Fencopest
1:00 -Baseiss3
4:00 -French Tennis
5:30-News
6:00-News
4:30-Accoat
700-Emergency
8:00-Movie
10:00- Newt
10:30- Worland
12:00-Dragnet

KFVS-12
6:00-Semen Semester
6:30-News
7:00-Sylvester I: Tweety
7:30-Ore Club
11:00-Bens %nay
9:00-Tartan
9:30-Seam
10:00-Thatamilsis
11:00-Fit Abort
11:30-Ark II
12:00- Childron's M.
1:00- Napa Train
2:30-Pink Affairs
3:00-Kemper Opel
4:00-Sports Seectecider
5:110-lbws
5:30-News
ê00-N.. New
7:00-Mary Tyler Moore
7:30-lob Newhert
0:00-AU in the Family
0:30-Alc•
9:00-Carol Innen
10:00-News
10:30- Gansneeke
11:30-Nashville ea the toed
12:00-Good News
12:30- Vfith This beg
12:45-News

by J. D. Lancaster

•

41'J

WPSD-6
6:45- Wainer
7:00-fdoetage
7:30-Gospel Jubilee
I:30-Poducaii Devotion
9:15- Ilmisiltee Brothers
9:30-Chin:ens Gospel
10:00- Climmod Lives
10:30- Nereid of Tooth
11:00-Accent
11:30-Meet The Press
12:30-11ennie lester
1:00-WC Telesis
2:00-Ladies PGA Champ.
4:00-Grandstand
4:30-Ky. Afield
5:30-Nows
6:00-Welt Disney
7:00-Conon;
8:30-Movie
10:00-News

KPIS-12
6:00-Christi/ph*, Clew,
6:30-News
7:00- Nyman Dimeasiess
7:30-Cameeiga for Christ
0:00-Wiry Out Games
0:30-Smote Nets
9:10-1st Baptist Church
10:00-Caner* Three
10:30-Fan the Notion
11:00-This is the Life
11:30-Lamp Unto My Feet
12:00-Leek Up& Use
12:30- Nedirriered Mistime
3:00-NSA Chemeieeship
5:00- Kompor Open
5:30-News
6:00-Shrty Minutes
7:00-MN&
8:00-Switch
9:00-Who's Who
10:10-News
10:15-News
10:30-Goessneke
11:30-P41k Affairs
12:00-Pro-Fee
12:30-News
NINNY

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2
6:00-Good Morn, Am
7:00-lost
8:00-Popeye
8:30 -Green Acres
9:00- Andy Griffith
9:30-Tour Own Time
10:00-Don Ho Show
10:30-floppy Days
11:00-News Center 2
11:30 -All My Child.
12:00- Ryon's Hoye
12:30 -Family Feud
TAXI-520,000 Pyramid
1:30 -One Life votive
2:00- Gen'l Hosp.
2:15- General Hospital
3:00 -Edge of Night
3:30-Brody Bunch
4:00- Big Volley
5:00-ABC News
5:30-Adam 12
6:00-1W—
rseilfell-

WTVF-5
WSIL-3
WSM-4
5:45- Weather
5:30-Contry Jeered
7:00- Anwica
5:53-Morning Devotion 5:45-Carl Tipton
9:00-700 Cloth
5:55-Job Market
6:15- Morning News
10:30-*easy Days
6:00- Ralph Emory
6:25-Meetings On S
11:00-Doe No Show
7:00-Today
7:00-Morning News
11:30-Ryans Hope
7:23 -Steno Today
8:00 -Canteen Kangeroo
12:00-AM My Children
7:30- Today
9:00-Price Is right
12:30-Honey Food
II: 25-Scene Today
10:00-D0%61e Den
1:00-520,000 Pyramid
8:30-Today
10:30-Love Of Life
1:30-One Life
9:00-Dinah!
11:00- Yining And Rest
2:15-Gen. Hospital
10:00-Wheel of Fortune 11 :30-Search For Tow
3:00-Edge of fight
10:30-Skeet the Stars
12:0011- Singing Cony.
3:30-Lassie
11:00-Nene Ilse Tune 12:20PM- Nees News
4:00 111- lb MGM Moe.
11:30-The Neve Show
12:30-World Terns
4:00 F- Wally' Workshop
12:30-Days of Our Lives 1:30-Guiding Light
4:30 f -Quartet
1:30-Doctors
2:00-AK In The Fondly
5:00 F -Seel Train
2:00-Another World
2:30-Match Goan
3:00-Gong Show
3:00-Gooier Pyle
3:30-Sanford
3:30-Dieing Ft - Dollars
4:00-Bewitched
5:23- Weather
4:30-Emegeney One
5:30-News
5:25-Weather _
-A1111-111eses
5:30- News
6410 Scene at 6

WPSD-6
6:25-Anther Smith
6:54-Pester Speaks
7:00-Today Thew
9:00-Seaford & Sea
9:30-Roamer Roma
9:55-Wender
10700-WINO of Feature
10:30-Shoot fee the Stars
11:00- NOON that Tome
11:30-Levers Friends
12:00- News
12:30-Days of ear Lives,
1:30-The Doctors
2:00-Another World
3:00-Gone Show
3:30-GIUIge. Island
4:00-Brady hack
4:30-Irani&
3:30-News
6:00-News

KFVS-12
6:00-Seethe Seel.
6:30-Breakfast Sheer
700- News
1:00-Captain Knoperse
9:00-Price Is Right
10:00-Dooble Dare
10:30-Len of Life
10:55-News
11:00-Young I, Restless
11:30-Search for Tomorrow
12:00-Farm Picture
12:05-News
12:30-World Terns
1:30- Goldin, Light
2:00-Akin the Feenily
2:30-Match GSM '77
3:00-Tensions
3:30-Beverly IfillsiThes
4:00-Bewitched
4:30-Andy Griffith
5:00-Tel the Trek
540-11ews
6:00-Mews

1TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Dolly
7:00-Comedy Speen
7:30 -Baseball
10:00-Newswatch
10:30- Moor dlartmon
11:00-St. of S.F.
1:00_pn Club
3:00-Newswetch

WSM-4
WSIL-3
5:30-Cactus Pete
7:00-house en Prairie
6:15-News
8:00-Movie
6:30-News
10:00-News
7:00-Spell
10:30-Tonight Show
7:70-0314480 I.
12:00-Tomorrow
10:00-News
10:30-Sts. of Sen. From.
12:45-News

WTVF-5
6:30-Tell Th. Twit
7:00- Jefferson'
7:30-Shields & Yarnell
0.00-Meal
0:30-6 Rms. 0111 VU
10:00-News
10:30- WTVF Reports
11:00-Wanted: Den
I., Ain

WPSD-6

KFVS-12

6:30-Pop Goes Country 6:00-News
7:00- Noose ea Prairie
6130- Moppet Show
0:00-Movie
7:00-Orces of Stars
10:00-News
9:00-Sermy I. Cher
10:30-Tonight Shwa
JOAO-Mews
12:00-Tome
10:30-Movie
12:30-News

TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
6:31:1-Treasure Hoot
7:00- Nappy Days
7:30-Laverne & Shirely
UM-lick Men, Poor Men
10:00- Newsweek
10:30- Mary Hartman
11:00- Movie
12:30- PTL Club .
2:30-Newsweek

WSIL-3
5:30-Cactus Pete
6:15- News
6:30-News
7:00_148ml Doys
7:30-Laverne 4 Shirley
8:00-Rich Mon Poor Mon
10:93- News
10:30-Movie
i
12:36-News

WSM-4
7:00-Black Sheep
8:00- Piece Woman
9:00-Poke Story
10:00-News
10:30-Tonight Show
12:00-Tomorrow

WTVF-5

WPSD-6

6:30-3123,000 Question
6:30-TA The Troth
7:00-Black Sheep
7:00-Fmnily 14olvok
0:00 -Police Klemm
111:00-1CAS*11
IL XI-One Day At A Time 9:00-Neon Rights
10:00-News
9:00-Mask
10:30- Tonight Show
10:00-News
I2:00- Tomorrow
10:30-Gonsmoke
11:30-Irma&
12:30-News

KFVS-12
6:00-News
6:30-Nem Then Tone
7:00-tally Neva:
111:00-M•A*VN
8:30-One Day ate Time
9:00-Kaiak
10:00-News
10:30-McMillen
12:30-News

INIMI•

RE
Fi

000
gr.

en

of
Jennifer Warues
Artiste records probably
a
new
has
superstar
developing on stages across
the country that is similar to a
I.inda Ronstadt. The new star
is Jennifer Warnes who comes
from California.
Jennifer has worked with

musicals

and
dramatic nightclub and concert tours as
productions. Later she was well as performing on network
cast in the leading female role television shows.
in the Los Angeles production
Her new album proves that
of "Hair." It was from .this she has superstar capabilities
strong performance coupled but she must follow up imwith enthusiasic critical mediately with another album
notices,
that
Jennifer to keep her rising stardom.
managed to branch out into „"Jennifer Worries," the title of

KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•800 COOPER DRALEXINGTON, KY.40502

t

Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond. .
Louisville
Madisonville
Morehead
Murray-Mayfield
Owen ton

TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
WNGE-2
WTVF-5
WSM-4
WSIL-3
7:00-Blue Ridge Quartet 6:30-Form Digest
6:30-Bible Baptist
6:00-Sommer Semester
7:00 - House of Worship 7,30-D•Y of Discover/
7:00-Demi' Hoe Menet 7:00- Tony & Susan
7:30- Amazing Grace
, 7:00 7014•1 0911400
7:30-Jeff's CoNie
7:30-Carl Tipton
1:30-Ore
Roberts
5 00 -Little Roscols
3:00-Nashville Gospel
3:00-Jimmy Swigged
9
:00
-Old
Thin
Gospel
6.30- Three Stooges
0:30-Day of Discovery
0:30-Jame5 Robison
9:30-Rex Humberd
10:00-G1INfir
9:00-Dimensions in Faith 9:00-Oral Roberts
10:30-Animals,
Animals
10:30- Woodmen* Baptist:
9:30- Need of Truth
9:30-Two Rivers Baptist
11:30 _ capitol News
Ill:CIO-Issues & Answers
10:00-Community Worship 10:30-How of Power
1 :30- D°ft 799^11
12:00 -Issues S, Answers '
10:30- Atemix
11:00-Old Time gospel
12:00-Jr. Almost Anything 11:00 army sysereee
12:30 -Bobby Vinton
12:00- Tour Church
12:30
-Directions
1:00-Racers
12:30-Lone Ranger
1:00-Alters... Matinee 11:30-Meet the Press
1:30- TBA
12:00-Cisco Ka
1:00-Movie
3:"2:30-Lawrence Welk
12:30-Virginian
3:00-Champ. Auto Race
3:30-Tennis
3:30-Movie2:00-French
5:00-News
Tennis
5:00-Patsy Awards
5:30-Wild K Ogden,
4:00-Grandstand
5:30- News
5:30-Wild Kingdom
SoecisI
4:30-National Geographic 61:10.60 Minutes
7:00 sis Mabee $
Muss 6:00- Hidden Universe
3:30-News
7:00-Rhode
7:00-Six Million $ Man
11:00-Movie
6:00-World of Disney
8:00-Movie
10:00- Newswatc6
7:00-McMillan
1:00-Switch
10:00-News
10:30-Focus
8:30-Nowhere to Hide
9:00-Who's Who
11:00-Soul of the City 110:15-700 Club
10:00-News
10:00-News
11:30-New Life New
10:30- Dragnet
10:30-Perry Meson
12:00- News
11:00-Movie
11:30-Face The Notion
12:30-With This Ring
12:00-Gospel'Gaiter
12:30-News

thi
Su
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Ju

FRIDAY,
JUNE
10
Eastern/Central Time
4:00/3:00 p.m.SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPAN Y
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
a .30/5:30 INTERNATIONAL
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
7:00/6:00 PESTS, PESTICIDES
AND SAFETY A look at the
broad range of pesticides.
7:30/6:30 LOWELL THOMAS
REMEMBERS "Douglas MacArthur"
8:00/7:00
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30
WALL
STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00
AG RONSK Y
AT
LARGE
9:30/8:30
NUMBER
OUR
DAYS Award winning documentary on a unique group of
elderly but resilient Jews.
10:00/9:00 DOCUMENTARY
SHOWCASE "The Amish: A
People of Preservation"
11 :00/10!CIO - WOMAN "Breast
Cancer Update"
SATURDAY, JUNE
11
Eastorn/Contral Time
10:00/9:00 a.m. CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES No. 15
10:30/9:30 TBA
1:00/12:00
GED SERIES
"Orientation and Test Taking
Skills"
¶:30/12:30 GED SERIES Reading I Main Idea"
2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THEATER:
SUPERNATURAL
FILM FESTIVAL "Queen of
Spades" An aging Countess is believe-to hold the secrets of how
to win at cards. Dame Edith
Evans stars. (R. from Tues.)
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPECTIVES ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
This series moves to this new
time as host Tony Brown examines the "Search for Roots"
with guest Alex Haley.
5:00/4:00 NOVA "Inside the
Shark" Man-eater, monster of
the deep and, these days, a
money-making friend of Hollywood. He looks scary-but is he
really all that mean? (Captioned)(R. from Wed.)
6:00/5:00 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE Philippe Cousteau explores the problem of world
hunger.
WASHINGTON
6:30/5:30
WEEK IN REVIEW IR. from
Fri.)
STREET
WALL
7:00/6:00
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
7:30/6:30
THE 3,000,000
YEAR CLUE A look at the
work of Richard Leakey and Dr.'
Donald Johnson as they search
into man's distant past.
8:30/7:30 THE BEST OF
ERNIE KOVACS(R.frnm Wed.)
Little
9:00/8:00 .SARAH
Sarah is an adopted child and
she decides that she should also
be allowed to choose her family,
she selects a retired civil servant

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
INKZT 23
WKHA 35
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35
WKMR 313
WKMU 21
WKON 52

Pikeville
Somerset
TRANSLATORS
Barbourvilie
Boston-Butler
Cowan Creek -Eolia
Falmouth
Louisa
Pineville
Whitesburg

SUNDAY,
JUNE
12
Eastern/Central Time
8:00/7:00 a.m.
SESAME
STREET
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:30/8:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
11:00/10:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY
11:30/10:30 ZOOM
12:00/11:00
STUDIO
SEE
12:30/11:30 REBOP
1:00/12:00 INFINITY FACTORY
1:30/12:30
ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Heidi" Heidi is receiving a fine education and is
learning to mad but-she is
homesick.
2":00/1:00 THE AGE OF UNCERTAINTY "Karl Marx-The
Massive -Dissent" (R. from
Thufs.)
3:00/2:00
NUMBER
OUR
BAYS An award winning documentary on a unique group of
elderly but resilient Jews.
3:30/2:30
A
JERUSALEM
SPECIAL A look at the city of
Jerusalem on the occasion of
the 10th anniversary of the famous six-day war.
5:00/4:00 FALL OF EAGLES
"The English Princess" Queen
-Victoria's
liberal
daughter,
Vicky, clashes with "Iron
Chancellor" Bismark of Prussia.
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN A look at
eggplants, peppers, beans, beets
and broccoli.
6:30/5:30 COOK IN' CAJUN
(R. from Mon.)
7:00/6:00 FOLK GUITAR (R.
from Mon.)
7:30/6:30 PHOTOGRAPHY HERE'S HOW IR. from Mon.)
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE '
PITTSBURGH "A Concert of
'Brahms and Prqkofiev"
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
-THEATRt-!-PCYCT7A1RIC-Ftriis,
appaled when Jinny Carter tells
him of the agony her husband is
suffering in Launceston jail,
calls on Or. Enys for help.
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE

saving lo these many months:
performances that were either
too long or too short to fit into
festival
various
their
programs; a few gems we've
unotherwise
found in
distinguished tapes; and
maybe, if there's time, some
highlights from the Bathe
Music Archive at the Northe
for
Home
theast
Bewildered.

Monday, June 13
8 p. m. World of Music

Public Trust In Government?" with guests Margaret
Costanza, assistant tb the
President for Public Liaison,
and Peter G. Peterson, former
Secretary of Commerce. The
discussion is moderated by
Maxine Cheshire of the

1:

Jennifer.
12

64

9
56
10
a

66

Norman Conners
Norman Connors may be
becoming the Duke Ellington
of the new Jazz scene along
with George Benson. His
music is a mixture of rhythm
classical,
blues,
and
progressive and jazz. Overall,
he is a brilliant drummer,
composer, band leader and
producer.
His previous Lp, "You Are
My Starship" received a gold
record as well as spectacular
success. His latest and
entitled
is
Lp
seventh
"Romantic Journey," which
has been fairly successful on
the charts.
My favorite on the Lp is
"You Are Everything" with
excellent vocals by Elanore
Miller with a tough sounding
saxophone. Norman Conners
drumming
his
shows
capabilities in the title song "Romantic Jpurney."
Another good jazz tune is
"Last Tango In Paris" from
the famous Marlon Brando
movie. The movie was done ll.
poor taste but the Conners
musical version of the film
music is one of the best I've

21

_21
2:

2'

2(
21
25.
31

3:

3e
3!
3(
31

3E

41
41

4
4!

45.
51
5:

5!
5(
51

heard.
The climax is reached in the
album with "Thembi" which
is eight minutes in length and
has a variety of sounds
ranging from synthesizers to
great guitars and horns. Also,
it contains great rhythm
sections arranged and performed by Conner.

Post.
Wednesday, June 15
7 p. m. Options "Alfred

on

Tapes & Albums
To All

All The Newest Releases First!

Washington

The
Eisenstadt"
photographer is interviewed
by Susan Stamberg, cohost of
Con-

Thursday, June 16
7:30 p. m. From the Record
Library Classical selections
MSU
from
the
Department record

D(

Special

m. National Town
Meeting "How Do We Restore
p.

Things

ha
WI
is

and meant most to date has
Johnny Rodriguez, the
come from a general public
Mexican-American
country
always quick to enter into a
singer, whose good looks often
love affair with real talent. In
provoke as much comment as
Johnny Rodriguez, it abounds.
his remarkable voice will be
Concert times will be at 2:00
performing
at
Kaintuck
p. m. and 5:00 p. m. at
Territory this coming Sunday,
Kaintuck Territory, five miles
June 12.
southwest of Kentucky Dam
One of the youngest country
on highway 641. A one price
music performers to make it
including
the
"Big" has captured the at- admission
tention and hearts of country concert and all the shows,
music lovers. His personality rides, and attractions offered
and personal magnetism has at Kaintuck Territory may be
drawn huge crowds to his purchased at the gate.
Future Sunday concerts will
personal appearances. He has
feature Barbara Mandrell
appeared on such television
with Bob Harrington, Sego
programs as "Country Music,
Brothers
& Naomi, Billy
U. S. A.," "Hee Haw," and
"Crash" Craddock, Tom T.
"Midnight
Special,"
to
Hall, Freddy Fender, The
mention a few.
His achievements have been Happy Goodman Family,
recognized by the Academy of Ronnie Milsap, Marty RobCountry Music, which named bins, The Kingsmen, Jerry
Johnny Rodriguez as its and the Singing Goffs, Loretta
Newcomer of the Year, and by Lynn, Don Williams, The
Billboard, a major trade Rambos, Wendy Bagwell,
publication, whose Trend- Jerry Lee Lewis, Michey
setter Award cited for Johnny Gilley, The Speers Family,
for "emerging as the first Willie Wynn and The Tenyoung, Chicano country music nesseans, Conway Twitty and
Ray Stevens. Reserved seat
star,, to capture a nationwide
audience." He can boast of a tickets may be purchased in
fistfull of citations from the advance for the country
concerts. For information
Country Music Association in
write: Kaintuck Territory,
Nashville. These are among
Benton, KY 42025, or call.
many such honors. But the
1502) 527-1393 or 1394.
recognition that has counted

Tonight, just sit back in your
chair and enjoy two hours of
fine classical music from your
"alternative" radio.
Tuesday, June 14

NPR's "All
sidered."

th

Johnny Rodriguez To
Appear At Kaintuck

MONDAY,
JUNE
13
EasteEn/Contral Time
3:50/2:50 p.m.
PICTURE
PAGES
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
•
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
"Jakes Gate" What is waste?
This program raises questions
about the use and misuse of
natural resources.
7:00/6:00 FIRING LINE
8:00/7:00 COOK I N' CAJUN

7

acoustic guitars.
Other great cuts on the
album are the mellow vocals
found in "Love Hurt" an
Everly Brothers hit and in
"Round and Round." Stardom
is just around the corner for

"Quail in a Bag" and "Beef
Shanks in a Bag."
8:30/7:30
FOLK
GUITAR
"Lesson Two" The E chord is
introduced.
9:00/8:00 PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS
9:30/8:30 PHOTOGRAPHY HERE'S HOW
10:00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN (R. from Sun.)
10:30/9:30 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "Hair"
11:00/10:00 LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
TUESDAY,
JUNE
14
Eastern/Canna' Time
3:50/2:50 p.m.
PICTURE
PAGES
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00i5:00•STUDIO SEE A visit
to Kentucky's famous Louisville
Slugger factory.
7:00/6:00 M.D. "Hypertension"
7:30/6:30 FALL OF EAGLES
"The English Princess" (R. from
Sun.)
8:30/7:30
ANYONE' FOR
TENNYSON "William Shakespeare: A Poet for Al) Time"
9:00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THEATRE:
SUPERNATURAL
FILM FESTIVAL "The Man in
the White Suit" An impassioned
scientist throws big business
into an uproar when he creates a
synthetic fiber that will repel
dirt and last forever.
10:30/9:30 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Hail
to the Chief" Ben J. VVattenberg
Investigates the effectiveness
and vitality of the Presidency.
(Last show in series)
11:00/10:00
GED SERIES
"Reading II: Inference"

to be her father.
1000/900 AT THE TOP Jan-great Count Basic leads his bog
band through an hour of explosive jazz.
11:00/10:00
MONTY
PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

s-fm

Friday, June 10
7 p. m. Options "East
Europe, the United States and
Helsinki" At the end of June a
I
I
,conference is being held in
Belgrade to monitor the
TV bUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
results of the 1975 Helsinki
...,
wsit3
KFVS-12
Final Act. During this hour,
WSM-4
WTVF-5
WPSD-6
I
WNGE-2
5:30-Goes Pete
6:00Professors Anna Cienciala
News
7:00-RA Expedition
6:30-Hollywood Squares 6:15 _ News .,
6:30- Nashville Moira
6:30- Tell The Tretie
6:30-Price Is Right
and Lawrence Meriage of the
6:30 News .__
7:00-Grizzly Al/SIIIS
7:00-Donny 8.'Marie
9:00 - Kingston'Confidential 7;go-Goodtinsiss
7:00-Good Times
7:30_ facc"g Davis
Department of History at
10:00-News
3:00-Three Girls Three
8:00- Beretta
7:
7:00-Donny & Movie
30-Stop the Presses
coo — Donny g 'Aerie
10:30-Tonight Show
9:00-Charlie's Angels
9:00-Kingston Confidential
.
Kansas
University
and
8:00-Movie
8:00Merle
12:00- Toonorrow
10:00-News
19:00- Newswatch
Professor
Jaroslaw
10:00-News
8:00 -Boren
10-00-.News
10:30- Tonight Shin
10:30-Mary Nortmon
9:00- Charlie: Angels
10:30-Gonsmoke
Piekalkiewicz of the Kansas
10:30-Moya
11:00 -Rookies
12:00-Tomorrow Show
11:30-Irani&
10:00-News
12:30-News
University Department of
I :30-PT!. Club
12:30-News
e
10:30- Rookies
Polticial Science outline the
3 30- Newswatch
r
12.00-News
-eisnooleinsemsnwil
history of the eastern Europe
and relate it to both the
TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
present day situation in these
KFVS-12
WNGE-2
WPSD-6
WSIL-3
WTVF-5
WSM-4
nations, and to the Helsinki
6:30 -Nome The Tune
5:30-Cactus Pete
6:30-Tel The Truth
6:00-News
6:30-Jewry Lee Lewis
conference.
7:00 -Kotter
6:15-Neje
7:00-Welton,
740-Bann=
6:30- Werid el Arsimals
Saturday, June 11
Bonanza
7:30-What's Hanening 6:30-Negs
7:000:00-Hawaii Five0
8:00-Merle
7:00-Waltosis
noon Soundtrack "The Sea
7:00-Kerte
1:00-Barney Miller
3:00-Movie
9:00-Barmaky Jones
10:00-News
0:00-Newell Fve-0
Hawk"
7:30-What, iffIPIrarting losia-s..n
8:30-Fish
Imoci- Plows
10:30-Tonight Show
9:00-Karnaby lone
8:00 -Berney Miller
9:O0-Sts. of San Fron.
m. Chicago Lyric Opera
10:30-Tonight Show
10:30-Gensneeke
12:00-Tomorrow
10:00- News
8:30-Fish
10:00- Newsweek
12:00 - Tomorrow
11:30-Ineeside
Prokofiev's "The Love For
10:30-Movie
9:00-Sts. of Sort.,Fron.
10:30-Mary Neiman
12:30-News
1:30-News
Three Oranges" is performed.
10:00-News
11:00- Special
6:30 p. m. The Goon Show
110:30-S.W.A.T.
Club
-PTL
12:30
"The Greenslade Story" 12:00 - News
2:30 -11ewswatcli
The rags to riches success
TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
story of Wallace Greenslade
I
BBC
announcerWPSD-6
WTVF-5
WNGE-2
WSM-4
KFVS-12
WSIL-3
..
extraordinary, and how he
7:00-Sasliord & Son
5:30 -Cactus Pete
obtained his coveted post.
6:30- Nashville Oirrood
6:30-Newt
6:30 -Candid C.114116111
6:30 -Tel The Troth
6:15-News
7:30-Rockford Eks
7:00-Doyen Feature
6:30-Daly
Sunday, June 12
7:00 Seaford II, Son
1
7:00-Prieto Of
1:30-Quincy
6:70-M1H
10:00- Mary Methuen
7:00-Code 1
7:
loafer,Nes
8 p. m. Folk Festival USA
Central Pork
7:00-Double Feelers
10i00-News
11:00- Opeo Golf
8:00-News '
I:
*Al
"The First Annual Festival of
Movie
10:00
New)
IFI
30
Show
Tonight
10:30
I I :30-Beretta
10:00-News
10:00-News
American Outtakes" or "The
10:30- Open Golf
12:00-Midnight Specie' 10:00-News
12:30- TIM
10:30- Movie
10130- Tonight Shea
10:30
Beretta
Gensmolie
11:00
Tapes We,Left Behind" From
1:00-PT( Club
12:00- Midnight Se•Cisi
12:30-Hem
11:00-iron&
12:07- Movie
our sheriA and the back room
3:00-- Newswatch
12:30-News
:00-News
comes a potpourri program' of
••
I
:00
Sesperuse
Theater
14
many' goodies we've been

WKPI 22
WKSO 29

the new Lp features the top
notch hit single "Right Time
of The Night" which is a good
country sounding song in the
vogue of Linda Ronstadt. It
had great vocals and steel and

Music
library.,

with us on our new shipment, in today of
new releases not yet on "BillboardPeter Frampton
See Gees
-I'm in You"
Check

2
A
A

The Largest Selection of Topes and Albums in this area

TV Service Center
Cientral Shopping Center

753-5U5
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Summer String Camp To Present Concert

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 German title
5 Distant
8 Alms box
12,Check
13 Period of
time
14 King of
beasts
15 Worm
16 Inclined
roadways
18 Emmet
19 Latin
conjunction
20 Unmarried
woman
_21 E_x_clamation
23 Symbol for
tantalum
24 Cook in
oven
26 Greek poet
28 King of birds
29 Enemy
30 Rodent
32 Female
33 Church
bench
34 Intertwine
35 Number
36 Cut
37 Adhesive
substance
38 Narrow
opening
40 Identical
41 Rupees
(abbr.)
43 Spanish
article
• 44 Skin ailment
45 Note of
scale
47 Greek letter
49 Ventilated
51 Largetruck
52 Stick-toitiveness
55 Stalk
56 Stroke
57 Comfort
DOWN'
1 Liberate

2 Hold back
3 Three-toed
Sloths
4 World
organization
tabbr
5 Sumptuous
meal
6 Weapons
7 Knock
8 Man's
nickname
9 Inlet
10 Agreement
11 Pilaster
16 Ascend
17 Footwear
20 Shaded
walk
22 Part of "to
be"
25 Monsters
26 In what
manner
27 Wipe out
28 The self
29 Indefinite

Answer to Thursday Puzzle

BOO 011 MOOD
UUBUOM OUGROM
OM OBBOO ennui

um mon nu
mamma ROO
OBBO
MIRO MB
DU @IThI nau nu
uu imam aaaa
uunumupi

UM IRMO ROM
UDBU 000130 MB
BUBRRU MORRO'
WORU OU 030
number
44 Solo
31,Golf mound 45 Country in
33 Vessel
Asia
34 Crippled
46 Woman's
36 Tooth
name
37 Himalayan
48 Devoured
animal
50 Demon
39 French
51 By way of
article
53 Printers
40 Aroma
measure
41 Communists 54 Symbol for
42 Let it stand
- tellurium

Strike Continues
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JUST GOT A
PROMOTION

ON ?WHAT DOE5
HE DO
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▪

OLD ARE
You?

--

HOW COME
YOU'VE GOT

BOB B' HOW

has
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ito a
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t2:00
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price
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fered
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WHISKERS?
SEVEN

•

AN- I''&

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A four-day old strike by
Teamsters Local 89 that has
shut down most major
construction projects here
continued Thursday with no
new negotiations scheduled.
A union spokesman said the
strike involves 500 to 600
workers and has affected 20
projects.
But a spokesman for
Employers
Construction
Association, Inc., which
bargains for contractors in
Louisville, said that 25
Teamsters are involved and
the walkout has put 4,000 to.
5,000 construction employes
out of work.

music department of Murray
State University. A violinist,
Nelson is active as a soloist,
chamber musician, orchestral
player, and teacher. He holds
Music
a
Bachelor of
Education degree and a
Master of Music degree from
the University of Nebraska
and is a doctoral degree
candidate at the University of
Texas where he studied with
Stephen Clapp and conducted
the University of Texas Advanced String Project Orchestra. At the present time
he directs the Murray State
University Baroque Ensemble.
Nelson is a member of the
Murray State Faculty Piano
Trio and serves as assistant
concertmaster of the Owensboro Symphony Orchestra.
He has performed with orchestras and chamber groups
throughout the Midwest and
South.
He assists with the Summer
Chamber Orchestra, coaches
varous ensembles, and
teaches private lessons during
the summer IVIgsic ,,Cerwrqr---- The pane' is invited to
attend the concert. There will
be no admission charge.

Shooting Reported
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
API — Officials at the
strikebound Airtemp Applied
Machinery Co. plant here told
the Warren County sheriff's
office Thursday that they
believe gunshots were fired
into the building and a
company car.
Bullet
holes
were
discovered
Thursday
morning. No one was injured
and no arrests were made.
About 430 members of the
United Auto Workers are on
strike.

E3EET1.E 4A5
MORE INTEREST
IN HtS WORK
NOW

i4OW
COME?

b-t0
PrwHERE DO >tDu COME
FRO2 1 WA RN YOU
)1:DU ML/5T TELL ME.

I WILL
TELL YOU

THIS!
C>ON'T TAKE OFF
YOuR HAT AND COAT•
LET'S
( EAT OUT

V

('TAKE i-11AA SACK rr-20 YEARS 01415 L4S0

AN
F3E- EATEN OLJTIA POUSE
AN' 1-10NIE r- 1-

QUAL]]Y
Ri IN

canA

4"PAN
.. a

337 North Poplar

2 Notice

527-1468 .753-9625

LEGAL NOTICE
Pursuant to the authority of Kentucky Revised
Statutes, Chapter 278, relating to Rules Governing Tariffs, notice is hereby given to customers
of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation, Mayfield, Kentucky that a
proposed quarterly adjustment clause which will
result in an increase in rates reflected in the
quarterly adjustments of the Cooperative's
wholesale power supplier, Tennessee Valley
tkuthority, has been filed with the Public Service
Commission and a public hearing on said increase in rates has been set on the 21st day of
June, 1977, at 10:00 a.m., Frankfort time, at the
offices of the Public Service Commission in
Frankfort, Kentucky; said quarterly adjustment
clause provides for an increase to the members
of the cooperative from the increase in the
cooperative's wholesale power calls from the
Tennessee Valley Authority as a result of the
quarterly adjustments made by TVA as provided
in its wholesale power supply agreement with
the cooperative.
A copy of all the tariffs of the Cooperative including the proposed quarterly adjustment
clatse is exhibited at the office of the
Cooperative at 1218 W. Broadway, Mayfield,
Kentucky for inspection by the public during
regular office hours.
Signed,
John Edd Walker, Manager
Date: 5-31-7

Notice
Of
United Sties:
Marshal's Sole
By
virtue
of
judgment and order
of sale dated May 11,
1977 directed to me
and issued from the
Office of the Clerk of
the United States
District Cotut for the
Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah,
Division, in the action of United States
of America, Plaintiff
vs Robert G. Smith,
HE THINKS OF DIFFERENT
HE'5 A DE5i6NER FOR
et
al,- Defendant,
PLACES
TO
PUT
THE
HOOD
AN AUTOM08111 COMPANY
Civil Action 76-0101LATCHES 50 THE SERVICE
PIA)on June 28, 1977
STATION ATTENDANT
i
fetwi.Ista
at the hour of 11:00
CAN'T FIND THEM!
a.m. at the Calloway
County Courthouse
Door
Murray,
Calloway
County,
Kentucky, I will sell
to the highest and
best bidder the
following
Real
I WAS EATING A STICKY
/7"//,
Property
Estate:
LOLLIPOP WHILE I WAS
located at Route 1,
GETTING A HAIRCUT
Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky,
and
more particularly described
as follows:
A tract of land
lying and being in
•
County,
Calloway
•
Kentucky, in Sections 8 and 9, Town01977 Unftel Feature Syndacale Inc
ship 2, Range 3 East
and*being more parHE FOUND
NAPKIN ON FLocig„
ticularly described
OJT K.P
In
SPIL1-ED FOOD.
as beginning at a
MEANT
ei
'so
pAIOC KED OVER! point in the north
KrrciEN ,
I'M &NINE, YOU A
right of way of the
POLICE
old Murray-Mayfield
Road, said point
IMMO_
ite
_LET!k:Aite,
being the southeast
corner of the Billy
Carroll
property;
thence in a northerly
direction and aldng
i
itfflej tok...
_AP*
the Billy Carroll
property for a distance of 330 feet to a
_LISP
JJA..g24take; thence in an
direction
lasterly
DEVIL
WE NEVER
and parallel with the
OH...
TRAVEL
'ALONE
old Murray-Maffield
Road for a distance
of 113 feet to a stake
in the Clovis Bazzell
`property; thence in
southeasterly direction and along the
Bazzell
-Clovis
property line for a
$.14
distance of approximately 350 feet
/N,
4'
to a point in the north
right of way of the
I
old Murray-Mayfield
Road; thence in a
WELL LEAVE A NOTE
kE WANTS A HOME-COCKED]
westerly direction
ON Tgia 00OR
MEAL HE CAN COME IN AND
and along the north
IT i-iiMSELC
right of way of the
old Murray-Mayfield
Road for a distance
of approximately 147
feet to the point of
beginning and containing one (1) acre,
more or less.
Robert G. Smith
and Patricia A.
Smith obtained title
to
the
above
described property all.
by
deed
from
Dolphus Christenbury, Sr., et us, dated
the 16th day of October, 1973, and of
record on Microfilm
in Bralk 153, Cabinet
1, Drawer 5, Card 83,
in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
The
above
described is being
610
sold to satisfy the
azcz_
following
lien

4•11

RobJerry
iretta
The
well,
chey
mily,
Tenand
seat
ed in
intry
ation
tory,
call.

ML.

music department of Murray
State where he teaches cello
and bass. He holds a Bachelor
of Music degree from Yale
University and a Master of
Arts
from
Columbia
University.
Mason has been active as a
soloist, conductor, and author
for many years. He is a
member of the faculty piano
trio at Murray State and
serves as principal cellist of
the Jackson Symphony Orchestra. As-the former conductor of the Owensboro
Symphony and present conductor of the Murray State
Symphony, Mason
has
distinguished himself by
bringing hundreds of performances to audiences in the
area.
He conducts the summer
chamber orchestra and
coaches various chamber
ensembles.
David J. Nelson is an
assistant professor in the

The Chamber Orchestra of far Continuing Education as
the Murray State University part of the universities
Summer String Camp will Summer Youth Program.
present a concert Friday,
Designed for high school
June 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the Old string players interested in
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle improving their performance
Fine Arts Annex.
skills; the camp offers
The Orchestra is composed recitals, concerts, private
of string players from lessons, field trips, coaching
throughout Kentucky who sessions and daily rehearsals.
have come to the campus for a
The string camp is coweek of instruction. The camp directed by Neale B. Mason
is sponsored by the Music and David J. Nelson.
Department and the Center
Mason is a professor in the

xi the
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FON SALE

$22,350.42, plus accrued interest in the
amount of $2,178.11
as of September
1,1976, plus additional interest at
the daily rate of
$4.7688 on the unpaid
principal from September 1, 1976. .
Terms Of sole
The Real Estate
will be sold to, the
highest and best bid-der at the place and •
time above mentioned for cash or
upon credit of 30
days. with 15% Of
said purchase price
being in cash on the
date of sale and a
bond for the balance
of said purchase
price
shall
be
executed by the purchaser with approved surety, made
payable to the United
States Marshal for
the Western District
of Kentucky. The
purchaser of said
efirl estate is given
the right to pay in full
the amount of the
purchase bond and
the interest that has
accrued
thereon
from the date of
execution to the date
of confirmation of
the sale. The real
estate shall be sold
free and clear of any
and all liens and en
cumbrances, except
for _restrictions and
easements of record
and any state, county
or school ad valorem
taxes which may be
due and payable at
the time of sale and
all subsequent years.
The rights of all parties shall attach to
the proceeds of the
sale of . the real
property in the same
'manner and with the
same effect as they
attach to the property prior to the sale.
Gilbert E. OFTS111
United Shan bletrdwil for
tin Western District of Sew
sway, 204 Wars' IlviWing,
Lauity010, karrhicky 40202

2

Check
Your
Ad

DARRELL COPE -BROKER

FARMS
Approx. 100 acres, approx. 70 acres tillable.
About 12 bottom land& '2
up lard. This would make
a good row crop or cattle
farm.

0,0 .0
0••
'
•i• 0

•

•

•

Adv•rtis•rs
or•
r•questied to check 'h.
first insertion of ads for
correction
This
newspaper

wall

be

responsible for only
one incorrect 'nun lion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM
PUY IN -CASE OF AN
ERROR

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
e.assified displays
and regular disolay,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.

If You
Need Them:
Fite
Police .
Rescue
Ambulance_ _
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

753-1441
753-16i1
753-6952
753-4332,
753-5131
1533994

Comprehensive
Care
POISOK Control
Senior Crtirens
Needline
learn To teat

753-6622
753-7588
753-0929
753-KEED
153-22118

cial Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

r

JESUS CHRIST own
words found in Mark
16:15,16. "And he said
unto them, Go ye into all
the world and preach the
gospel
to
every
creature. He that
believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he
that believeth not shall
be damned." For further information consult
your
Bible.
For
assistance call 753-0984.
Beginning Monday,
June 13th

Rudy's
Restaurant

NEW HOURS
will be
Sat. thru Then.
Open 6a rn duSt 2 p m

Friday
Open 2a m cluse8pm

FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128

Notice

'
Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display ad
vertising 753- 1919
Classified Display.
Classified, Circulotion and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on iia3
1916and 753-1977

VVould you like to rkle
ow Church Bus to Sunday School and morning worship services
at

Striking Sorittg Baptist Church
Bus Driver For June,
Larry Bogard, 7532353.
,

Mower Repair
:we Try For
1 Day Service
Pick-Up 8c Delivery
If Necessary

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St.
HAVING A YARD Sale'
Pick-up free signs,
Murray Muffler, 7th and
Maple St.
Spinet-Console
Pismo
For Sale
Wanted: Responsible
party to, take over
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
2(77'7Carlyle, IL.62231.

96
Acres
highly
productive land. Has good
serviceable outbuildings.
Has 2 good wells & year
round spring. Tobacco
base & barn.
This home on 17.6 acres
will afford some one the
pleasure of ceuntrx living
and have a profitable
home owned business
raising fish bait.
12 Acres of useable land,
fenced& has ample water
supply. Not too close to
town and yet not too far
out with good double-wide
mobile home ready to
move into.
12 Acres of high quality
river bottom land, with a
good livestock barn.
House needs remodeling.
All for $14,000.00.
Well kept 5 year old brick
home with beautiful yard,
shop building, garden &
orchard. On 10 acres of
good land with stock
water & fenced.
51 Acres has good 2
bedroom frame house,
good stock barn, orchard,
tObaccO 'base and barn.
Good'building sites.
3 Bedroom brick house
with full basement on 5
acres of land that has
many, possibilities, on
North side of Murray on
Old Benton Hwy. •
45 Acres of prime farm
land with a • 2 story
completely remodeled 3
bedroom house. Has
outbuildings, tobacco
base & barn.
42 Acres with older
remodeled home & fur-'
nished mobile home.
Approx. 12 of the land is
tillable, some good
timber. Has good tobacco
barn, stock barn & has
tobacco base. Can be
bought with or without
mobile home.
33 Acres 10 miles South
West of Benton. Good
building site. Tcdiacco
barn.
If you like individuality
and trees you will love
this extra nice 2 bedroom
home located in Ponderosa Sub-Division with
beatuiful view of Ky.
Lake. This is a real show
place at $57,500.00.
,
Sturdy
older
home
completely remodeled 2
bedrooms dr P2' baths.
Located 1 2 mile South' of
Alm° Heights on Hwy
641 Approx. 1 acre.
•
One you dream about 6'
acres souttl, of Benton.
White brick house with lt
bedrooms, dining room,
family room, 2 baths.
.Bedrooms have hardwood
floors. Carpet in living
room, dining room & hail
Has 36 x 40' barn. 16' x
patio. Black.wood fence
around house' Paved
drive $61,000 Phone Hill
Not the last word in style But the location is the
very best and the house is
very comfortable, sitting
on approx. 1 acre with
bedrooms. living room. &
kitchen. 3 fir;hrns ha%e
fireplaces. A handyman
could make this into a
beautiful home. For
516.000. Phone Bill
Ideal retirement or rental
• this is a nice older home
located at 412 So, 10th in
Murray Priced for quick
sale. Furniture. an be
negotiated
Murray Col Ce
Pedro&
106147 CALL
Charles Jeffrey
IS Brissiseit
Dialits IWO
lob Riley
I.. T Nohow,
Vitae,
" Brien stip

703-4613
443 2312
474 2337
027 9921
3424731
027 Mk
027 34211
027467$
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FOR SALE

31E IP 3( 307E2

QUR/M,TI,TY
337 North Poplar

DARRELL COPE - BROKEIt

For the sportsman - your
own private hunting
retreat. 130 acres S. E. of
Murray where deer &
wild game abound. 70
acres tillable creek
bottom, deep well, stock
barn. Nice 2 bedroom
house with bath. Owner
will finance below bank
rates.

1

Love this love nest - ideal
for starting or retiring
couple. Redecorated 2
bedroom home conveniently located at 804
Elm, Benton. 2 blocks
from hospital, 2'2 blocks
from grocery & court
square.

6011 IAS11
You'll flint A7 in the Navy.
You'll travel to exciting
places. Work on space age
equipment. Get top benefits,
career training and a great
future. For more information.
Call yew NAVY RECRUITER at
502-4434219, cell collect.

WANTED
HOMES
homeowners in 'the gen
oral orea will be given the
opportunity of having new
DuPont Tidier Nouse Siding
applied to their home with
optional decorative work at
a very low cost.
Premium 30 Siding his a non
pro rated - Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee. This omarmg new product hos captured the interest of home
owners throughout the
iiniteid States who ore fed
up with constant pointing
and oth•r maintenance
costs. It will last you o life
time and provides full in•
sulation summer and win
ter, as well tat fire protec
tion. Our now product con
be 1.1Sed over _every type of
home, including from., con
mete Mock. asbestos. .stuc
co. etc It comes in o choice
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the
Your home
con be o show place in the
make it
will
we
county and
worth your while if we con
use your home for odvertis
.ng For on appointment
mail within 3 days norne
and address to

TEDLAR
Nome
Address

BELTONE
HEARING
Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.

Restaurant & Trailer
Park located on Hwy. 282
near intersection of 1-24.
Restaurant seats 40 &
includes equipment. Has
licensed hook-ups for 5
trailers plus spot for
owners trailer. You can
own this business for
$30,000.00..

Repair...Blow
We
Dryers
Hair
&
Blenders,
Dryers,
Makers,
Coffee
Vacuum Cleaners,
Toasters,
Mixers,
etc.

Service station or garage
located on approx. 3 acres
on Hwy. 80 near Aurora.
Also has 3 bedroom home
with full basement.

Murray Home
/1, Auto Store

Make money here - here's
your opportunity to let
CliesnettSt.
renters
make
your
mortgage payments for
you and have some left FREE LESSONS. Learn
over. This choice piece of
crewel
needlepoint,
property on Ridge Road
em1)roidery, crochet
near Ky. Darn has a 2
and smocking. Rug
.bedroom frame home, 6
yarns. Yarn cutters,
trailers plus 3 extra
$2.98. Make latch hook
trailer hook-ups, on 1 2
rugs and pillows Or half
acre lot. This is priced
the price of pre-cut
right at $40,000.00.
yarn. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Jonathan Creek Court 7
Citizens. House of
unit motel. 6 cottages,
Fox
Thousands in
restaurant & Hiuipment,'
Meadows, South 16th St.
living quartOrs,' and
Murray's Newest Yarn
swimming pool Located
Shop. For lesson inon US 68 oneathird mile
formation call 753-3855.
from Jonathan Creek.
Master Charge, Bank
Americard.
Check this one for price &
location - modern 3
bedroom brick home on
KY LAKE
approx.5 acres located on
Hwy. 94 near Ky. Lake.
MUSIC BARN
All for $32,500.00.
New Concord, Ky
Alortey-Cal. Cs.
POWnesi
NIGHT CAll
Clivle• Jeffrey

II Itemett
Osumi Boyd
lib Hey
/e• Y. Notteet
11•Way Wee, my.

753%25
443-2312
474-2337
ST7-9/21
342-4751
5274016
577-3421
577-96..71

Saturday, June 11,
1977. Special guest Nashville Recording
Artist, Wayne Marshall. 8 p. m. Call 502436-8806

do

•
- ,,ffsa=rser..asser-,Amerstimem.-..a..-_-

RM-100A
RM-125A
RM-250A
RM-370A
RL-250M

$699
$799
$999
$1099
$699

Suzuki
of Paris

COMMERCIAL
City
Benton commercial State
large lot in excellent
location with streets on 3
Phone
sides. It is now used as a''
N
i uenhrng
trailer park with hook-ups
for 6 ttailers plus has 4
small )apartments. One WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDLINE, 753double wide trailer stays
6333.
with property. $55,000.00.
Is your eye on profit? Do
you want a place to live
and a going business too?
This fully equipped fast
food restaurant is located
next to Ky. Dam Village
State Park Camping
Area. Has 14' x 64' mobile
home. Records available
for inspection to qualified
buyer. $65,000.00.

Suzuki Sale

Financing AVailable

WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSC.
Newly decorated
532 sq. ft.
office space for rent.
Utilities furnished
plenty of
parking space.
Phone 753-3341 or
753-3342

Come be inspired - 2
minutes from Jonathan
Creek. Approx. 1 acre
landscaped
beautifully
lawn, modern 3 bedroom
brick borne, big -family
room, built-in kitchen,
utility room,&2 baths. 20'
x 40' patio & paved drive.
Has workshop & tool.
shed.

$28,500 Total cash price
This 7L2 acres located
near Hardin has a
landscaped
beautifully
lawn, 3 bedroom house
withfamily room & lots of
storage. 1,500 white pine
trees for future income.
Call Deanna.

Think

5

Cozy for a couple 4 rooms
& bath located in Draffenville • area.
Just
$8,000.00.

Need a place for the inlaws? This 3 bedroom
older home has a concrete
block building with bath
which could be used as a 3
room apt. Located on
approx. Pa acre on Oak
Level Road. Has nice
shaded yard & good
garden spot. Priced at
23,000.00 but the owner
says 'SELL."

15

2 Notice

2 Notice

527-1468 .753-9625

-•

Per's, Time.
Open 9.6 Mon.-Set.

Time to think
about tobacco
crop hail
insurance

Joe Sledd
Agency
505 Main St.
753-5842

Articles For Sale

USED AIR conditioner.
Call 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Dill electric.

CONDITIONER
AIR
sale. All deluxe models
with 10 position thermostat and variable
speed fans 5 year
guarantee on units.
Factory authorized local
service. 6000 BTU,
$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
$339.95; 20,000 BTU,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
$399.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

KIMBALL PIANO for
sale. Like new.$600. Call
753-3494.

1

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO
FOR SALE
Wantfcl: Responsible
party to take over
piano. Can be seen
locally. Write Mr.
Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois 62231.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
COLOR PORVAITS,
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
bring us yours for extra
COINS AMERICAN and
and Clark. I.argest
copies. Made ftom any
foreign. Also old gold ,
selection in Western
size into any size. 4
and sterling. Call 753753-1424,
Kentucky,
ROUND TABLE, formica
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
9932
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
top,
leaves
and
4
chairs.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Ky.
Very good condition.
WOULD LIKE to buy
Arteraft, 118 South 12th,
Call
753-3820.
wire
registered
haired
753-0035. Free parking
23 Exterminating
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
lot, use our rear en753-5669.
STOVE,' VACUUM
trance.
Oldest home
CLEANER, and large
CONAIR
USED
S. lost And Found
rug. Call 753-0764 on
owned&
operated
DITIONERS. Call 753Tuesdays and Thurin
Calloway
Co.
LOST TOOL BOX, near
9164 or 753-1551, Dill
sdays, after 5 p.m.
Otasco. Bel Air ShopElectric.
ping Center. Please
remote
OUTSIDE DOORS for
15. Articles For Sale
return to Calloway
mobile home. One girls
Lawn
Riding
Monument or call 753- AMF
bike, Peafowl. Call 4741962 or 492-8423.
Mower,7 h. p. Briggs &
2297.
Stratton motor. $100.00.
6 Help Wanted
Call 1-354-6217.
16 Home Furnishings

14 Want To Buy

$200.00
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
- Wallin Hardware.
•
COMPLETE IN ground
vinyl liner pools installed as low as
$5,500.00. Call collect for
more information 502i)
328-8567 or (502) 355.
2838:

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY!
Work at home - no experience necessary excellent pay. Write
American -Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX.. 75231.
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, economical,
NEED FEMALE worker
Blue Lustre carpet
for Deli Department.
cleaner. Rent electric
Apply in person at
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Owens Food Market.
Aire Shopping Center.
1407 W. Main, before 10
a.m.
AIR COMPRESSORS.
Call Dill Electric, 753SALESMAN
WANTED
9104 or 753-1551.
for a new product and a
newly
established ANTIQUE LARGE oak
distributor in West icebox, $135. 1925 Airline
Tennessee and Ken- Ehort wave radio, $25.
tucky. Small investment
Metal icebox. $40. Wood
and
pickup
truck
cook
stove,
$85.
required. Earn as much
Showcase with glass,
as $200 per sale. In- $25. Maple headboard,
formation call 901-642$25. Call 436-5412.
8546 or write S and W
Distributors, Box 213A, SPRING
SPECIAL
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
PAINT SALE. Hanna
first quality Latex Satin
Sheen, regular $8.25,
CARPENTER Call 753sale $6.00 per gallon.
0984.
Hanna semi-gloss
enamel regular, $10,
PART TIME night clerk
sale, $8.00 per gallon.
for motel. Prefer male.
Murray
Lumber
Experience would be
Company, 753-3161.
helpful. Send resume
and references to Box
BAR AND FOUR chairs.
32A, Murray.
$75. Call 436-5869.
MECHANIC.
Apply
GLASS
Muffler and PLATE
Muray•
showcases, we also buy
' Automotive Center, 7th
used showcases. Call
and Maple Street.
753-1836.
DISHWASHER.
Apply
June 10, between 5:30 TOBACCO AND tomato
and 8:30-, Colonial House
sticks. 13 cents each.
Smorgasbord.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
MAID NEEDED, full TRUNKS,, BABY bed,
golf clubs, school desk
time days. I.akeland
chairs, antique tricycle,
Motel, Aurora call 474r- odd tables and chairs,
2292,
and other items. Call
437-4164.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTERS, steady
work. For interview call VW TRAILER HITCH,
electric adding machine
753-5287 or 753-0839.
- Sears. Adds, subtracts,
9 Situations Wanted
multiplies,
divides..
Antique-Evinrude
•
WILL DO housecleaning
outboard, all aluminum
or yard work. Call Judy,
motor. Phone 436-5857.
753-8595.

10 Business Opportunity
BLACKFORD
HOUSE
for rent. Buy inventory
and lease space or
owner will close out
inventory and lease
space. Call 753-8660 or
see at 1804 Coldwater
Rd.
PROFITABLE OPPORTUNITY
with
financial security, We
are looking for Financial Mortgage Brokers
and Finders in the
Murray' area. We will
train you. For your free
information and inquiry,
please write to: Kentucky Diversified
Funding, P. 0. Box 37,
Richmond, Frentucky, or
call, 6061 624-2613.

1970 MAVERICK, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
With air. $600 or take
over payments. Goats
ready for 4th. 15 white
rock laying hens. A
small pony and bicycle.
Call 436-5855.
LARGE FURNACE and
stoker for sale. Call 7538660 or see at Blackford
House, 1804 Coldwater
Rd.
GROCERY SCALE. $75.
Call after 6 p.m. 7534080.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-A767.

BLACK VINYL tuxedo
style sofa. Matching
swivel rocking chair.
good condition. $35 firm.
Call 753-9253.
DOUBLE OVEN gas
range, gold, 2 years old.
Will sell for $110 or trade for electric ciryer of
same value Call after 5
p.m. 753-520e
NEW SOFA bed, new
drop leaf dinette set, 4
chairs. One 50 piece
silver set for 8. Eight
place setting of fine
china, one table lamp
with marble base, one
set crystal, 6 ice tea, 6
goblets, sugar and
creamer. Matched set.
Bargain pr -ad. Can be
seen at 1103 Sycamore.
18 Sewing Machines

FIVE H.P. SEARS outboard motor, only $95.
Call 753-2365.
1973 BOAT and 1974 20
h.p Mercury motor and
trailer. $850. Call 4374331
14 FT. RUNABOUT, 40
h.p. Evinrude motor and
trailer. $750. Call 7535918

1975 12 1 50 2 bedrooms,
partially furnished with
air. Washer and dryer.
Like new. See at Riviera
Cts., 753-3280 between 8
and 5.
EIGHT WEEK old pigs
for sale. Call 753-6205.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 a 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Term.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
SUMMER ONLY, air
conditioned, 2 bedroom
trailer. Furnished,
reasonable. Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
COUPLE
MARRIED
desires small house in
country. Within eight
miles of Murray. Call
435-4177.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
FAMILY WANTS to rent
2 or 3 bedroom home. in
country. Willing to do
repairs if necessary.
Call 753-2858.

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th
24 Miscellaneous
1.

FOR SALE - 1969 Oldsmobile, 1965 Impala
Chevrolet, new tires,
and run good. Also have
store over 4,000 ft. of
space, on corner street
and smaller store. All on
Main Street in Hazel,
Ky. For rent, sale or
trade, and can arrange
trailer space on 641 in
Hazel for 3 permanent
house trailers, water,
gas and electricity.
Near churches, bank,
post office, restaurant,
and good grocery.
Douglas Shoemaker,
753-3375.

FIRE SALE used Singer
sewing machine, zig zag
and all regular aft a ch ments. Fully
26 IV Radio
guaranteed, sews
perfect Full cash price, .ONE PIONEER tuner
amplifier about 4 years
$29.50 Call Martha
old. Contact 753-6805.
Hopper, :154-8619 or
write Route 5, Benton,
WANTED RESPONKy.
SIBLE person to take up
19 Farm Equipment
small monthly payment
on 19" color TV. Under
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
warranty. J and B
needs. Call AAA Fence
Music-Magnavox, 753Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
7575.
Paducah, Ky.
27. Mobile Nome Sales
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery 12 x 50 VICEROY. 2
on Hardin 80 East. Call
bedroom, all electric,
437-4801.
underpinning and
carport. $3800. Call 753BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
4446 or 753-4074.
per bale. Premium
guaranteed.
quality
1974 DOUBLE WIDE
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
mobile home on block
Hardware, Paris.
Three
foundation.
bedroom, 2 baths,
NEW IDEA corn picker, 2
central heat and air.
row. Call 753-5186.
SubRestricted N
division. Call 436-2473.
TD 18 International
dozer Good condition.
$8,500. ('a II , 1-898-3429. 1969 60' x 12' all electric.

20 Sports Equipment

Unfurnished
except
refrigerator and stove.
Call 437-4291.

32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
APA
MENT,near Univevity.
Call 753-0669 or-7575.
ONE BEDROOM furnished, air condition
apartment. Call 7537243.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs Rent to purchase plan: Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.

ONE DAY ONLY! Twin
Early
beds, ,$60.
American couch and
chair, $75. Dresser with
AKC SEVEN month old
mar-for, $20. Sears
female Doberman,
Kenmore washer, $50.
cropped and shots. Also
Sears Kenmore dryer,
Australian Shepherds,$50. Baby chest of
AKC
miniature
drawers,110. 9 x 12 rug,
Schnauzers. Call 435Large air con$5.
4481.
ditioner, $75. Small air
41 Public Sales
$50.
conditioner,
General electric
RUMMAGE SALE
refrigerator, $50. Odds
continues Saturday, 8-4.
and ends, stove in
• Bargain Barn. 13th and
working order-FREE.
Main. Lowest prices in
June .11, 9
Saturday
town.
a.m.-4 p.m. 404 South fith
Street.

TWO-PASTY Till SALE
- Country Style. Sat.,

June 11, 9 a. m. - 3 p.
m. Highway 94 East to
Blackford's Market (7
mi),
turn
right
(Faxon-Newburg Rd),
3t-2 mi. Watch for
signs. Antiques include churn, flax glut,
carding boards, milk
bottles, well pulleys,
scales, flat iron, milk
can, cow-yoke, horse
hanes & collar, assorted old horse-drawn
implements. Other
items - chairs, hub
caps, shallow well
pump
&
tank,
hydraulic jack, old
bottles, clothes,
dishes, electric fry
pan, mixer, tires,
luggage, plaques, pictures, games, handbags, jewelry, records,--looks, bric-abrack, and lots of
goodies. Look for
signs.

BIG YARD SAI.E. Friday
and Saturday. Antique
rocker, dresser, ice
tongs, butter dish
lamps, tables, books,
pictures,
records,
glassware, etc. 715
Sycamore.
GARAGE SALE, 610
South 9th, Friday and
Saturday, June 10 and
LI. 8 a.m. to 5 poi.
Clothing, large and
small, men and women,
dishes, jewelry, plants,
TV., and antiques.
GARAGE SALE. Dishes,
glassware, silverware,
silverplate items. '2
bushel baskets, buckets,
fertilizer, numerous
other items. Saturday,
June 118 a.m.-5 p.m. 701
Earl Court.
PARKING LOT sale.
Freed Cotham, 802
Chestnut. Starting 9
a.m. Saturday June 11.

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

BOYS - PRIVATE
rooms for summer
school central air with
kitchen facilities. Near
campus. Call 753-8572
after 7 p.m.
SLEEPING ROOMS, air
condition, private entrance, refrigerator.
ZiMmerman
Apart16th
ments, South
Street, 753-6609.
34 Houses For Rent
HOUSE AND apartment
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109.
FOR LEASE (Senior
Citizens only l. One
bedroom house unfurnished, 2 acres of
fenced pasture, stable
and chicken house. $900
a year. Call 753-6068
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
mington. Leask option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745..
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
37 Lpastock

Supplies

10 WEEK OLD black and
tan Coon Hound puppies.
Fist puppies, 4 months
old, good squirrel dogs.
Call 437-4620.

Auction

22 Musical

FULL BLOODED Beagle
Puppies for sale. Call
753-8696.

33. Rooms For Rent

TWO BEDROOM mobile PONY CART and Harhome and large lot. Four
ness - both in excellent
miles from Murray.
condition. New cost over
Small garden planted. ' $200. 'Will sell for $80.
Trailer has central air.
Call 753-8017.
Furnished and 80 ft.
tower. $8600. Call 75338 Pets Supplies
0807.

1971 SHII.OH mobile
home. 12 x 40. See or call
Jerry Turner at Dwain
FAMILY SIZE 24' jet
Taylor Chevrolet.
boat and trailer. Been
used approximately 30
hours original cost
$16.000 Will sell for
$5.500 ('all 436-2427.

15' WINNER Runabout,
tri hull, 115 h.p. Mercury
and trailer. Call 753-6235
after 5:30.

41 Puaii Sates

2/ Mobile Home Sales

22 Musical

Beautiful contemporary home located in
Kingswôod Subdivision on more than an acre of
land. Spkacious home contains 3 bedrooms plus
study, Z baths, den with fireplace, light airy
living room,basement garage. Low $50's.

Wonted!
Homes to list with 3 bedrooms priced law $30's also 3
bedroom homes with formal dining room in mid S40's
If you are interested in listing your home call us foeindividual, lairport service

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
Pet 'Noble '1
753 a9ss

Located Southside Court Square
Open Doily Monday-Saturday

Grn.sia
753 6557

1977 Cadillac Eldorado convertible, low mileage,
extra nice.
0
1975 Cadillac Eldorado, low mileage, new car
trade in.
1973 UMW Sedan DeVWe,extra nice, new car
trade in.
1973 Buick Electra, 4 door, extra nice, new car
trade in.
1973 Ford Grand Torino,4 door.

5

1974 Oldsmobile Toronado.
1973 Mustang Mach I.

Lii
1970 Chevrolet Impala,4 door,special $495.00.
1968 Chevrolet Impala,4 door $195.00.
1977 Cadillac Sedan Deville, Demonstrator.
1977 Pontiac Bonneville,4 door, Demonstrator.
Going At Big Savings

V
aurem

PURDOM
Oles • Peortioc Cadillac
-Salisied Crewmen Are Our
44.8. ceo.;Fair

14% West Maio - 7534315
AMINIIIMMEm.6

Wednesday June 15th
10:00 a. m. Acution 1011 1 close the operation of ola
time friendly J. T. Wallis and Son Grocery 3rd .ind
Main Street in Murray, Kentucky.
All groceries and endures left from the closing out
sales last few weeks including old time meat blocks,
coffee mills, steel money safe, counters, meat and
dairy box, a walk-in cooler, curio glass cases, and
misc. will be sold.

Douglas Shoemaker
142-713-3376 '
Murray, Kentucky

It

Phone 753-4451
Morin Calloway Cooly load ol Reahors
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YARD SALE,Free shoes,
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 903 N. 16th.
LARGE SEVERAL party
yard sale. 407 SI 9th St.,
Friday..lune 10 12 to
and Saturday JUR. 11,7
to 5. Kitchenware,
dishes, jars and bottles,
lots of plants, oak buffet,
couch, bed, breakfast
table and other small
furniture. Boys and girls
clothes sizes 2 to 12. Men
and women clothing
(some womens 11 sizes),
trinkets and junk and
other items added
second day.
YARD SALE,905 Poplar.
Saturday, June 11, 9
-a.m.
YARD SALE. Saturday,
11th of June. 1629
Farmer Avenue. A
variety of items.
GARAGE SALE, 915
Johnny Robertson Road
Near Dottie Shop, 8-3
GARAGE SALE, we're
moving!
Many
bargains. Rain or shine,
Friday and Saturday,
7:30 until ? '4 mile East
of Lynn Grove.
YARD SALE, 24" 10
speed, electric scrubber-waxer, tools, dishes,
books, childrens clothes,
games, puzzles, toys.
1112 County Cork Gatesborough. 9-6, June
10 and-11.

A

is

MI\

APPROXIMATELY 2
acres, 2 miles East of
Murray. Nice wooded lot
with garage, stable, 125'
deep well, and 12 x 60 3
bedroom furnished
mobile home:Tall 7134
8176.

OLD
MACDONALDS
FARM.
Partially
restored country home
and 30 acres only 4 miles
from Murray with 19
acres of primed tendable land, 8 acres
timber, tobacco barn, 8
stall horse barn and
other outbuildings.
Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for full time
Real Estate service.
FINE, WELL built brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Ratterree, 753-5921.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
242 South 115 Street
Plions 753.3263

LIVE AND EARN. Buy
now, move in and start
planning for a return on
your investment. 50
acres including 30
tendable and several
acres in timber, some
tobacco base, partly
fenced for livestock,
year round spring
running ! throu.g,h
property. All this and a 2
bedroom home on tree
shaded lot. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 lofty for more
information. We look
forward to serving you.

YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 8 till ? First
'house behind post office
in Sedalia. Furniture,
.antiques, and
miscellaneous items. In
case- of rain will be on PICTURE A PRETTY
HOUSE and view of
inside.
Margaret
Kentucky lake for year
Pursell.
round living. Call us to
see this house in
_YARD SALE, 1619 Sunset
Panorama
Shores.
Drive. Saturday June 11,
Three bedrooms, 2
8:30 a.m.
fireplaces, convenient
kitchen, and 3 car
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,
garage. Priced in the
Saturday, 8-4. 1320
40's.
Phone
KOPSycamore.
PERUD REALTY, 7531222. We work hard to
YARD SALE Friday and
provide the best possible
Saturday, 9-4. 'z mile
service to you.
out Highway 121 South.

MR. L'S Restaurant
located at 15th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. 1-liz new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
CARPORT BAKE Sale. ' Lyon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
For a Bible group. 8
to quit work, so real
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday
bargains can be bought.
and Saturday. 904 N.
Call us for appointment.
18th Street. Baby clothes
We have a list of all
- and other. items.
equipment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
YARD SALE, Saturday,
753-7724.
June 11. 9 to 4. Jeans,
purses, shoes, coats,
other clothing. 1619
Calloway
Belmont. r
TWO FAMILY Garage
Sale, Saturday June 11,
1653 Calloway: Men's Women's - childrens
clothing, assorted sizes.
Books, household items.

43. Real Estate

CONVERTIBLES - 1969
6
OHC,
Pontiac
automatic, you can
41
steal
almost
Mustangs - 2 for price of
1. One 1966 automatic
six, one 1967 straight six.
$2600 for pair. Need little
work, but not much. See
Bob Cook Hazel, Ky.

TELEPHONE 75-1061

MUST SELL two acres
with a 2 bedroom mobile
home. New septic tank
and well, _also has a
block
barn. Good
building site. $8,900. Call
489-2760 or 489-2508.
LOOKING FOR
investment property? Two
story duplex in good
condition
with
2
bedroom apartment on
each floor. Located at
1291 Vine Street. Also
listed with uslis a duplex
at 414 South 10th Street
which rents for $100
month. One side has
been newly decorated.
Call for details or come
by 105 N. 12th, Boyd
Majors Real Estate, 7538080.
1t2 LAKEVIEW lots on
canal. Restricted area.
Plenty of shade trees.
Water paid. Ready to
build. Call 753-4821.
Osedity Service
' Performance
BeiWing Lots - Soo oar five
selectiee of belling sites
•, ilkapieword Eststos,
*Me 44es, mid Sherwood forest.
Lae Lots - We hove dance
Inks lots avails at
Seywired Vista, Itentecky
Lake Development, end
'Lakoway Shores.
fermis - SO Acres roe !hwy.
732 epproz. 7 imilimaremi
Alerrey. Only $32,000 and
sanow will consider limnchi,. 30 acres with
redecorated 3 birdman
his.. Tee wil Neve the
sided foateres of 2 hares
with workshop
end
10:12 wash hone. Barley
and dm* fired tonna)
bases. $39,000.
Ogles:41g lesery Nome Coeveniently errammed 3
badman bowie at 1111S.
16th St. hes impressive
specious
fireplace,
adastitts, and rearm Wilt.
Is. The benetifolly lee.
dumped yard ised Iut
minis •r• important
f.ehires for the owner
sermon. Make en oppenal:eat to see this
con•
digeified
yet
temporary Imam today.

Wilson

1:113

Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc.
242 foe* 415 Street
Plano 753-3263

County

Mr. L's Dugout
Restaurant

4-0

William I. West 753-313/

309 N. 16th

HmAaNIFICEKIT, MR.COKIGRE-SSMAkl.
WHAT A BEAUTIFUL SPOT TO
BUILD A DAM."
43 Real Estate
GETTING MARRIED?
Start out in your own
mobile home located on
184'2' x 154' lot. Gas or
electric heat, paved
street. . . approx. 10
minutes from town. . .
Also just listed, 3
wooded acres, excellent
building site. For more
information, call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492
now!
WOODED
THICKLY
residential lots on US941, 5 mi. South of
Murray --City limits.
Moderately wooded lots,
in Candlelite Estates, 5
mi. North of Murray
-City limits, just off US641. STINSON REALTY
CO., Phone 753-3744.
Multiple
Member
Listing Service.
HOUSE AND LOT in
Sherwood Forest. Quiet
neighborhood. If you
like the outside of this
house you will love the
inside. Waldrop Real
Estate 206 South 4th, 7535646, after hours 7537249.

CAP.f, CGPf

45. Farms For Sale
49 ACRES with good
house. Tool shed, and
new well. Located 12
miles North of Murray.
Call 437-4714.
NEW BRICK home,
efficient.
energy
Wooded 3 acres, 12
Of
North
minutes
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.
46 Homes For Sale

Located at

QUALITY

1972 BLUE GRAND
Torino 'Sport, 302
Cleveland engine. $1050.
Call 753-0521 or 436-2736.

South 12th at Sycamore

Candids and some Archway shots.

FOR SALE

1970 JEEP CJ S. Call 75301411.

1973 RIVIERA, good
condition.. Call 753-7598
or 753-9665 evenings..

PROM WINDOW DISPLAY

ar

ar

49 Used Cars & Trucks

BY OWNER, 2. bedroom,
404 South 10th. Call 7535076.
THREE BEDROOM, 1'2
bath, central heat and
air...Call 753-9827.

337 North Poplar

527-1468 053-9625
DARFtELL COPE - BROKER

Like the country? This
impressive 9 room brick
rambler is located on 6.8
acres in a
highly
desireable location, '2
mile off Hwy. 80, 5 miles
E.of Hardin,'2 mile from
Ky. Lake.
87 Acres on Irvin Cobb
Road, 7 miles from
Murray, 2 miles from Ky.
Lake, '2 mile of road
frontage, farm limed,
fertilized, and seeded last
year, completely fenced
with barbed wire. Approx. 40 acres tillable, 18
acres in marketable
timber, estimated at
42,000 beard feet, 3 years
ago. 8,000 scotch pine
trees set for Christmas
trees. Deep well with
pump & lots of water.
year round flowing creek
on back side of farm.
Co.
Padecah

753-9635
143-2312

NIGHT CALL
Giarfes Jeffrey
11111Brverett
Demme Boyd
Bell Noy
Jee T. Neltem
Ifelney Mem, mgr.

471-2337
527-9921
362-1751
52740116
527-3121
577.9671

•

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS
°HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
°LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

First time offered...a kitchen where the whole
family can sit down and eat together - then step
down to the large family room with a warm,
friendly fireplace with economical glass doors.
Add 4 bedrooms, 2% baths, dining room, double
garage to this tri-level of spaciousness.. heat
pump makes utilities economical.

fta

LUTE

• 7:5(-4 - /492,
Aft! Neer*
Loretto Jobe
753-6479

Nelen,Ipann
nn.

sap",.
7534791

46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER new 4
bedroom house. just
completed. Deluxe
home must see to appreciate. Call 753-3903.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick ranch home,
approximately 3 miles
from Hazel. 24 acres
fenced. Call 498-8704
after 5 p.m. weekdays.
7 Motorcycles
1973 HONDA XR75. Very
good condition. Call 4988528.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1972
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 75348 Automotive Service
VOLKSWAGEN 1970
motor. $250. Call 7539189 or after 5 call 4365495.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
283 AUTOMATIC 1972
Kammback
Vesa
wagon. Has AM-FM and
tape deck. Good set of
radial tires and side
pipes. $800.00. Call 1-3548217.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air. 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273. after 4:00.
1973
OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass. Power steering
and brakes, air, factory
tape. Almost new radial
tires. Call 527-8273.
1968 CAMARO Leeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet__
ween 5 and 7 p m.

1969 CAMARO. Mag
wheels. Crager. $1,000.
Call 492-8866.
1974 LINCOLN MarInV
Must sell $5795 Call 7534445.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door hardtop. AM-FM
stereo, cruise, radials,
$2495. Call 753-4445.
1976
CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, 4 door
hardtop. Sharp. Good
gas mileage. $4250. Call
753-4445.
1968 Z.28 Camaro. Runs
good, rnags. Blue and
white. Call Mike at 7539906.

51 Services Offered

1976 DODGE MINI motor
home, 20 ft., loaded with
extras. 658 Cedar Street,
Calvert City, 395-4536.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.

EI.ErLICENSED
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

K and N
Repair

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per Week.
Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
GUTTERING
BY
SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters lastalled per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

CARPET CLEANING
very
experienced,
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
*Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

QUALITY .SERVICE
Company Inc. Air
condition sales and
1974
DODGE
VAN, -,.service. Modern sheet
metal department.
cu&tornized, good
Wisehart,
Larry
condititin. Call 753-8161
President. Phone 753after 4:30 p.m.
9290.
1973 NOVA, 6 cylinder
BLOWN in
automatic. 11475. 1969 INSULATION
save on these
Sears
by
International
pickup,
high heat and cooling
automatic, $875. Call
bills. Call Doug Taylor
489-2595.
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
1976 GRAND PRIX,
power steering, power
LICENSE
ELECbrakes, air. AM-FM
TRICIAN and gas instereo, tape, excellent
stallation
will . tio
condition Call 753-4331
plumbing, heating and
CUTLASS
I 97 3
SUPREME, Good
condition.
Powcistiprine brakes and air
Maroon with White top
'Call 753-4015.
After 4:00 call 753-6103.
50 Campers

TRAVEI. WAGON. 1960
Ford. 302 engine. good
oversued tires, butane
furnar e and. stove,
ref rwerator Call 4382433
CAMPER OVER Dodge
club cab truck. /las gas
stove, heater
and
refrigerator,
water
hookup and toilet.
CaMper like new, truck
needs some work. Also
15' boat and trailer, 50
h.p. Johnson motor. Call
753-6753.,

sewer cleaning Call 7537203.
DOZER. LOADER,
buiekhoe wor4t7-GftteltngT
hauling,
a n d
bushhogging
Free
-estimates. Call 436-2382.

1972 DATSUN 240Z, good
condition Must 'sell.
Phone 753-2691.
1977 LTD II Just 7,000
miles. Fully equipped.
Two door. Call Bob
Wynn,.753-4333 or 7532975..

51 Services Offered

753-3313

91 test
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for, spreading, leveling,
backfilling: Call 753-7370
or 753-7570

laws mower and sad infirm
repeir. Reheat knee minwere.
$25.114 end up. 'idle,
mowers, $114 SIMI op.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

GLASS' WORK, mirrors,
aluminum store fronts,
auto glass, plexiglass,
plate, window glass, and
glass showcases. M and
G Complete Glass, •
Dixieland Center 7530180.

FOR YOUR septie tank
and backhoe work needs
call John Lane. Phone
753-8669 or 436-2586.
PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential.
Also
drywall finishing for
free estimate, phone
Atkins Painting, 4374534.

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing.
or roof repair. Built up
roofing. Call 436-2712•
after 6 pin.
I. & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.

WILL DO housecleaning and gardening. Call 7531495.

HOME REPAIR, painting and brick work.
Free estimates. Call
anytime, phone 753-5399.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

NEED
A
reliable
babysitter? Call me if
you occasionally need a
sitter, evening my home
in town) experienced.
Call 753-6421.
YARDS MOWED.Call Ed.
Harcourt, 753-7853,

ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work. Furniture
repair, combination
eirtdow's- and door's. Call
753-4124.

PAINTING, best
efe,nicer -tarnished:Call 753-0076.

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. to.
354-8161 or 354-8138.

WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.
53 Feed And Seed

AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioning. Need air
condition
part
on
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 474-8848.

12 BUSHEL registered
certified Essex soybean.
seed. Call 753-0555.

WILL DO painting interior and exterior. Call
753-2349.

FREE KITTENS - males
and females, very cute
and playful. Call 7537820.

54 Free Column

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

FREE KIT7'ENS, white
and grey. White and
black. Housebroken.
('all 436-5502.

Miller
FuneralHome

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock
finishing and dry wall!
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.
-- --MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, roofs sealed,
and Alcoa aluminum
house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.

Ambulance Service

492-8758
Protect Your Shrubs
from bogworms and your lawn from sod wedworm

Call 753-3000
Agri-Products Lawn &
Gorden Spray Service

11AVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

74 TOYOTA Ciliea, Air
Conditioned. 4 speed,
46,000 actual miles, good
condition Call 753-2424 ,
or 753-3557 after 5:00.

BY OWNER: 2 blocks
from university. Twostory brick; 4 bedrooms,
3
-biThs, family room,
living room, kitchen and 1972 FORD LTD. 4 door
utility room. Furnished
hardtop. Excellent
cottage (rental unit) on
condition Air condition.
back of property. Lovely
All power. 11450. Call
trees and lawn, garden.t"
753-0855.
By appointment only.'
MAKE THAI OI.D. car
Call 753-0423.
look nev. again Buff,
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
glaze, vsash. wax and
the
clean , inside,
brick. $27,000. Call 753professional -way. Call
9915.
753-688.3 1111.!ht 753-2321.
pickup
Free
and
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, 2 bath, family
delivers
room, living room, 2 car
1974 DODGE. 4 wheel
garage with workshop
or storage: Central heat,
drive. Call ;53-8199.
air
and
vacuum.
1975 VW a ith sun roof.
Located near Murray
High, 753-8432.
Metallic blue Call 7530551.
SMALL NEAT 3 bedroom
, house, 5 years 'old. 1969 CHEVELLE, 396,
Ixicated on Southisiest
bower steering. brakes,
edge of town. Nice
AM-FM 8 track. Call 753garden space Call 7532620 after
HAZEL,nice frame house
with new paint and new
roof, three bedrooms
downstAirs and one
upstairs, with extra
large lot. Price in low
teens. Call after 6 p.m.
492-8417.

1975 B-210 Datsun, 33000
miles. New tires. AMFM radio,..4 speed. 93800.
Call 395-7780.

50 Campers

Landscape Designing
,--Spray Service
,-- Indoor Monts
Pools and Water Fountains

Agri-Products
Lawn & Garden

Price
Increase
10%
June 15, 197'1

Hwy. 121 North (Coldwater Ifw:
$425.0u op, flawed, reedy to use. Also motet, you build,..
low as S300.00. II 1 up to 21 60 :tendert bat "oil precut
any site needed. Buy Hie best for loss.

cRear
I
`Estate

CUSTOM BUILT PROTAILL BUILDINGS 753•0911

Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
Stone Setting
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry

DISAPPEARING ACT
753-2833

113S 4th

Realtor Pat MohleN

it you di ode to help sour
Realtor show your home do
him, you and the prosper1 a
t Aviv. Don't!
When proweits look at a

at_

-"t411
_
)

Price Reduced For
Quick Sale
This lovely three bedroom brick home on the comer
ofEirweod and Meadow Lane has many trees. With
2% large baths, large kitchen with dishwasher,
built-in range, has formal dining room with crystal
chandeliers. Hbs family room with fireplace,
covered patio, outside storage building, double
garage with electric door opener, and 21 ft. concrete
drive.

Call 753-2377

home they want to feel tree
to look around walk here

hen and bathrooms may be
tried and such things as the
oven furnai e and water
rlosel
be
heater• wi

(

the prosper I
<her led
would feel uneasv dortng all
thew things undr-r the wet

there and generally
poke around II they do flu,
•hev11 he putting A 10t
mom", in it and they rightly
want to make sure its the

ihtul

home that's really for THEM
Thev don't feel free to really
r heck the place it the owner

or %ISli

.ind

Is

trailing along when the
is showing them

Realtor

around.
This home may be the
prospects future "castle"
they'll want to invprd rt
careltallv They Mao 'wall.
around turning lights on and •
off to see if the lighting is
adequate Taw ets in the kit,.

1k11.

VOW,.

of sour 11...111ItI all" up
and 'al, he has a PfINWII
in tow make plans trr go if/
$411

010104

do scone shopping

a friend

Remember a s rh, 11(1Pill
that s being :old and the
spotlight sh.,uld only be On
IT

not sou'

(irnsulting with aoprt
about therr real +-dart:Tee&
is ion spy( iails Drop hs Pur•
doin 5 Thurrn.rn rrn the
«nut square ..or, akt
'Mobley
411 nr
Oh." 11. hI.111
139;li
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Honor Roll For Fourth Grading
Period At Murray High Listed

I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Is Today
For Marvin Blane
Funeral services for Marvin
W. Blane of Murray Route
Eight are being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover,
Tn., with the Rev. Calvin
Wilkins and the Rev. Lloyd
"Perrin officiating.
Aubrey Cook, Gene Knight,
Gene Crutcher, Hal Hutchison, J. T. Jackson, and
Gene Cathey are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Hillcrest
Cemetery at Dover, Tn.
Mr. Blane, age 76, died
Wednesday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Amy E. Knight Blane;
three daughters, Mrs. John
McGee, Murray, Mrs. Charles
Nelson, Oak Grove, and Mrs.
Larry Hale, Almo; three sons,
Henry, Max,, and Marlin
Blane, all of Dover, Tn.; one
sister, two half sisters, two
brothers, thirteen
half
grandchildren, and one great
grandchild.

Mrs. Nettie Treas
Dies Thursday With
Funeral Saturday

Mrs. Nettie Treas of Murray
Route Eight died Thursday at
seven p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 79 years of age and
the wife of J. C. (Bill) Treas
who died in 1959.
The deceased was a
member of the Salem Baptist
7hurch. Born March 4, 1898, in
Calloway County, she was the
laughto of the late „John
lrvan Armstrong and Eppie
May Gilbreath Armstrong.
Mrs. Treas is survived ,by
one daughter, Mrs. Hugh
(Larue) Wallace; Murray
Route Eight; two sisters, Mrs.
Neva Gargus and Miss Vara
Armstrong, 1004 Fairlane
Drive, Murray; One brother,
Edgar Armstrong, Murray
Route Four; four' grandchildren; five great grand.children.
•
The funeral will, be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson and the
Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
The funeral for John Wesley
Friends may call at the
One
Almo
Route
Penney of
funeral home after six p. m.
will be held Saturday at two p.
today (Friday).
m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. John Colver officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie,
Johnnie, and Bobby Hopkins,
Ernest, James, and Danny
Penney. Burial will follow in
the - Murray 'Memorial Gardens.
A series of lessons will be
Friends may call at the
held at the Almo Church of
funeral home.
Mr. Penney, age 74, died Christ Monday through
Wednesday at the Murray- Friday, June 13-17. Services
Calloway County Hospital. He will be at 7:30 p.m. each night
was a member of the United and the public is invited a
Pentecostal Church and was a spokesman said.
retired factory worker in
Jay Lockhart of Sugar
Land, Texas will be the
Chicago, Ill.
four speaker. Bro. Lockhart is well
are
Survivors
daughters, Mrs. Walter known in this area having
Hopkins, Almo Route One, preached for a number of
Mrs. Jim Labrillo, Riverside, years at Green Plains - and
Ill., Mrs. Hobert Payne and Seventh and Poplar Churches
Mrs. Sam Grecco, Cicero, Dl.; of Christ.
two sons, James, Richton
Since leaving Murray Bro.
Park, Ill., and Finley, Cicero, Lockhart has been located in
one sister, two brothers, Oklahoma and Texas but has
twenty-five grandchildren, frequently returned to this
and twenty-six great grand- area for meetings.
children.

Rites On Saturday
For J. W. Penney

Bro. Lockhart Will

Speak At Services

At Almo Church_..,
1

Williams Chapel To
Hold Bible School
Chapel
Williams
The
Church of Christ at Lynn
Grove will hold its annual
Vacation Bile School starting
Monday, June 13, and continuing through Friday, June
17.
Classes for all ages including adults will be held
nightly from 7:00 to 8:30 p. m.
The public is invited, a
spokesman said.

The Murray High School
honor roll for the 4th grading
period has been released as
follows:
Seniors—
Catina Beasley 2.50, Brad
Boone 2.75, Stuart Cottrett
2.78, Teresa Cunningham 2.50,
Francie Elkins 2.67, Janie
Flora 2.50, Lisa Francis 2.71,
Debbie Gann 3.0, Anne
Gregory 3.0,
Bobby Hopkins 2.60, Donna
Hughes 2.67, Mary Ann Kurz
2.60, Mike Lafser 2.50, Randy
May 2.75, Terri McConnell
2.75, Deanna McMillen 3.0,
Chris Montgomery 3.0, Jeff
Oakley 2.58,
Beth Outland 3.0, Julie
Outland 2.78, David Roberts
2.60, Susan Rogers 2.89, Tom
Shupe 2.60, Dianna Sliger 3.0,
Lisa Smith 2.50, Roger Smith

Singing Cancelled At
Scotts Grove Tonight
The Friday night musical
program, that was arveunced
in the Wednesday's Ledger
and Times, that was to be at
the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church has been canceled.
The Century Singers, from
Benton will be featured in a
song service at the church at a
later date according to the
Rev. Leon Penick, pastor of
the church.

SPECIAL
Roses Luncheonette will be open at 6:00
A. M.for breakfast Mon.-Fri.
1 egg
Bacon or Sausage
,Hot Biscuits
Coffee
75.
2 eggs
Bacon or Sausage
Hot Biscuits & Gravy
Coffee
99.
We invite all you early risers to come by
our luncheonette and if you know something
that will make us better able to serve you
please feel free to tell us. It would be greatly
appreciated.
Looking forward to serving you in the near
future.

Janie: Beal, Manager
Roses Stores, Inc.

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL—A Vacation Bible School, sponsored by four local churches, will be held June 20-24 at the First Christian Church. The school is sponsored by
St. John's Episcopal Church, Immanuel Lutheran Church, First Presbyterian Church and
First Chtistian Church. The school is open to all children in the community, ages three
through sixth grade. No prior registration is necessary and further information is
available by calling Ann McKeel, 753-8842, or the first Christian Church office. The
school will be held from nine a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Making plans for the school are,from
left, Vicky Nall, kindergarten; Father Fernandez, of St. john's Church; Claudia Moore,
three and four year olds; Pat Flynt, first and second grades; Diane Martin, third and
fourth grades; Vicky Holton, nursery lohnna PutIoff, co-chairman; and Ann McKeel,
chairman.
Staff Photo by Davidelil

Three Workshops
Planned At MSU

Details Of Altercation To Be
Released In Paducah Court
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
Details surrounding an
altercation with a police
officer that left a retired
newspaper correspondent
injured will be released in
cOurt before being made
public, according to Police
Chief Robert
Holt -said Thursday that an
investigation of the incident
does not indicate the officer
used unnecessary force.
Harry Bolser,- 11, allegedly
was struck in the face with a
flashlight early Wednesday
while Patrolman Terry
Wilford and another officer
attempted to arrest him for
allegedly driving while
intoxicated.
The incident allegedly
occurred in the parking lot of a
restaurant.
Bolser received a severe eye
injury which doctors fear may
result in the loss of the eye. He
also received a fracture of the
bone around the eye and two
cuts about the head.
"I don't think we should try
this thing in the newspaper,"
Holt said. "We will save the
evidence and present it in

court."
Bolser has been charged
with driving while intoxicated
and resisting arrest.
"Our investigation doesn't
prove any wrongdoing on the
part of the arresting officer,"
Holt said. "He acted like any
other officer would in
effecting an arrest."
Holt said the incident was
investigated by Asst. Chief
Bill Atkinson, who handles
internal affairs for the
department. He said the
officers invblved and persons
with direct knowledge of what
happened were inprviewed
but that Bolser was dot.
"If anything else surfaces
that would be contradictory to
our findings so far, then we
will take appropriate action.
The results of the incident
certainly are unfortunate,"
the chief said.
Police reports indicated
Wilford and Officer Ronnie
Tucker were called to the
parking lot because a
disturbance was taking place
between a man and a woman.
Holt said Thursday that Ms.

Lena Gollotte, 39, of Paducah,
was arrested at the same time
as Bolser and charged with
public intoxication and
disorderly conduct. Holt said
the woman was interfering
with the arrest of Bolser.
Bolser covered western
Kentucky for the CourierJournal in Louisville for a
number , of years and is
described as well known in the
area.
The Sun-Democrat in
Paducah editorialized in
Thursday's editions that the
needs thorough
matter
investigation.
"We do not question the
Department's
Police
thoroughness nor its motives,
but it seems to us less than
satisfactory when any public
agency is left to investigate
itself or its own personnel in
such a matter as this," the
editorial said.
The newspaper said there
were disturbing reports about
how the patrolman treated
Bolser after the incident but
that details were impossible to
confirm.
STOCK MARKET

Kindergarten
Aids In First Year
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
who
attend
Children
kindergarten are less likely to
have to repeat the first grade,
a state official says.
- Don C. Bale, assistant
superintendent of the state
Department's
Education
Bureau of Instruction, said
Thursday in a telephone
interview that about 12 per
cent of Kentucky first graders
failed the 1975-76 school year
and had to repeat the grade.
If all had been able to attend
kindergarten, the number of
failures would have been
sharply lower, he said.
In Jefferson County, the
failure rate for first graders is
considerably higher than the

Music Program
To Be Sunday
At Memorial
Sunday evening, June 12 will
be a special service at
Memorial Baptist Church
when the Music Department
of the church will lead the
service.
Ron Hampton, director of
the music program at
Memorial, will be presented in
a mini-concert featuring some
favorite arrangements he has
performed.
Following Ron, the Sanctuary Choir will perform.
Their program will range
from a unison arrangement
with piano to compositions
from a new musical utilizing
soundtrack accompaniment.
During Mr. Hampton's
tenure with the Memorial
Church the choirs have
become known for thier
contemporary sound and
arrangements. This concert is
in response to request from
many friends.
Mr. Hampton and the
members of Memorial extend
an invitation to the public to
join them in this "hour of
celebration," a/ Z:00 p.m.

statewide average — up
around 22 per cent.
Schools in the inner city and
low income areas generally
have a higher retention rate
for first graders, statistics
show.
The 1972 General Assembly
appropriated ;35,000 for a
study of the problems of
expanding kindergarten
programs into all Kentucky
and
districts,
school
authorized state aid for the
of
100 , new
creation
kindergarten units for the
1973-74 school year.
Prior to that, kindergaitin
programs operated out of
local • funds, without state
assistance.
Bale said that no more than
two or three per cent of the
children who attended the first
100 units of kindergarten Were
retained in first grade.
He said the department is
concerned about the failure
rate of first graders, but
doesn't see the problem
until
diminishing
kindergarten units across the
state are fully financed. The
goal is full financing by 1980,
Bale said.
There will be 550 units next
fall but the state needs 1,467,
he said.

Rev. W. Edd Glover
To Speak On Sunday
"Thou Shalt Not Bear False
Witness' will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev..W.
Edd Glover, pastor of the
Grove
North
Pleasant
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, at the eleven a. m.
services on Sunday, June 12,
at the church. His scripture
will be from Exodus 20.
Directing the music will be
Mrs. Emma Dean Lawson.
Tommy Thornton and Greg
Cain will be the greeters.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m, and evening worship 4
6:30 p. m. The time of 6:30 p.
m. is for the Wednesday
services.

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Murray. are as follows:
2unc
1
25/
Heubleip Inc.
2unc
1
43/
McDotudds Corp
9% unc
Ponderosa Systems
45% +4
Kimberly Clark
50% -4
Union Carbide
29 unc
W.R. Grace
2 +4
1
/
36
Texaco
55% -4
General elec
10% unc
GAF Corp
304 -%
Georgia Pacific
264 -4
Pfizer
33% -%
Jim Walters
161
144 unc
Kirsch
33% -4
Disney
-4
13%
Mint
Franklin
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger di
TImes by 1 M Simon Co. are as follows.
Indus. Av
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T.& T.
Ford Motor
Gen. DynamIcs
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer Mfg.
Taman
Western Union
Zenith Radio

The College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University announces three
upcoming workshops to be
conducted June 13-29.
The workshops are as
follows:
Industrial Supervision —
This workshop will deal with
problems and techniques of
the front-line supervisor in the
industrial enterprise and will
meet from 5:30 - 9:30 p.m.,
Monday-Thursday in Room
S101 of the Applied Science

2.50, Ricky Taylor 3.0,
Sonia Thomason 2.50, Wynn
Tolley 2.60, Melody Travis
2.75, Ann Tutt 2.60, Larry
Watkins 2.60, Jo Ann Williams
3.0, Kelly Williams 2.60,
Donnie Winchester 2.75.
Juniors—
Kim Alley 2.82, Jill Austin
2.54, Donna Bailey 2.60, Beth
Boston 3.0, Tressa Brewer
2.50, Ann Clark 2.75, Denise
Curd 2.60, Debbie Darnell 3.0,
Lisa English 2.64,
Frank Gilliam 3.0, Joey
Grasty 3.0, Kent Harman 2.64,
Tim Harrell 3.0, Jerome
Higginbotham 2.50, Delores
Honchul 2.58, Bruce Horning
3.0, Karen Jackson 3.0, Claude
Johnson 2.60,
Gina Jones 3.0, Michelle
Kelly 2.73, Anita Laminack
3.0, Bill Ligon 2.60, Kathy May
2.80, Tammy Melton 3.0, Carol
Montgomery 3.0,
Krista Russell 2.60, Michael
Russell 2.82, Deana Seigler
2.62, Laura Shinners 2.78,
Danna Shipley 2.75, Belinda
Suiter 2.73, Shara Toon 3.0,
Lisa Watson 3.0.
Sophomores—
Karen Bailey 2.63, Howard
Boone 2.60, Angela Camp 2.60,
Mitzi Cathey 2.60, Harry
Fannin 2.60, Jenny Francis
2.80, Debbie Geurin 2.80,
Keane Gregory 2.82,
Lynda Johnson 2.60, Jerry
Kelly 3.0, Jeff Kursave 3.0,
Mike Kurt 2.80, Gena Lovett
2.80, Dana Mansfield 2.56,
Kathy McHugh 2.64, Tracey
Nall 2.58, Sharon Outland 2.60,

Hog Market

Stacy Overbey 3.0, Michael
Pitts 2.82, Terry Smith 3.0,
Brad Taylor 2.60, Jaina
Washer 2.56, Laura Watkins
282, Paul Whiteford 2.60, Pat
Whitlow 3.0.
Freshmen—
Marla Alexander 2.60,
Lynne Beatty 2.82, Janna Bell
2.80, Julie Billington 2.80,
Brent Boston 3.0. Robyn
Burke 3.0, Susan Crass 2.82,
Susan Crass 2.82,
Teresa Dick 3.0, Marianne
Duvall 2.80, Sally Grasty 2.64,
Mary Lindsey 2.64, Jennifer
Pace 2.64, Alison Wallace 2.64,
Sharon Whaley.

Grace Baptists To
Hold School With
Services Sunday
The Grace Baptist Church,
located at 617 South Ninth
Street, Murray, will open its
Vacation Bible School on
Monday, June 13, at 9:00 a. m.
Classes for all ages will be
held ffrom 9:00 to 11:30 a. m.
each day through Friday,
June 17, according to the
church pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe. Persons may call 7537599 for transportation.
Regular services will be
held at the church on Sunday,
June 12, with Sunday School at
9:45 a. m., and worship at
10:45 a. m. with Rev. Burpoe
as speaker; John F. Wood as
music ditivtor, Dwane Jones
as _organist, and Anita Underhill as pianist.

- Workshop in Industrial andPower
Commercial
Federal State Market News Service
Distribution — This workshop June
10, 1977
will consist of a study of the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Includes 11 Buying Stations
Report
planning and design of in- Receipts:
Act. 399 Est. 1000 Barrows di
MISS YOUR PAW
dustrial and commercial - Gifts fully 1.00 lower Sows 1.00-1.50 lower
1-2 200-230lb.
442.50-42.75
US
power distribution systems US 1.3260-240 lb..
Sebeallows
ale has. est
442.0042.50
641.75-42.00
with an emphasis placed upon US 2-4 240-3601Ni
received Noir beao-slefivered
440.2543.25
US 3-4500-290 lb.
the proper selection and Sows
copy of Tbe Menai Ledger
02.50-33.50
protection of equipment as US l-2270-350lb..
TNies by 5:30 p.a. Meaday.
P3.00-34.50
1-3500450 lb..
prescribed by the NEC and US
Friday ea by 3:30 p.a. ea
634.00-33.00
US 1-3 450450 lb..
632.00-32.50
NEMA and will meet from US 2-3 300-500lbs.
days ere
me urged tied 753-11116
5:30 - 9:00 p.m., Monday- Boars 24.00-27.00
between 5:311 p.m.NW 6 p.m.,
Thursday in Room 107A of the
Mersties-FrWay, so 3:30 p.m.
LAKE DATA
Industrial Education building:
eisd 4 p.a. Saterarysi t• bears
Kentucky
Lake,
7
a.m.
358.9
Metrics in Education and
delivery of Hie wevrepera. Calk
down 0.2.
Industry —This workshop will
meet le placed Ire 6 p.a. weekBelow
dam
303.1.
metric
include a study of basic
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.1.
days or 4 p.a. Safeway, Se
concepts, and conversion to
Below dam 302.2 down 0.1.
weerowtes delivery.
metric system, as applicable
Sunset
8:15, Sunrise 5:36.
to both the educational and
industrial settings and will
meet from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.,
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Monday-Friday in Room C102
Science
TRADE WITH
-of-- -the--Applied
building.
Each of the planned
workshops may be used for
graduate or undergraduate
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
college credit.
Registration for any of the
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
above workshops should be
"Service Built Our Business'
accomplished on Monday,
IT
WILL
PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
June 13. For other registration
call
information
or workshop
NEW OR USED CAR
•
762-3393.

PARKER FORD,Inc.

-2.04
33% +4
unc
35% +4
112% -4
55 -44
5$ uric
1174
27% +%
26% +
izic
WA
23% +4
29
22% -4
9% +
17% -4
23% ±

Sinking Spring To
Hear Bible School
Program Sunday
program
special
A
climaxing the week of
Vacation Bible School at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will be held Sunday, June 12,
at the 7:30 p. m. worship
services.
The boys and girls will be
sharing some of the things
they have studied during the
week.
this
school
a
and
Refreshments
fellowship period will follow
the program.
The pastor,the Rev. Lawson
Williamson, will speak at the
eleven a. m. worship services
with L. D. Warren, deacon of
the week, assisting in the
services.
"To God Be The Glory" and
"I Want Jesus" will be the
selections by the Adult Choir,
with Phyllis Whitney as
soloist, at the services Sunday
morning.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m., Youth will meet for
practice at five p. m., and
Church Training will be at
6:30 p. m.
Volunteer nursery workers
Will lati'Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
Carroll and Mrs.Susie Scott!

THE TAPPAN
COMPANY
is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees
Male or female. Must be willing to work any of three shifts and be able to
perform a variety of
skills.
Fringe benefit package consists of:
Blue Cross- Blue Shield hospitalization
Life Insurance
$6,000
Accidental death and dismemberment
6,000
Sickness and accident insurance
77 per week
15,000 maiunurn, per employee and dependents
Major medical insurance
All rringe benefits paid for by employer.
Plus Opportunity for 30% Bonus
Incentive wage rates:
$3.46
3.56
3.58
3.68
3.74

•

Non-incentive wage rates:
4.81
$4.21
4.86
4.33
5.12
4.49
5.63
4.54
5.73
4.69
5.83

All rates listed above have cost of living add-on of 16t per hour, plus shift
differential of be per hour for second shift and 16C per hour for third shift.
Persons interested should apply in person to Max Morgan, Employment
and Training Manager, Personnel office of the Tappan Company, Saturday,June 11,1977,from 7. a. m.- 4 p. m.

TAPPALR CM/MIT
Appliance Group — Murray Operation
MURRAY,KENTUCKY 42071
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

SAT.

Summer Car-Care Directory is a special section of
the

iviurray Ledger & Times
inday, June 10 1977
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Car's mandated safety devices need timely maintenance,too!
Much of the safety
equipment on your car
was mandated by the Federal Government but its
up to you, the motorist,
to make'sure the devices
continue to do their job.
Except for some exertion in fastening lap and
shoulder belts, the safety
features require little effort on your part. However, that doesn't mean
that regular maintenance
or inspection should be
.
ignored.
The Automotive Information Council consulted
one of the auto industry's
pioneers in the vehicle
safety area for his recommendations. He is Roy
Haeusler, who even has
earned the plaudits of the
industry's severest critics.
Haeusler, who retired as a
safety engineer, was wearing belts long before they
became the law of the
highway and always wears
a safety helmet.
Seat and shoulder belts
are one area you don't
have to be concerned
about.
While safety equipment on ears need maintenance, one
"The belts on your car item that requires
no care is the seat belt itxxembly. Thereare good for the life of fore, ownerti
can always buckle up with assurance, according
the car," Haeusler says. to safety
engineering experts.
The webbing has been
subjected to prolonged pe- traffic when a car is stallcheck the doors on the
riods of artificial radia- ed. The flasher should be
outside to make certain
tion to determine how blinking half the time as
they resist brilliant sun- opposed to an inconsistent _ they lock properly.
Seal latches: There are
light. The belts withstood pattern. This is especially'
safety standards on seat
all tests."
important in daylight so
In the past year, seat the flasher can be seen.- strength but the latching
mechanism should keep
belts used in the south- Inconsisten-cy means the
them firmly in place —
western part of the coun- flasher is approaching its
enough to hold fast in a
try for many years were last blink.
30-mile -an -hour crash.
removed for inspection.
Head rest: Haeusler conObviously, it can't be testThey passed federal cedes this device
has gen- ed too easily. If
standards by a wide mar- erated controversy
you can
over move
the seat by applying
gin.
its merits but he favors it body pressure,
It isn't
It's still a good idea to -,rand urges front seat pascheck the belt retractors, sengers to raise the head lAtching and is Ilangerous
if the car is moving.
according to Haeusler. He
rest to the proper height
cautions:
Parking brake: Owners
If the head rest shoulc.
"You can't check shoulcome down when the car
der belts on newer cars by
is driven over a bump or
tugging at them. You have
a railroad track, it obvito slam the brakes and
ously needs tightening.
that should lock- the belt.
' Door latches:- Their job
A speed of 15 to 20 miles
an hour would be enough Is to keep the passengers
from being thrown from
for the test — but be sure
nobody is driving in back • the car in the event of a
collision. Statistics prove
of you."
I the chances for survival
He warned that seat are
greater if the passenbelts with retractors ger
_remains in the car.
should be examined to Latches
should keep the
determine whether addi- door
closed even when the
tional webbing can be lock
button is "up." Some
pulled while the belt is latches,
in time, become
being worn.
"hair-triggered" and even
Some other safety de- a slight bump against
the
vice tips:
door or the door handle
Energy absorbing steering
can cause the door to fly
column: Even the slightest
open. The handle or lever
vertical movement in the
should move at least a
column calls for a service
quarter of an inch before
check. Two small, hidden
it releases the latch and
capsules hold the column
opens the door.
rigid, but give way in the
Door locks: The lock
event of a crash.
buttons can become faulty
.1.iglits: It's a simple
and' there,11rtay be times
matter. to see if they all
when ybu think the door
glow but an owner freis locked, but it isn't. This
quently misses the flasher
is particularly true of powsystem that warns other
er door locks. Occasionally,

of cars with manual transmissions use this equipment, especially when
parking on a slope. It can
become "hair-triggered"
in time and release when
a passing car causes the
parked vehicle to sway.
Releasing the brake should
require a firm effort.
Safety checks on tires,
foot brakes, steering, etc.,
have been necessary since
the first single-cylinder
runabout made its Ameri-

can debut before the turn
of this century.
Today, we have dual
braking systems on all
cars. If one system goes,
You still have sufficient
braking to bring your car
to a halt.
Haeusler advises periodic check of the brake
fluid level. "When the
brake warning light glows,
it's not really a warning,"
he says. "It means that
one of your systems is not

Our Shop Features the Following Services
*Custom Body Work
*Insurance Work and Free Estimates
*Frame Straightening
*Painting on Horse Trailers, Household
Appliance Color Change,Boats, Motorcycles
and Trucks

-1,1'e Specialize in Vast Production with Natis.faction Guaranteed'

THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT OTASCO
HELP YOU KEEP 'EM ROLLING WITH

REA EU
TIRES
• FOUR PLY POLYESTER

A real value! famous Limioyol quality .n th.s lour ply polyester cord tubeies7
t.n.t design.

Hendon's
Service Station
ot7trtt.
ri)

We Carry
Trop-Artic
Motor Oil

200 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

753-1921

operating."
He has some further advice on replacing brake
fluid:
"Before you check the
fluid level, wipe the area
around it to make certain
no dirt enters the fluid
chamber. Otherwise, it
might have been better
not to check it. Also, don't
use fluid that hasn't been kept in an air tight containeer. Moisture destroys
the fluid."

5131

PIKE

VALI

A7.8-13

21.97

1.7/

E78-14
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F78-14
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31.47
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1178-15
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Sole Prices Good of Ov•r 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest.
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CAR CARE SECTION
filters get clogged, the distributor points and co.
denser 1.iu conjunction
timingo
with the
or burned
7,000 or 8,000. And then become pitted
from sending thousands
I've pulled some out at
rapid - fire electronic
20,000 and they're still in of
impulses to the cylinders,
pretty good shape."
the spark plug wires,
As for the rest of the and
ignition coil, distributor
tuneup menu, .the- wear
and rotor all break
and tear of driving a car cap
down eventually under the
takerits-toli- -in-the_gam
o
way. Various air and fuel strain

Tune-up raled as tops on car care list
you once had," Birdsong ttfaciurers, but even these
at Richmond ChryslerThe mechanic, his once"The octane on gas figures can be misleading.
added.
it's
"but
smeared
Corp.
Plymouth
blue uniform
"A lot of the manufaclowered,,engine
been
has
underbecause ttiey don't
with grease and faded
turers will say their plugs
cut
been
has
n
compressio
stand the details of what
from countless bleached
rear ends are are good for 10.000 miles,
it is and why it's needed. way back,
washings, comes through
for better but that's just an average.
higher
geared
And then, when you try
the garage door,chomping
all means__ I have pulled plugs out of
it
and
mileage,
to explain what's involved,
simultaneously on a cigar
md- them
a car a car— and- frn--to
keep
need
you
a lot of people still ask,
butt and a toothpick as
completely corroded at
it
to
keep
right
really
he ambles in your direc- 'can't you fix it without
doing all that?' and things running right."
tion. He draws nearer and
In addition to running
a
read
almost
like
that.
can
you
, acceleration
smoothness
peoover
that
is
red
it
in
of
"A
lot
name encircled
, failure to
and
consistency
but
inget
to
pocket,
want
don't
ple
his left shirt
have proper tuneups. can
volved with it, some just
by then your heart is beatdon't want to understand," have drastic effects on poling so fast you can't put
lution and gas mileage.
the individual letters to- - added Birdsong."An ownAny misfiring in the ignigether in your mind. He ers' manual is given to
tion system (due to wear
removes the cigar, shifts them when they get the
or carbon buildup) leads
the toothpick with his car, but most never read
to an overabundance of
it or anything else to know
tongue and leans down
fuel in the affected cylinhow a car should work, or
close to you, a small smile
what should be done to it, ders, and the fuel eventucracking the edges of his
ally finds its way into the
mouth as he pronounces or what kind of mainteexhaust discharge.
nance it needs, or anysentence ...
"There's always a questhing."
"YOUR CAR NEEDS A
tion of just how often a
TUNEUP!!!"
Should read manuals
car needs a tuneup, and
It sounds like perfect
The tuneup goes right you just can't draw a line
material for a nightmare,
list of at any certain amount of
and for many car °viers at the top of the
time," Griffin said. "A lot
maintenance
it has become just 'that:. automotive
requirements. It is, by far, of people get them tuned
The mere thought of a
periodic up religiouslY, right actuneup of that mysterious not the only
maintenance required, but cording to the owners'
tinkering with the even
of the
manual every 10 or 12,000
more mysterious inner it does rate as one
for .a miles, arid then you have
workings of the automo— most important
gas-sav- a lot of People who don't
bile, leaves many a motor- smooth-running,
ing and pollution-free. au- have them tuned up until
ist in panic.
they start running badly."
tomobile.
Public lacks knowledge
, The tuneup involves the
Time to tune up
The stereotypes, how- two major areas — ignin
however, the
Generally,
carburetio
ever, no longer fit the tion and
area
computerized mechanics' that supply the impetus to 10- to 12,000-mile
else, in seems the one most gentrade, and the panic is the make everything
The erally prescribed by manresult of a general lack of the automobile work.
mixknowledge on the part of carburetor supplies a
ture of gasoline and air,
many car owners.
"You do get into a panic and the ignition supplies
situation with a lot Of the electrical spark to igbepeople," admits Buster nite that mixture and
thatBirdsong. service manager gin the energy train
eventually turns the
wheels and propels the car.
"I think the majority of
car ownegi know that you
have to put -new spark
plugs in, I think they know
that," explains Clyde Griffin, service manager at
Dick Strauss Ford, Inc.
"But if the car isn't run. ed
ning right, of course most
o
5 IN I
nee nel_161
r
es...s."..
people don't know what's
— ' -n.--M r-1
'
a..
le
causing it, and there could
be three or four things in
the tuneup that could give
(most exhaust pipes, too)
the same signs. That's
Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle lefts
when it takes somebody
'It RR 11. 1. 1 .
who knows what he's
doing to tell exactly what's
AS-105
wrong."
10-MINUTE RADIATOR FLUSH

--

arsition

YAMAHA 500

ONLY ONE LEFT $1595

TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA

•

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

Sore
moneyOP* bonding
to your specs.
•rmonrts
•ousts
•EXHAUST PIPES
•POIIIMING
•EXPANDING

Discount
Mufflers
from 10% to 20%
off on Exaust
Parts
'Free
inspection'

Th
A10$.06...11 14 WM

hold. Coallo

Barrett's
Service Center
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753 9868 40

--.-.% _ 2L''- F
.0,8.,_......
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Here's the beginning
The spark plugs are only
the beginning of what
should be included in a
standard minor tune up.
Distributor points and
condenser, air filter, fuel
filter and PCV (positive
crankcase venAllation)
valve should all be replaced, battery terminals
cleaned, spark plug wires,
ignition coil and distributor cap and rotor inspected (and replaced, when
necessary), and the carburetor, choke and ignition timing adjusted.
"I'd say there is probably somewhere in the
neighborhood Of 50 or 60
per cent of the cars on the
road today need maintenance work on them, and
almost all of it would be
right in the tuneup area,"
explained Birdsong, who
added that the motorists
are only hurting themselves by not getting the
proper maintenance.
VII,. the-need
"You just don't have the
power in todayzars like

rn.nut.

.U.

These Special Prices
Good Through Sunday Only!
AS-192
"TUFF STUFF" FOAM CLEANER
• On Cars Cleans V,ny; Uohoisn-ry
Plastic Floor Mats Roof Liners and
Chrome
• in,Home Cleans Upholstery
Rugs Appliances Walls
Woodwork Grills etc
•
•

• Fast, one step action
• Removes oily scum,and
loose rust
• Requires no neutralizer

flush

Prestone

Rubbing Compound
AS.220
NIGH PERFORMING OIL TREATMENT
• Helps minimize wear
• Reduces Oil constimption
• Increases Viscosity index of base oil
• Reduces undesirable "thinning our
at high temperatures

15 oz.

AS-217
CARS IL CHOKE CLEANER
• Cleans to improve idle smoothness
• Dissolves carburetor gum and
varnish deposits
• Helps'reduce carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbon emissions
• Removes dirt II deposits from
carburetor and choke linkages
$
• Cleans dirty PCV valves

own

Sale
•

•-•
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CAR CARE SKTION

Simple car care quiz
reveals major need
for engine tune-up
Here's a one question car care quiz:
The chief benefit of a tune-up is:
A. Better gasoline mileage
B. Quicker, more trouble-free starting
C. Better pick-up and passing power
D. Fewer harmful pollutants emitted
If you are an astute observer of the car care picture,
you realize that there are no wrong answers to the question. For other than purchasing a newer car, there is no
better way to improve your tar's performance than getting a thorough, professional engine tune-up.
Up until recently, the tune-up was virtually a discretionary service or one to be performed when engine
condition deteriorated so badly that the car couldn't
start or continually stalled in traffic.
But unlike a disabled car, the world doesn't
4stand
We are quickly absorbing the painful lesson that
the black liquid that Rows from the Middle East
and other locations is not as abundantly and cheaply
available as it once was.
First, political instability in the world makes oil
a fragile black pawn in international conflict.
Secondly,even if there were no threatening crises
on the threslaolduthe supply of oil is dwindling.
Therefor, if America and the rest of the industrial world wants to do business as usual, they have
to pay close attention to ways of preserving the oil
suPPIY.
It is estimated that if all U.S. cars were tuned,
300,000 barrels of fuel could be saved daily.
This wasted fuel, incidentally, is costing you and your
fellow U.S. car owners an additional two billion dollars
a year.
Of comparable importance to the world's well-being
is the role tune-up assumes in keeping the environment
clean. Only a few years ago, the symbol of a flourishing
society was the smoke stack, indicating busy inddstry.
Now, we have learned of the dangers to human health
and to natural alid man-made assets that come from air
pollution. Up until recently, the car has been a contributor to air pollution.
Lately, the car makers have devised systems to minimize harmful emissions.But these systemstmust be maintained to stay effective. And the engine tune-up, be it
performed voluntarily or mandated by governmental
agencies, is the least costly way to keep pollution levels
manageable.
As previously stated, tune-up also makes "good citizens" out of cars and their owners in other ways.
A car that bogs down on a busy freeway at rush hour
due to ignition failure does not endear itself to the thousands of other owners it may inconvenience. And a car
that lurches into the passing lane attempting to pass and
not having the necessary power is more than a nuisance;
it's a threat to life.
Time now for spring tune-up
With the added hours of pleasurable driving the upcoming spring anlbsummer seasons offer, there is no
better time than now to take your car in to your favorite
service outlet for a tune-up.
So, do your car and yourself a service — a tune-up
service.
frE

Buying new tires?
Pay heed to size,
right cohstruction

Precision equipment and skill of a etersn automotive r.ervice man both help make
today's tune-up the best maintenance investment an owner can make
According to studies, the cost of the tune-up is likely to be repaid in gasolinein his ear.Howw.c.,
in better performance, surer starting and helping maintain a cleaner .avings.
environment arc
other tune-up advantages.

Knowing the correct
tire size used to be the
only criterion for Purchasing new rubber for a car.
But the wide variety in
tire construction, designation and ratings has made
tire shopping somewhat
more complicated.
Therefore, the Rubber
Manufacturers Association (RMA) offers some
tips on buying tires.
Never select a size
smaller than those which
came with the car. Tires
of different size designations, construction and
stages of wear may adversely affect handling
and road stability.
For best all-around car
handling performance,
tires of the same type of
construction should be
used on all four wheel
positions unless designed
to serve a special function
such as snow tires.
If you mix radial with
bias or belted, be sure
radials are on sante, axle.
_

The fresher
our plugs
e better your mileage
and performance.
What do spark plugs have to do with mileage and performance? A spark plug
is what starts the burn of gasoline in your car's engine. The better the,spark, the
better the burn, and that means better mileage and performance.
How can you tell when it's time for fresh plugs? A plug should be good for 10,000
to 12,000 miles. After that, it's probably time for a replacement,
Could you just clean your plugs? Cleaning helps, but will not restore a plug to its'.
new condition. Your best bet for better mileage and performance is with a fresh
set of Champion spark plugs.
So fill 'er up with Champions.Not only have they sparked
more race winners than any other
brand, they're made just right
for your car. Champion...
the world's bestselling plug.

r=1

Come See Us!

. of
Joe Todd
Motor Sales
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"We Have Used Late
Model Cars"
See Joe Todd
or Larry Hale

CHAMPION

507 South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
,
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Six ways to stem rising gas use demonstrated by AAA

An economy driving
demonstration conducted
by Automobile Club of
Michigan shows that motorists can stem what
could be a record-setting
gas consumption year by
using conservative driving
techniques and practicing
good maintenance,
To help combat an
alarming rise in gas consumption, Auto Club conducted a test with two
identical cars that showed
conservative versus jack-

rabbit driving can result
•
•
•
in a 60 per cent increase
in miles per gallon of gas.
By
numbers
The ears, 1977 Chevrolet
Six steps to save fuel without cutting down on travel
Caprice Classics equipped
with one-gallon test are suggested by Auto Club:
beakers, were driven over
.1. Drite lti moderate speeds. !Rost ears get about 21
a 10-mile long freeway
per vent inure miles per gallon on the highway
at 55
and city street course in
miles per I
than they do.. at 70 m.p.h.
the Detroit area.
2. teceleate smoothly
Sill
engines, tires and
One car was driven with
gasoline.
jackrabbit
techniques
3. Dri,e at a steady pace — asoiti stop-and-go traHic.
while the other, which
started the course at the
I. Minimize braking — anticipate speed changes.
same time, was driven
Release the arcelerator as soon as a red light is ,isible
conservatively. The test
ahead.
was, supervised for Auto
5. Don't 'sea '.e in and out of traffic lanes,
•
Do not let the motor idle for more than a minute
if ienapioriirili stopped at a curb. Turn off the
engine.
It lake. ie.. a to restart than to idle the engine
more
than a lll i llute.

the

Overheating of engine
is simple to forestall
In these days of rising
costs of buying and maintaining a car, two necessary items remain virtually free. The air and
water for tires and cooling
system respectively are
still available at no cost.
While recognizing this
fact, maintenance experts
remind motorists thatt,
even in year-round warin
weather areas, water alone
will not adequately cool
your engine. Extra heat
generated by more powerful engines, automatic
transmissions and air
rpguir,s a

Club by Detroit Testing
coolant with a higher
Laboratory.
boiling point than water.
The poorly driven car
A 50 per cent mixture
finished the course only
of coolant anti-freeze and
25 seconds ahead and obwater is recommended for
tained 10.09 miles per galcooling systems in most
lon while the other vehicle
areas.
obtained 16.3 miles per
If you are stuck in
gallon. Over a 10,000-mile
heavy traffic and your
year, _Auto Club projects
cooling system shows signs
that the good driver would
of overheating, shut off ,save
$222 in intl. Costs
the air•conditioner.
compared with, the bad
Also, when you come to
driver.
a stop, shift into neutral . Auto Club states that
and "race" the engine to
significant fuel savings
increase circulation of
only can be made by reducing near-home travel.
coolant and the air flow
from the fan.
Two persons car pooling

Try A Gas Saver!
1977
Vega Station Wagon

GOOD/VE.4R
For No Hassle
Auto Service
Please Call For Appointment

753-0595
•

drive a
better bargain

with air, automatic
wall tires, etc

45
'4 371

Price
Low
the of
For

Test Drive one of our 1977

$11400°

Salesmen: Hugh Wright,I. H. Nix & Ian Dalton

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
753-2617

to 15 per cent increase m
gasoline mileage.
"Once you've had your
car tuned, don't forget
about it," AAA advises.
Attention to proper tire
pressure, radiator temperature- and brake adjustment also helps save gasoline. AAA comments

o new view on how you can

transmission, white

Chevrolet Caprices

to work daily would save
25 per cent on the fuel
used weekly by each person. Car pooling for other
near-home travel, such as
shopping, would save even
more fuel.

While both cars used in
these tests were ui similar
mechanical conditiofl. a
number of studies indicates that maintenance is
an important factor in
fuel economy. For example, a previous AAA study
reports a tune-up can result in an immediate nine

641 South

Before you go shopping for a car, see us to
arrange for financing. We'll give you fast
approval and arrange terms that are ea4 on your
budget. Then, you're in the driver's seat . in
effect, a -cash buyer" which may get you a better
deal on the car you want. Choose yoqr financing
as carefully as you choose your new car—and
get a new view on how to drive a better bargain.

1=7P E()

LES/13A N K
r

MURRAY

KY.

Member FDIC
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II hat is it?

Cross section of air filter
which helps keep the carburetor free of abrasives.

Open
9-9
Mon.-S50.
1-6
Sunday

:Three systems
protected by
car filters
People who wouldn't
,think of smoking an unfiltered cigarette or drinking unfiltered coffee realize the benefits these
filters can offer. Perhaps
not VS well known is the
importance of the filters
that help protect cars
from premature wear and
poor performance.
AIR FILTER — The role
of the air filter is to keep
abrasive dust and dirt out
of the carburetor. When
clogged with dirt or punctured, the result may be
rough idle, podi gas mileage and producing excessive pollutants. ,Air filter
should generally be
changed as part of a tuneup every 10,000 miles.
OIL FILTERS—prevent
sludge, metal particles
and other contaminants
from reaching critical engine parts. It is generally
recommended that oil filters be replaced with every
oil change.
--GAS FILTERS— These
keep water and foreign
particles from
reaching
the fuel system. They
usually require replacement at 12,000 miles

Prices
Good
Sat.
June 11

KNIT
SHIRTS

and

DRESS
SHIRTS

Sport shirts of Polyester
and Cotton in two
separate styles, both with
3 button placket front.
Handsome colors to
choose from in sizes
Sm, M, L or XL

Sun.
June 12
Only

Short sleeve dress shirts
Of soft Polyester andd
Cotton Open collar or
with a tie, they're perfect
wear
for
summer
Available in pastels in
sizes 14Y, to 17.

ELECTRIC
ICE CREAM FREEZER

Pedal action I
can often tell
how brakes arc
Unlike-a tire that suddenly goes flat without a
warning, your car's brake
system often gives you _
ample notice that danger
is imniTnent... Learning
how to recognize those
warning signals may give
you time to correct the
situation before a crisis
The action of your brake
pedal is a good barometer
of brake condition. A low
brake pedal indicates
need for fluid in the master cylinder or a brake
adjustment.
A spongy action in the
pedal could signify air in
the lines, deteriorating
hose or worn rubber parts
in the master cylinder.
Fading brake pedal action could mean badly
worn or glazed lining or
contaminated brake fluid
If extreme pressure is
needed to stop, a sticky
piston in the wheel cylinder or master cylinder,
pinched bake hoses of
lines may
suspected.

C.. isting or
g rods g
+mous br
as Oly

r

....wk. :

-=‘,/1974,00/2Wiliiii1W/NNW
—1`°--Nse"'

traps Easy and clean Po trap down twen
throw .t and roaches away
'
taps
Cortta,s 2

ag7

etvvil'iwexv/s4••••••••••••••••;.,•••••••OW''..-&,—....;.—

:41;04.07,

,leur and
[ 'terent le
ft'

arsorapots.

3'.. -az net wt SAACks trorn Andy C-apps
Choose Cheddar Fnes Hot Fres Betcha
Bacot", or Put Foes

-
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NOW! • For two
days only • • • you'll
find tremendous
bargains throughout
the store

With bargains like
these, it pays to
stock up!

From
Air Filters

WORK
SHIRTS

$3.20
Reg.$2.99.$2•40
From
Oil Filter
__> Reg.$2.97
Reg $399 -

88
16"
'

Roses Low Price

FRA
•
oo• '
-Ft
/111147

Short sleeve Polyester and Cotton
work shirts Colors khaki, charcoal, olive or navy Sizes S. M. L or
XL

PANTS

Polyester and 'Cotton for hard
wear, permanent press for smart
looks Colors khaki, charcoal,
olive or navy Sizes S, M,L
or XL

GOLF BALLS
ROD RIOT
L Ang or spin[r- g rods galore+
Famous brands
such as Olympic,
Garcia, Arnbassageur and more
s
Different le
IG .100

Gm

Lit

r
Acushnet TitleSi'DJthe best
two
balls ever
made For long
and
distance
life- Box oil2

Set

Complete
Kit for polisher:
washing &
waxing

Roses Low
Price

Roses Low Price
$1 77

Prestone
Radiator Anti-Rust
Reg 99t

Camping
Skillet
Scram bile 36 eggs,
fries 14 hamburgers
14 ti 1"

too'‘

Roses low Price

:.11'—rt-'.,430000.410006-.'14760,flicUO*A
TUBE
SOCKS
Men's all pro tube
socks Whole with contrasting stripes One
size fits all

DRESS
SOCKS

ROSES
LOW PRICE

Ortore acrylic stretcb
nylon dress socks
One size fits all, Many
colors.

r tharnete,by 50 II lOng garden babe roth
, i couvinga
Soled b

Glossy 7e,"

;14,FWV:K *NM.=
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er — clip 9ndsave this

for safer and more economicaldriving thissumm

SUMMER CAR-CARE DIRECTORY
Car and Home Stereos

Fina Station

by CRAIG
Big Selection of Speakers

2Locations

TV SERVICE CENTER

121 Bypass
753-9706

Central Shopping Center - 753-58650

618 S. 4tie
753-9796

JIM FAIN MOTORS
753-0632
810 Sycamore
GASOLINE

AUTO SALVAGE

GASOLINE

B and M
AUTO SALVAGE

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co., Inc.
gic

AUTO SERVICING

GASOLINE

TAPES•TAPE PLAYERS

403 S. 2nd
71 or 753-2752
753-35
Phone
, Ky.
Murray
•

153-0446

CO
5-POINTnotSjustAMO
a filling station

A Service Station
AMOCO PRODUCTS
cull Tome Mechanic

Complete One-Stop Service Station
Call 753-9189
TIRES

AUTO UPHOLSTERY

TIRES

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE
Uniroyal and Michelin

753-1489
1105 Pogue Ave.
tics: 7-5 Mon-Thurs Fri. HI 6

CAIN'S

Roy's Top Shop
We Do Vinyl Tops and
Body Work
753-6970

Tire Center
Before you buy • check our prices
600 Main St. - 753-5862
USED CARS

USED CARS

Steve Treas Used Cars
S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-7656

Thweatt's Tire Center
For Your Tire Needs
See Us!
Phone
753-2720

6 Miles
641 North

808 Coldwater Rd.

TUNE-UPS.

Motor Parts & Bearings
4#11

Nice Clean Cars
753-4791

AUTO REPAIR WORK

Cunningham Auto Repair
& Used Cars
We Do Complete Auto Repair
619 S. 4th St.

Highway 94
Lynn Grove, Ky.
Phone 4354133

Max Keel, Manager
Phone 753-7111
AUTO PARTS

Caldwell Cars, Inc.

Phone 753-6831

Phone 753-2814

507 So. 12th St.

Crawford Shell Service
Station

USED CARS

Murray, Ky.

See Joe Todd or tarry Hale

Keel Purchase Tires

COMPLETE AUTOMATIC TRANSMtSISCNI SERVICE
FRONT ENO ALIGNMENT
COMPLETE TUNE-UP I, REPAIR SERVCE
209 S. 7ti — 7531751
RADIATOR a AUTO GLASS SERVICE

310 N. 4th St.

used late model cars

GASOLINE

Complete Tire Service

Serrald Boyd-Owner

1974,1975,1976

TIRES

AUTO REPAIR WORK

Boyd's Auto Repair

Joe Todd Motor Sales

44e

01E=IMIS
---0
9-

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 7533311

AUTO UPHOLSTERY

Murray Upholstery
We Restore Antique Cars
637 S. 3rd Extended
Phone 753-0405

Beal's Tune Up &
Carburetor Service
753-8119

N. 4th St.
AUTO SALVAGE

Marshall Co. Used Cars
& Salvage
Owners:
Harold "Tank" Thompson
8. H. L."Red" Riley

Phone 527-1381
Benton
Or 436-4720

t
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Housewife's tune-up center
makes women feel at ease
Fleet owners also
come to her for
regular service
Two years ago, Cather-ine "Kay" Butler was just
another housewife who
dreaded taking her car in
for service. Today, she is
the owper of a successful
tune-up center in Portland, Ore. that caters to
female car owners.
"I. knew other women
felt as uneasy as I did
talking to service Managers and mechanics about
repair work we didn't
understand," Mrs. Butler
states as the reason she
went into business.
"That's why I. wanted
my service center to be a
place where women could
relax in pleasant surroundings while they wait,
be confident the work was
being done properly and
feel free to ask questions."
Her service center, TuneUp Experts,
eiaetlit.
that..

Every part of the facility reflects the woman's
touch. In the spotless office, customers can sip
coffee on the house, read
the latest issue of Cosmopolitan or Ladies Home
Journal while relaxing in
soft, comfortable chairs,
or just chat with Mrs.
Butler about her many
office plants and flowers.
"This is where I- do my
thing," Mrs. Butler' says
as she points to a "Sidewalk
Su erintendents
Welcome' sign on the
office wall. "I try to make
our customers feel at
home, answer their questions as best I can and
explain what we're doing
to their car."
She admits her mechanical knowledge is limited,
but talks with pride about
her chief mechanic, David
Chun, "who is on a firstname basis with everything under the hood."
,."I eall David - my rest,
dent genius," she says.

"He does the actual work
but is also very helpful in
explaining to a customer
what's wrong with the car
and how it should be
fixed."
Mrs. Butler's service
center specializes in tuneups and minor repairs but
she has developed another
_business evaluating used
cars for -women who want
to know more about a car
before they buy it.
"This is one thing I
preach loud and long —
have a qualified mechanic
give any used car the once
over before the deal is
signed. Too often, women
are more concerned about
how a car looks rather
than how it runs. Color is
secondary. It's the motor
that gets you around
town."'
She is also very specific
when it comes to the value
of periodic maintenkrice.
"Just being a womani.is
no excuse for letting *ear
fall apart from neglect

Change parts at recommended intervals, keep
the oil level full, use the
proper fuel, check the
brake pedal for fade, make
sure the lights work properly and the battery cells
are full, and check the
pattern wear on the inside
of the tires. These are al
simple checks that anyon
can, make."
While a significant number of Tune-Up Experts'
customers are woolen,
Kay Butler dOes not discriminate. "Men customers with balky engines are
welcome anytime. In fact,
we have some fleet ac-,
counts and taxi cabs that
come in for tune-ups and
preventive
maintenance
on.a regular basis." r
Evaluating the success
of her new business, Mrs.
Butlqr says,—"All in all,
the first two years have
been a lot of fun and an
occasional headache. But
ope thing I know for cer- Mrs. Catherine "Kay" Butler makes an appointment to
centam: I don't have to wor- have a Ear brought in to her Tune-Up Experts service
rater to
ry where to take my car ter in Porthirs& Ore. She started the business to
the -ntxt—arne.jr-fierottra ••-41?4,10111,-•Mir- 41M1114.11*.Whill,4ek--011110111443..4411,111. isikinig -40
ehanics about repair »orb.
..,
tune-up."

for saferand more economicaldriving thissummer — clip .cind save this

SUMMER CAR-CARE DIRECTORY
McCuiston Automotive
Electric
We repair all kinds of starters, generators, and ahernators 6 volt, 12 roh & 24
vol We also exchange starters, generators and alternators

8105, 4th St.

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-3175

INAPAI
IMF
/

Murray Auto Parts

our NAPA Jobber is the Right
.11k
Place to Go!

Generator, Starter, and Alternator Repair

Murdock Garage
complete engine, transmission, and
brake work

Route 4

INAPAO

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

Joe Smith
Generator Service

AUTO REPAIR WORK

AUTO PARTS

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

Complete Automotive
Machine and Radiator Shop
605 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4424

641 N., Almo — 753-9721

24 hour wrecker service

Shell Bulk Plant
General Auto Servicing
Hwy. 94, New Concord Road
Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-1323 or 753-9191
BODY WORK

AUTO REPAIR WORK

Lampkins Buick, Inc.
Authorized Dealer for
Calloway 8 Marshall Counties

1

407 N. Main St. Benton, Ky Phone 527-3441
•••.

BodylViiiRK

RADIATOR•GLASS

Williams Radiator
& Glass Co.
Quality-Service-Availability
•

1107 Chestnut St
Phone 753-5524
Murray, Ky.

Buck's Body Shop
-You frt reck 'Pm. We Fix ''m"

9th & Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.
753-5142

1301 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.

your summer travels

492-8613

AUTO SERVICING

BODY WORK

Tabers Body Shop, Inc.

Murray„,,Xy,

WHEEL BALANCING•ALIGNMENT

Roses Wheel AlignTent
Tire Balancing Mufflers and Brakes

301 Olive

Murray, Ky.

753-1351
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Neglect of cooling system makes car vulnerable to trouble
The car owner who neglects his cooling system is
more vulnerable than ever
to car trouble.
This statement from
Car Care Council is based
on a study by a major
manufacturer of car coolants involving about 1,200
cars. The results showed
more than a third of the.
three -year-old .models
checked had products of
corrosion in their coolants.
The percentages were:
One year old: 22%; two
years old: 32%; three
years old: 36%. None of
the cars checked was an
"old" car.
The same survey showed
that, on average, nearly
half the cars checked
needed some kind of cooling-system service: One

Water Jacket.
DANGER POINTS IN COOLING SYSTEM

Corrosion.can clog entire sections of your water jacket and
prevent necessary heat transfer
from cylinder walls

Radiator.

Exhaust
Valves.

,Corrosive
'sediment
can plug _
tiny

e—•

radiator

tubes, here
making the
radiator
inefficient
j
in cooling
your engine.i i•

CI

Water Pump.
Many people don't know it. but
aluminum is highly susceptible to
corrosion damage. Aluminum corrosion gradually perforates tiny holes
in the water pump, letting coolant
leak away causing engine temperatures to rocket.
•
,

year old: 35%; two years
old: 49%; three years old:

CI

Corrosion
can build
up easily
around
'hot-spots'
near your
exhaust
valves.
acting as an
insulator
and holding
heat in,
rather than
dispersing
1 it.

Engine Temperature.

Choose from the following brands:
*Gumbo Mudder
*Maxi-Track
*Remington Brut

* 8-1 Commandos
* Concord Deserter
*Big Boss Bruisers

We do wheel alignment, brake
work, wheel balancing and all
safety features ofthe car

Hook's Wheel
Alignment
408 N.4th St.

If a 50-50 mixture of
water and a reliable brand
of coolant is used in a
system pressurized to
about 15 pounds_ per
square inch, the boiling
point is raised to about
2654' labout 129°C) and
the freezing is lowered to

about -34°F (about -"36C).
Car Care Council points
out that the old idea of
a "permanent" coolant is
obsolete. Certainly, a highquality coolant mixed with
water in that 50-50 ratio
will continue to provide
protection against freezing year after year.

If you are buying a new
pair of replacelnent tires,
put them on the rear
wheels for better traction
and handling. A single
new tire should be paired
on the rear axle with the
tire having the most tread
depth of the other three,
the RMA advises.
When mounting new
tires, limit speeds to 55
m.p.h. for the first 50
miles to enable all tires
to adjust to one another
so that they can function
as an integral unit.

Temperatures in your engine
can reach 5,000. F. (about
2,800 Cl. If coolant can't remove heat adequately. oil can't
lubricate metal parts. Engine
can suffer serious damage.

53%. What has been happening is a fairly simple
story: the need for smaller
more efficient cars has imneed for smaller
posed
engines.
To achieve performance
comparable with that offered by the'"standard"
car of the past, designers
have had to make today's
engines work harder. And
when an engine works
harder, it generates more
heat.
About a third of the
heat produced by today's
internal-combustion engine must be taken away
from the engine block and
transferred safely to the
outer air . . . this is -the
function of the cooling
system.
Since engines work
more efficiently and give
more miles per gallon at
higher rather than lower
temperatures, designers
have resorted to pressurized systems in which the
radiator cap plays a major
role. So, too, does the kind
of coolant used to transfer
heat from the engine to
the radiator where it can
be passed to the surrounding air.
A coolant with ethylene
glycol as its base not only
protects the engine

a

'We Specialize in
4-Wheel
Drive Tires"

against .freezing but
against boiling, too. In
fact, what for years has
been called "anti-freeze"
now has to be an antisurge, anti-foam, antisteam, anti-corrosion, anti-boil "anti-freeze."

New tires go on rear

o

•

••

ei .•
.7t

•

•

hotect your car

from heat and
• • cold.From rust
and wear.From now on.
Withlipp-Artic Motor Oil.

For the Best Car
Care See the
Following
Dealers:
HENDONS SERVICE
4th & Walnut St.
Murray, Ky.

rop-Artic
11 sEAsoN mow
Qli

1 QUART-0.946 LITER

ROGERS SERVICE CENTER
4th & Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.

WILSON & HOLSAPPLE
Hwy. 641, Hazel, Ky.
For yow laming weds coated !oar local Phillips 66 Jobber

Rudy Lovett Dist. Co. Inc.

KEEL'S PURCHASE TIRE

403 S. 2nd St.

We Sell New Tires'Repair Tractor Tires
Recapping'Vulcanizing

I

New Address:'
808 Coldwater Rd.

Phone
753-7111

753-3571

Murray, Ky.

The
Performance
Company

753-2752

•
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Pop,snap,crackle may be fine for
cereal, but not for CB set owners
ff your preferyour snap, Ignition key is shut off at
crackle and pop. with fast idle originates front
breakfast cereal rather the ignition system.
than your CB radio re• • •
ceiver, then listen to this
High pitched, musical
advice. The condition of
your car can affect the whine that increases in
quality of CB reception. . frequency with higher enAccording to David L. gine speeds and does not
Walker, Champion Spark slop instantly when the
Plug Company technical ignition key is shut off at
services director, the type fast idle has as its source
of interference you hear the generator Or alteron the receiver gives a clue nator.
A ragged, rasping sound
to its source by its characthat occurs at an irregular
teristic sound.
The following may be rate, usually heard in conuseful in detecting the junction with the generasource of the radio fre- tor or alternator whine, is
quency interference (RFD caused by the vibrator
, type voltage regulator. It
noises.

• • •
sound which
popping
A
increases in tempo with
higher engine speeds and
stops instantly when the'

does not stop instantly
when the ignition- is turned off at fast idte.
•

•

#

Hissing, crackling

Or

,clicking sounds that occur
irregularly- and ate usually worse on rough roads
usually stem from dash
board instruments such as
fuel gauges.
•

•

•

An irregular popping
or rushing sound occurring only in dry weather
when drising at high
speeds originates front
the wheels or tires. The
sound disappears when
- the brakes are lightly
applied.
•

•

•

- To eliminate these RFI
signals, a variety of sup-pressors are available.
Also, good care of the components involved could
eliminate the unwanted
noise.

The long internal'
spark Plug I,
1 irusels undertaken by the CI atoll
test crew a ere s
brightened Is', sIt un situp. at •41•TIif a ontkr. like SRI. Franeisen
Das. Test. in 14.' in Frameisen
other I .S.Ainirl I ..rittriinn test site. sitriweri OHO most
s eliieles are in need of engine mainteriatter i,. j111111r.., .gas mileage and lower emissions.

Safety council warns fix-it-yourself buffs
Do-it-yourself car re-pairs may be a worthwhile hobby. They -may
even save the car owner

MURRAY

T
IN
24 HOURS

753-9132
NIGHTS MURRAY

753-1234 or
753-1830

McCLARD'S
H L SERVICE
401 MAIN

•s

MURRAY

ca
SeewithoutAmeri
spending all

money. Yet, according to
the National Safety.Coundi, unless the amateur
mechanic is careful, he
can squander any savings
on unexpected medical
bills.
The Council warns:
You can be crushed,
electrocuted,
bloodied, blinded or asphyxiated while working
on a vehicle. To avoid
such injuries, the Council
advises:
• Never under any cir-cumstances crawl under a
car being supported by a
bumper jack. Even when
changing a tire, it is unwise to put an arm or leg
under the vehicle.
• When working with
an electric appliance such
as a trouble light, make
certain the appliance is
sound and that no water
or oil is in the work area.

your money on gas!
Maybe It's Time Ti Own An

Economy Car
AMC Pacer

I\
•
ga
,

*Complete Front End Service
*Complete
Radiator and
Glass
Service
•Gas tank repair
*Complete tune-up and
electrical repair.
•Carburator Repair
•Muffler and brake service

209S. 7th

753-1751

See vs for your

Complete Automotive
And Truck Repair

SO

1

INNS I W.Inge

ni1
Mara se

There's One At Cain's AMC, Jeep,
Just Waiting To Be Owned by You!

We've got one that'll be just right for
you and your family
take a look

Vete( 4RANA%
*Automatic Transmission
Service

AMC Gremlin

AM( i44,rflvt
AMC Matador

HORNET

MATADOR
The Distinctive mid-size that combine,
,
style, comfort and six cylinder economy

America's only 4-door compact wagon
combines handsome styling with as much
•irom and versatility as most families need.

GREMLIN

PACER

The fun little car that started the small car
resolution

The first wide small car And the only
small rar that dares compare room with
the intermediates

- See your AMC Dealer

Cain's AMC,Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Road -- 753-6448

Ow-
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Cheek battery's health
after winter ravages
Of all car components,
the ravages of winter
weather take their heaviest toll on the battery.
While the battery is in no
position to take a vacation
during balmy spring and
summer months, it should
be given special treatment
so that it might live to
serve another winter.
Battery manufacturers
give the following advice
on determining how much
life is left in your battery.
I. W'ith.the engine off
and the ignition switch in
the accessory, position,
press the turn Signal le% er.
If the chit* you hear is
slower than -when the engine is operating, it's a
sign your battery is below
normal power. Dimming
of lights also indicates
problems.
2. Corrosion around the
case and terminal may
indicate possible battery
trouble.
3. Water being required
too frequently or one cell
needing tttttre water than
the others may also be
warning signals.
Original equipment batteries can be ekpected to
last about, 36 months or
36,000 miles of cirdinlary
driving. Beyond that per--bafter5F-inay be
living on borrowed time.
The most reliable method of determining a batteiy's condition is to give
it a hydrometer test. The
hydrometer reveals the
concentration of sulphuric
acid which affects the
state of charge in each
battery cell.
A fully charged battery
will give a hydrometer

Periodic lube
job essential,
to car health
•

"For the want of a nail
.begins an old saying
that traces the fall of the
kingdom to a missing
horseshoe nail. Substitute
the "word lubricant for
nail and your car could
be immobilized.
While car makers recommend chassis lubrication at differing periods,
the service should not be
neglected. Lubrication and
periodic alignment are
virtually the only services
required by your car's
steering system, which includes the steering linkage, steering arms and
.
•
ball joints.
Failure to maintain
these components properly can lead to premature
tire wear, steering problems such as road wander
and loss of stability.
Check your car's owners
manual for recommendations of how often to
lubricate.
SAFE STOPPING
Any time your car
brakes fail to function
properly. better stop at
the first available service
station and have the system's fluid level checked.
Operation of your hydraulic braking system is ab5olutely dependent. on a
prbper fluid level in the
master cyginder.

reading of 1260 or higher
specific gravity. A reading
of 1210 or lower indicates
the battery needs recharging. A reading which indicates a greater variance of
more than 50 degrees between cells means a new
battery is needed.
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Murray M
and Automotive Center
All repairs guaranteed-Free brake and exhaust inspections.
7th and Maple Street
,
•Owe."

Phone: 753 -9999

